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BARRAGE

A Five-Year Lease

Two New Candidates

A Fourth Candidate

VANDALS ARE ARRESTED

lack Dodge Takes Over Rock Pease and Moulaison Will ', Robinson Verrill Of Portland
land Airport At $1000
Seek Nominations In the
Enters the Governorship
Is Planned By Group Of Local Workers—A
Pleaded Guilty To Damage At the Schofielda Year
June Primaries
Race

Ball In March

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Jack Dodge, who has been man- ; Two new candidates for county
ager of the Rockland Airport for office have put in appearance since
Ti.iirT-ri.--,,-,
several months, Tuesday leased the last issue of this paper, and
The Marchof Dimes will take on . prised of Edward Mayo as chair the property for a five-year period, there is a rumor that other offices
Vandalism has broken out anew I in court so that an indignant pub- i
a countrywide aspect this year as man and Almcn B Ccc.per, Rock- The lease was drawn up by City At- may be contesied in the June priat Schcfield-White Park skating lie may know them
far as Rockland is concerned. The {^ihc, Rodney E. Feyler, Thomaston; itorney Jerome C Burrows and maries
rink, following the pattern set by
Police charged three Rockland
fund committee, headed by Past ‘ Eewls
,°eorSe Hamlin, Signed by City Manager Pamsvandals last Winter when the rink men with the vandalism at SchoThe new candidate for Sheriff is
vu r
Mrs Raloh Brackett Mrs Eulah ’
was located at Commun ty Park.
field-Whlte Park,
In Municipal
Gerrish, Harold leach, Mrs. Ern worth on authorization of the City Willard Pease, 30. war veteran of
City Engineer Brown reports that Court Thursday morning, and got
Council.
five J’ears service of which 36
est Edwards.
when he went to the site Tuesday guilty pleas from all three. They
combat duty with the
■>
A sub committee will be known
Dodge is io pay the city the sum months were
to check light installations and were Weston Dearborn 16 Henry ,
Division in the Pacific
as the Mai! Sales Committee and of $1,000 a year rental, plus 4 per- Amtrical
the plowing of ihe rink after the Dudley, 18 and Freeman Dudley I
which he served as a Sergeant
has Almon Young, Robert Hudson I cent of the gross income of the with
storm he found the hinges of the 21. They were fined $25 and costs ,
at Guadalcanal. Bougainville, Leyte
and Kennedy Crane. Amon Cooper , held, exclusive of that from the and
skatehcuse door ripped off, glass of court or io days in jail,
the Philippines.
and Donald Leach will makeup the Knox County Flying School which
broken in the wndows and a strong 1 Recorder Strout set aside the I
Pease is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ticket committee. The publicity ■ he operates as a private venture,
bench cn the inside reduced to 1 fine and placed the trio on six I
Jethro D. Pease of Hope and makes
committee has Theodore Sylvester ! The lease contains a clause giv- his home at 397 Old County road
rubble This was a repeat perform- months probation. He warned them !
as chairm an, working members of ling Dodgei an« option to lease
for
an
ance and n his mind was not the that any trouble, whatsoever, that
.
.
.
wi
'h
Mrs
Pease
the
former
Mildred
the press in the locality being ap additional five-year period if he pietcher of Newport. He graduated
work of children as the bench was they had with the police in that
pointed by virtue of their profession.
so heavily built that several chil- time would bring the end of their
......
from Appleton High School in 1936
Arthur A. Warren of Vinalhaven
The major committees will meet ♦ »» field was
originally leased and from Ballard Business School
dren could not have demolished it. probation and the necessity of payat Newbert’s Restaurant next Tues to Maine Air Cargo Express and jn Rockland
One of the newly installed flood ing the fines or going to jail in writes: "A flock of seven Canadian
day at 7.30 p. m. at which time re was later under the Milton interests Upon discharge from the service
lights had also been tampered with, addition, they must pav the City of wild geese flew over my home at
ports will be made as to progress in noPreSxrnt.«r by the.
The city officials have been Rockland the sum of $25 to repair Granite Island yesterday after«■}* two years ag0 he entered the emobtaining the aid of various organi liam H. wincapaw. Still later Mil- ploy of Knox County Trust Co., and
plagued with this type of malicious the damage, as a part of their pro- |a?^fythevrle™yT,>VOttLrtanT
zations In the city and county for tons local representative, C. M b now a teller in the Rockland
| mischief tor some time. Last Win- bation.
aa lf
*T very tlr£d' J
Robinson Verrill
, the drive.
| ter. even the stove in the skaters’ The younger boy does not attend I ?obffis aMh! back of mv h^w ’’ *
Loser operated the field and office. He is finance officer of WinsLast- Spring school while both the Dudley’s are |r “
1 th
my house
turned it back to the city when the low-Holbrook-Merritt Post Ameri- Robinson
............. ......................
.
____ -______
Verrill, Portland
at- 'house was destroyed.
Council refused an offer similar to can Legion and junior steward of torney announced vesterdav that anc! Summer, new bleachers at Com- unemployed. Freeman, stated that
We have a Star Alley League and
Mr =1“ ”°W ln f°rce W
th^ ROClCl?nwlx^?e °f Mas°ns
he
se<* 'ha nomination for mUmty Park were destroyed ialmost he had been before the court last a Softball League. Now why doesn’t
as fast as they could be erected by year in charges of stealing batter- somebody start a snowball League
L
■
James A Moulaison. 25, will run ~
11 Alterations, Repairs and Im I Dodge is required to maintain the for the clerk of courts nomination <3wernor of ,h<- State of Maine in city crews, again the work of young ies and that he was now receiving There’s material enough, goodness
in that the runways will be His war record extends from Nov- ,he Republican primary to be held men or full grown men.
veterans’ compensation.
knows.
provements At the Com- field
sealed wherever there are cracks ember 1942 when he enlisted ln in June.
The vandalism has already cast I Police were unable to apprehend
Rockland school pupils may be
and plowed to ,he extent that the the AAF and was later sent to offiWhile Mr Verrill has served a the taxpayers several hundred dol-(them due to valuable information
.
„ „
u t
!
munity____
Building
James Connellan, who heads the I
runways will be open to traffic the Cer candidate school from where he
,
,
vtrrui nas
lars. Police are working on the given them by a responsible citi- more or less envious when they
Rockland campaign
| Repairs have already started on year round. The buildings of the >was
number of years on the Cumberland case and may produce the vandals i zen whose name was not revealed. listen almost every day to the radio
I reports of “no school" throughout
master James Connellan, met Tues- the Community Building, city car- field are included in the lease, a tenant. Upon being assigned to the County and the Maine State Re
■1 day night at Newbert’s Restaurant penter Martin being assigned to the part of which are rented as storage European Theatre he wa.s pilot of Publican Committees this is his
I the Bay State
I
£
-- ° —
and laid plans to spread the cam- several jobs which have needed at- warehouses to Rockland concerns. a b-24 and is credited with 52 mis- first candidacy for political office,
I When Alton Hall Blackington de
Mr. Dodge states that he has sions over enemy territory. He was and he declares himself to he a li.
paign over the county and to make tention for some time.'-Ceiling panscribes
Boston
’
s
molasses explosion
p ans for activities on the discharged in 1945 and entered the beral conservative in his political
it an annual and permanent affair, els are being replaced where they several
tonight the most interested Rock
which he will announce as employ of Dunn & Elliot at Thom- thinking
Guide Furnished Free So All Russell Simpson, World War land
A March of Dimes ball is sched- were punctured or stained. Miss field
listener will be Erwin Haskell,
uled for a March date, yet to be an- Dorothy Feeney has a cleaning they develop. The National Guard aston where he is now lpcated. He ‘ There arenumerous issues in
2 Veteran. Brought To
May Enjoy the Kippy
Post Office janitor Why his ex
now occupies the former mess hall graduated from
Rockland High which 1 aminteraUd and manv
nounced. with extra features which crew going through the building and
a garage building and will School in the class of 1941 and en-“vtmi.chafes and ecoceptional interest? Because he was
Knox Hospital
Karnival
may extend it into a community from lop t0 bottom.
chief mate of a steamship docked
use certain field areas for lered the General Electric Schoolnomies should be made in the confair as well.
| Plans have been made to replace probably
maneuvers in good weather
the samf. year. He is married to the d“f tll° stag’s busffiess I shall In the wilds of the North Woods
Russell Simpson, 30. Criehaven alongside the scene of the tragic
Committees chosen by Chairman the dark browns of the lobby and
The Knox County Flying School former Barbara Allen of Rockland, make no general promises at Hits of Maine, it is frequently necessary lobsterman, suffered back injuries event. The members of the crew
Connellan consist of groups to cover hallways with lighter paints to add
were knocked helter skelter and
occupies thp
several buildings
and and
is the son of Mr._rand Mrs. Raytime
because
I fee’ that the neo
every phase of the activities neces- noth to the light and the appear- now
o
~_ j
tt~ WUic
ueiUUSt 1 ieei Uiat tne peo to hire the services of a guide so while employed cn the Palo Sales covered with the sticky substance
a hanow
hanger at
at the Vnrthorn
Northern onrl
end ofnf monri
Moulaison
of
Rockland.
He
ple have lost faith in campaign 1 that travellers may know where dock on the island Tuesday fore- from head to foot, but fortunately
sary to insure a rebuilding of the anCe of the building.
the field and which has been opera
Knox County infantile treatment while all the improvements nec- ted by Dodge for more than a year. is a member of Winslow-Holbrook- promises Instead I shall discuss they are at and enjoy all the points noon
escaped injury.
Merritt
Post
American
Legion.
our mutual problems during the of interest to the full
funds wh ch have been exhausted essarv are still waiting on the raisDr.
H.
J.
Weisman
flewto
the
Back in 1866 when Kimball block
by heavier than usual demands.
ine of funds, the building is being
campaign and suggest common with a similar thought in mind
New officers of Aurora Lodge.
The program committee is head- made clean and will be kept clean F.A.M.. were installed Wednesday
sense remedies, so that the voters it seemed only fair to the commit- island in a plane of the Penobscot was built, at the corner of Main
know
Flying
Service
in
answer
to
a
call
Limerock streets, large display
and
ed by Frederick Newcombe as chair- if the wishes of the directors are night by Leroy Chattc asssted by
may
the principles upon tee ‘n charge of Kippy Karnival
which I stand. While, fortunately. which is to be held Feb. 14 at the for aids. He ordered Simpson re- windows were placed in the northern
man with Dr. Blake B. Annis, Mrs carried out.
Roy E. Danielson and Rev Alfred
Elizabeth Passon and Almon B. Ernest H. Jones, who was gener- Hempstead. Offi ers installed were: Vital Off-Staqe Roles For I am in a position to express my High School, that a guide be pre moved to Knox Hospital at once wall. About 50 years ago, for some
opinions frankly. I believe in and pared for those attending the Kar and requested the services of the I reason. which is not quite clear, the
Cooper as members.
al chairman of the highly success- Worshipful Master. Winfield L.
“The Doctor Has a
shall work within the Republican nival that they may enjoy all the Coast Guard Cutter Snohomish
windows were removed and tht
The contact committee is com- fU[ pjre Relief dance at Communi- Chatto; senior warden. Charles A.
Party. If successful, I shall co-op points of interest and know where
Daughter”
' ity Building last Fall, has an Duncan; junior warden. Cleveland
Departing at 1.20 p. m., shortly spaces were bricked in. But now
erate fully with the Legislature in
nounced a Valentine's Dance at D. Mcrey: treasurer. Ralph U.
spend their money to the best after the call came in. the cutter that the Gregorys have the lease
There will be capacity crowds on a common attempt to administer to
Community Building which it is Clark; secretary. Milton M Griffin;
advantage. Here’s the guide: The took Simpson aboard at sea off the of the store the windows are being
hand
at
Rockland
High
School
the
State
’
s
affairs
constructively,
hoped will outstrip the Fire Relief chaplain. Herman R. WinchenSenior class will be in charge of the Island. Relatives and friends had replaced. The new lessees realize
affair. Committees are now hard at baugh; marshal, Sheldon M. Eaton; Feb. 11 and 12 to see and applaud economically, honestly and effi- hamburger division, the baseball brought him offshore in a small the value of display windows, es
the
Junior
Class
Play,
“
The
Docciently.
”
work in preparation for the dance, senior deacon, Frank F Harding; 'or Has A Daughter." The unfall- —■
concession, of Junior golf and boat as the cutter could not get into pecially with a window decorator
the entire proceeds of which will junior deacon, Carl A Christoffer- ing success of the Smith-coached M ph
darts. The Juniors will handle hot the island dorks. The transfer was like Ralph Clark.
go to Community Building operat sen; senior steward, Neil C. No
Warren Martin and dogs, Roll-em, soda and movies. made to the larger craft by hoisting
plays
at
Rockland
High
School
The numerous snowstorms mean
ing fund.
Fleet.
Stage crew.
crew The Sophomores will take care of the injured man, who had been
vicsa;
ravnaiu u
r
‘ec'otage
vicka; junior
junior sicwaru,
steward, Richard
G makpc .. pprtain the nnblie will be Rcbert
plenty of water in the lakes next
Martln'
Bro™
The Rockland Eagles basketball Eilingwood; organist. J Webster ™ak« “
prepared
for
the
journey
by
Weis

the
nail
driving
marathon,
the
chester
Spring. And it is likely to mean
team, eager to see the building in Mountford; tyler, Roger F. Conant. on hand in goodly numbers. The o„ver
grabs, bean bags and the famous man, aboard by a ship’s boom.
For
previously announced cast of the
top condition and a center for
mystery booth.
the
Arrival at Rockland he was trans that some of the rivers will be go
nlav is another euarantee of eana- charles McLain. Richard Tomp- Do-Do ui/ovuj
uuuvu. To
±u
me
Candidates for the First Aid Red Htv
(
community
and county indoor
ferred to waiting Burpee ambulance ing on a rampage.
attendance and
' Sterlin
° Alden
' Roland
Ware
Class
will beBooth,
delegated
—o—
and itf anvthffig
anything kins
Frank
Carter
Kermit
st
Peter, Fresllmai1
the Fortune
Telling
pop which took him to Knox Hospital
refresher course, which takes cJty attendance,
March of Dimes Campaign athletics, have signified a willing Cross
WINTER HARVEST
else
were
needed,
it
is
found
in
the
ness io contribute generously from place the week of Jan. 26. at
Norman
Kangas
and
Roger
Laicorn,
the
Tea
Room
and
the
very
where
he
was
placed
in
the
care
of
spectacular hit recently scored by Chance.
| Beyond the door the swirling snow
Building at 7 p.
[important check room. The Junior Dr. Howard Apollonio.
Sponsored by Women’s Division the income of their games to the Community
drift's mounts.
are asked to take notebook and pen- 'be
Seniors 'n Gur
_ present a show
general building fund.
High School will
Mrs. Inez Simpson, the injured Closed is earth and closed the year's
7-lt
cil as well as two triangular ban- H^ts Were Young and Gav
Marv Rose Carrillo, daughter of of~its Own as a special feature of man's wife, and town postmistress,
accounts
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette dages.The instructor is Stanley . When the crowds are
applaud- Mrs. Mary C. Carrillo of New Yorkthe Karnival.
stated that her husband had agreed The woodshed window furs to frosty
Lasky ofNew York.
inp the Players in “The Doctor Has city and Rockland and a student
i --- ---------------to heln a Palo Sales employe hoist I Thp
Mts aaother pipe alight
-------------------------------------------- A Daughter” only a few
will real- at the University of Maine, has I Harold Bates is havinga weeks’
seme provisions to the dock and was i And putters with an oilstone and an
■j ize the vital roles played b\ a group bePn elected one of the two co-edi- vacation from his duties at the working at that job when the boom i
ax
of unseen players—the stage com- tors of the Newman Tidings pub- Bath Iron Works,
of the derrick fell upon him. The The
ln the kltcben thlnks of
mittee. Their work is just as im- ]jshed by the Newman Club of the
boom is estimated to weigh between qj stovewood picked for hearth and
portant as any spoken parts, and u. of M. This club was named for
75 and 100 pounds. It fell across I
oven heat.
on Feb. 11-12 these young people Cardinal Newman.
his back, pinning him to the dock , Clock^and kettle keep the day's slow
will be in the unseen cast.
|---------------------------------------------with injuries which she feared in There beat.
will be paths to plow another
Stage manager, Thomas Carier:
cluded a broken back.
day;
assistant stage managers, Albert
Simpscn is an Army combat vet But corn dries in the barn above the
eran. having served five years in the Bamrhay,
rr.fi hnm «’■*» on fhp cellar beams
Pacific areas during the war years And down the cellar shelves dim color
Balance of our Fall
and
after.
«un*
Two weeks’ service by Maine’s
and Winter Merchan
Dr. Howard Apollonio stated From ’"ole. plum, and berry safe in
(LEAGUE)
largest Re-upholsterers. The best
glass.
Wednesday morning that Simpson Now
(slightly irregular)
e harvest really brought to
in guaranteed workmanship. We
dise Now On Sale!
had not suffered any fractures but
THOMASTON HIGH
pass;
Values to $1.65
make your parlor furniture just
had bruises and contusions which This ve v day. while Winter works its
vs.
will,
would require several days hospital,
like new. For free estimates call
When soon the train will whistle at
CAMDEN HIGH
ization.
the mill.

White Skating Rink

Work Has Begun

You Can’t Get Lost

Boom Fell On Him

Behind The Scenes

TAG DAY

Saturday, Jan. 24

MEN’SANDYOUNGMEN’SSUITS

SPECIAL FOR
SATURDAY
Seamless Nvlon

HOSIERY

BASKETBALL

2pairs$1.50

savih’s, lNC369 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Three Games
J. V.s. Girls’, Varsity

THOMASTON HIGH GYM

FRIDAY, JANUARY 23

393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

MAINE BLUE CROSS SUBSCRIBERS!

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

Have you paid the optional, additional rharge of $4.80 to
qualify enrolled Family Members for maximum, instead of 75%,
benefits in 1948? (See Article VIII of Contract “C”). All such
payments will be accepted until January 30, only.

Sponsored by Rockland Junior Women’s Club
Proceeds Will Go For
MARTH OF DIMES CAMPAIGN

P

All Wool Overcoats and Topcoats $24.05
Formerly $35.00

“YORKIE’S”

ISLAND CREEK

PINE TREE MINSTRELS

SOFT

Wednesday, January 28

Watts Hall, Thomaston, Wed., Jan. 28

At 8.00 P. M.

COAL

Benefit War Memorial Fund

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

ADMISSION—ADULTS, 6flc; CHILDREN, 30c, tax incl.

PRICE
REDUCTION

Now $15

WARREN TOWN HALL

Tickets On Sale Now at Hubbard’s Lunch

Per
Ton

STOVE

BOILER

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Telephone 487

445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W

PROMPT DELIVERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

7-tf

USE OUR

EASY TERMS
ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

FURNACE

—Charles
Tribune.

Malam,

In

the

Herald

One year ago: The Rockland Fire
(Continued on Page Four)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastess is a loss of happiness.—Charlee
Darwin.
POSSESSION
“It was our wedding day
A month ago.” dear heart, I hear you
say.
If months, or years, or ages since have
passed,
I know not: I have ceased to question
Time.
I only know’ that once there pealed a
chime
Of Joyour bells, and then I held you
fast.
And all stood back, and none my right
denied.
And forth we walked: the world was
free and wide
Before us. Since that day
I count my life: the Past is washed
away.
-Bayard Taylor.

PRINTER
WANTED
ALL-’ROUND PRINTER
Wanted At This Office

7-8

NEARLY ALL LUMPS—FOR YOUR

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
4

Taking into consideration the
lack of an adequate water supply
in Meadow brook. Fire Chief Van
E. Russell has made provisions to
station a pumper near a West
Meadcw Road quarry. A hble
through which the pumper suction
hose can be passed will be kept open
in the ice of the quarry which is
located nearly at the junction of
the West Meadow Road and the
Benner Hill Road. The installation
of a hydrant on West Meadow Road,
which would feed from the quarry
has been authorized, but has not
been installed due to difficulty in
obtaining materials. Residents of
the area served by West Meadow
Road have long complained of the
fact that they have inadequate fire
protection due to the lack of hyd
rants.

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARMERS CO-OP., INC.
Semi-Annual Meeting

7-*

A!

SPECIAL

7-8 & 10

$10.00
$ 3.00
$ LOO
$ 5.00
$ 3.00

3G9 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

At 1.30 P. M.

Our Tailor Shop will assure you of a proper fit.

TEL. 1551-W, ROCKLAND, ME

COATS,
DRESSES,
SMOCKS,
ROBES,
Raincoats,

SAVITT S,INC

Saturday, January 24

$35.00 to SgQ.00

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.

Games called at 6.30
Admission 50c tax incl.

COOKED FOOD SALE

We have added some new colors and patterns to
our Suit stock, including a new line of Young Men’s
Gabardines. Our Suit racks also contain a fine astsortment of Worsteds and Tweeds.
Sizes, Regulars, Shorts, Tails, Stouts.

SALE!

UPHOLSTERING

Aa Low as $1.25 Per Week For
* B. F. Goodrich Tire* and
Batteries.
* Arnold-Schwin Bicycles.
* Philco Car and Home Radios.
* Philco Refrigeration.
«
* Philco Home Freese.
* Thor Gladirons
* Thor Washing Machines
BUDGET PLAN

COMPTON'S

17 Park St.,
Rockland
Tel. 1135-W 35-p-ti

Contact MR. PERR7
86»tf

ROOMS
V7

per

WEEK
DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rock lam!

WINDSOR HOUSE
12 M>rtlc St.
Rockland
Tel 670
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Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor. MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Book Review
K. S. F.

“Songs of America." by Edward

». Published by Ziff-Davis, Chiarid New York.
This is called a cavalcade of popuir songs. The reader or singer will
et a great thrill out of this comlnation of early and later music
hat has taken its place in the music
if America.
The history of popular music in
lis country from the Pilgrims to
nt date includes 58 representaive songs and ballads. The book is
record of these popular songs and
they began and helped to setle mute questions of state. The
pular songs of the new land were
oiitioal mostly and did their share
building.
David Ewen has been thorough
n his work and has made history
i song tell. He feels the real flavor
>f circumstances under which he
■rds these songs, and gives to
em the proper life and Lnspirqon they need.
We welcome this book of songs
ut of the past and send three lusty
eers for anyone who makes a
tudy of American inclinations and
Polk singing is not practiced now
it was earlier. Jazz has spoiled
he spirit of it There is nothing
ramatic or even cultural in jazz
nd it does not reflect the spirit of
orthwhile music.
—Kathleen S. Puller.

Veterans’ Corner
Robert F. Murphy, Officer-in-,
Charge Veterans' Administration
Office, at Community Building,
Rockland, Maine.
The initial high disability rating
:corded veterans who are totally
partially Incapacitated at the
ne of discharge is not necessarily
permanent rating.
As to the reason for some apparat severe reductions in disability
ttings, high ratings were made in
of acute conditions and unealed wounds "to tide the veteran
rer his convalescent period." The
nporary ratings were scheduled
re-examination, six months,
year, and in some cases over a
ear from date of discharge, to afa sufficient period to elepse
“fore examination for a permanit rating. If re-examination fails
show that the condition has
ched a permanent level, the conilescent rating may be continued
id re-examination at a future
ite authorized.
Pull explanatitn of actions taken
any case are given to all claim its, however, the claimant may ap:al any decision reducing his
ward of compensation benefits.
Further information and guidance
ay be received by veterans concting the Rockland office of the
5 A.

WALDO

THEATRE

EVENING SHOWS 8 O’CLOCK
Saturday Night Showi at
6.30 and 8.45
Matinees Saturday 2.30, Sunday
at 3.00 P. M.

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, JAN. 23
A Repeat Engagement of the
Most Popular Picture Ever Shown
At This Theatre!
INGRIG BERGMAN and
BING CROSBY

In

“THE
BELLS OF ST. MARY’S”
SAT. NIGHT ONLY, JAN. 24
Two Full Length Features
Kenny Delmar, June Lockhart
in

“IT’S A JOKE, SON’’
Abo on the Program

“RUSTLERS
OF DEVIL’S CANYON”

Starring
Allan Lane as "Red Ryder"
with Bobby Blake

Saturday Afternoon: “Red Ry
der" Western, The Sea Hound,
Shorts.

RECENT BASKETBALL GAMES
Boothbay 41, Camden 32
At Boothbay Harbor Monday
night the home team found itself
two points behind Camden High at
the end of the half. And then
things happened. Lots of ’em.
Gray led the home outfit with 14
points and Thomas carried the
banner for the visitors with 12.
Boothbay Harbor (41)
G.
F. Pts.
Andrews, If ............ 2
0
4
S. Mitchell, If..... ... 0
0
0
Connors, rf............ 13
5
Gray, c ................. 5
4
14
N. Mitchell, c........ 1
0
2
Tibbetts, lg ....... „... 2
0
4
Blake, lg .............. 1
0
2
Moore, rg ....... .
5
0
10

[EDITORIAL]
PREDICTS MRS. SMITH’S VICTORY
There is a disposition on the part of some persons to be
little Margaret Chase Smith's candidacy for the United
States Senate on the ground of her sex. The attention of such
persons is called to a Washington despatch which appeared in
Wednesday's Press Herald, quoting the statement of James
McVicar, chairman of the Democratic State Committee. McVicar said: "Representative Smith is the candidate for the
Senate we will have to beat in the election—she will win the
Republican senatorial nomination in June.” It is the opinion
of careful observers in close touch with the situation, which
counts, rather than that of scoffing bleacherites.

Totals ............... 17
7
Camden H. S. (32)
G
F.
Rider. If ............... 0
0
Thomas, rf............ 5
2
Wheaton, rf
_... 12
Talbot, c ............... 3
2
Bennett, c ............ 0
0
Sparta, lg ............ 3
0
Eaton, lg ..... . ...... 0
0
Masalin, rg .......... 10

A NEW HAMPSHIRE TURNPIKE
Gov. Hildireth’s weekly letter calls attention to two de
velopments the past week which are of interest to the citizens
of Maine. In the first place, the report from William Getchell, executive secretary of thee Maine Turnpike Authority,
indicates that, financially, the turnpike is ahead of estimated1
revenues and is paying its own way. Almost at the same
time, an announcement came from New Hampshire that the
proposed turnpike being planned for that State is nearing
final approval. The proposed turnpike is a 14-mile stretch
which will connect our turnpike and a similar road being
planned in Massachusetts. The New Hampshire highway
Commission is in hopes that actual construction may be
launched this year. When completed, there will be direct
turnpike connections between Maine and New York.

41
Pts
0
12
4
8
0
6
0
2

EVENTS OF THE PAST

T Totals ............ 3
3
9
Referee—Matheson Time—4-8s.
• • • •
Union 40, Waldoboro 25
The steam-rollerites, who repre- ,
sent Union High School made
merry at the expense of Waldoboro
High School Tuesday night. Cal
derwood and Thomas made 14 ■
points apiece, while D. Moody led
the invaders with eight.
Union (40)
G.
F. Pts. ,
R. Knight, If ........ 4
0
8
P. Leonard, rf .... 0
0
0
D. Cramer, rf ... 0
0
0
Calderwood, rf ... 6
2
14
R. Leonard, c ..... 0
0
0
Thomas, c............. 7
0
14
B. Knight, c ...... 10
2
J. Mo’idy. lg .......... 0
0
0j
Moun'land, lg — 0
0
0
Dey, rg ................. 10
2
E. Cramer, rg ...... 0
0
0I

BOWDOIN DRIVE IN MAY
Paul K. Niven of Brunswick, area chairman of the Bow
doin College Sesquicentennial Fund tor Sagadahoc, Lincoln and
Knox Counties, has announced the appointment of three sub
chairmen who will assist him when the initial drive of alumni
of the college begins in May. Through the Sesquicentennial
Fund, which commemorates the 150th anniversaries of the be
ginnings of Bowdbin College, a primary goal of $3,025,000 is
sought by 1949 to provide endowment for faculty salary in
creases. urgently needed new buildings and other plant addi
tions and improvements. Already over $500,000, one-sixth of
the primary goal of the Fund, has been received from mem
bers of the Governing Boards of the College. Outstanding
was the gift of $100,000 from Harvey D. Gibson, '02, presi
dent of the Manufacturers Trust Company of New York and
Honorary Chairman of the Fund.

.............. 10
2
Waldoboro (25)
G.
F.
Shuman, If ..... 0
0
Odell, If ......... 1
2
W. Moody, rf ........ 0
1
D. Moody, c ......
4
0
Peacock, c .... . ...... 2
2

40

Totals

IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING
In a recent letter to this paper, Representative Margaret
Chase Smith of Maine stated that the important thing among
people and nations is not to agree but to understand. For
whereas it is Utopian to hope for complete agreement, there
is no reason "why we cannot and should not leam more about
what our world neighbors are thinking and why they are
thinking that way," thus providing the climate for peace.
This is so elementary a truth that it is almost platitudi
nous, yet so infrequent a practice that it is almost revolu
tionary.
There are 57 members of the United Nations today, and
that too often means 57 varieties of thinking based on the
supposed primary interests of 57 nation-states. Yet the real
primary interest of all of them is peace. Secretary General
Trygve Lie has declared forcefully that the individual can help
to attain this goal through his understanding not only of the
world organization but of the other member-nations.
With tliis simple fact, in mind, and without waiting for
one’s neighbor to do the same, the individual can make a
conscious, determined, unremitting effort to leam how his
world' neighbors "get that way”—and how, for that matter,
he gets that way himself.—Christian Science Monitor.

Pts.
0
4
1
8
6

Your Electrolux Man is in town
and will be for some time. For
information on Sales or Service
on your present Electrolux, write

LEWIS E. DYER
168 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
or TEL. 112
6-7

w. McCartney

PLUMBING AND HEATING
156 NEW COUNTY RD. ROCKLAND
TEL 1363-J
3-9

LOYAL

SUNDAY, MONDAY, JAN. 25-26
ABBOTT and COSTELLO

DO YOUR SPRING

FOR WELL-DOING
•

A bank should be strong in friends as

PAINTING and PAPERING
NOW!
Avoid Being Disappointed
Later On ,

well as in assets. Friends are won by

THURS.-FRI., JANUARY 29-30

vidual needs and desires, a=td finally by

PAINTER and PAPER HANGER

safeguarding the interests of those who do

TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.
TEL 16-33
l*p«9

business with the bank.
as the rewards of a bank for well-doing.

If we give you service which you like
and find helpful, you will tell your friends

and they will come to us for similar service.

Without laying any claims to perfection,
we do try earnestly to please and benefit

SATURDAY EVENING ONLY

those who come here, and we believe you

JANUARY 31

would find this a pleasant place to bank.

Two Full Length Features

TIM HOLT in
Zane Grey's

“THUNDER MOUNTAIN”
Abo Ml the program

“THE CRIMSON KEY”
Saturday Afternoon: Zane Grey's
Western, “The Sea Hound”
Shorts
NextX—iIsy-Monday "Calcutta"

WALL PAPER
FOR YOUR INSPECTION

ELMER S. TIBBETTS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland

Camden

Union

Vinalhaven

v;

m
J

To All Sponsors, Managers and Players:
A very important meeting will be held TONIGHT,
FRIDAY, JAN. 23, at The Thorndike Hotel, begin
ning at 7.30 P. M. to discuss a Banquet for 1947
winners and for the forming of a 1948 schedule.
If there are any groups or organizations contem
plating joining the League for 1948, please attend
this meeting.
6-7

v-SS&V
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COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

MILD AND
MELLOW
1 LB
BAGS

Durkee, Alli, 44'
Margarine s*eet
Pure Lard REFINED i.33c
Peas “l“‘ 2
33'
IONA Y. Clinfl NO2>4 2gc
Peaches SI or Halves CAN
FLORIDA
Orange Juice 46 OZ CAN 21c

? ? ? 7 7

YES, IT’S THE SAME QUESTION
OVER AND OVER

2

79c
RICH ANO
FULLBODIED
1 LB
BAGS

2

85c

fijikeA, (Reduced!
PLAIN, SUGAR, CINNAMON or COMB.

DONUTS

WELL, IT’S BARGAIN TIME AT

DATED

DOZ

15'

VIGOROUS
& WINEY
LI
BAGS

PKG
OF 8

25'

89c

2

PLAIN or SUGARED

DONUTS

“ECONOMY CLOTHES”

HOMESTYLE

AND HERE ARE MORE TIMELY
AND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
BOYS' ALL WOOU NAVY
BLUE

A FEW MORE BOYS’

Hooded Jackets
LINED
<2
REG. $6.88
AerW

,’;x
REG. $9.88,

ALL WOOL—ZIP FRONT 1
LEATHER
TRIM
REG. $9.44

jA <7

"SUPER-RIGHT" MEATS

NEW REDUCED LOW PRICES

MACKINAWS

4.90

STEAK

PORTERHOUSE
or SIRLOIN

All |iric«*» subject to market cOangea ano eltective at an
AAP Self-Service Store* In thia area

1 SPORT SHIRTS
8 TO 16
AQ
REG. $2.67

“ |

Boys’ Longies

J,

Army-trained
men get more
out of college

I 1 Men’s Sweaters

SIZES 6 TO 18

Smix

HEAVY SHAKER KNIT

3.40

3.90 |’™?L

Boys’ Unionsuits

Long Sleeves, Long Legs
MEDIUM
WEIGHT
REG. $1.95

LONG SLEEVES
LONG LEGS tf

OO

4 X* 1"

1“ "

Men’s Dress Hats

soys E. R. Silvers, Dean of Men, Rutgers University

SPECIAL

1

Recent high school graduates ore handicapped

SHEEPSKIN LINED

‘‘The average seventeen and eighteen-year-older now plan

COATS
N 3.00
1-00 h^
aiaww
136, 38, 40

ning to attend college would gel much more out of college

ONE LOT
srPRICE

and contribute much more to it, if he first gave himself a chdnce
to broaden his experience by going into service...recent high
school graduates find the pace too fast for them.. .They be
come followers, with little opportunity of developing the quali

BOYS’ AND GIRLS'

Warm Mittens
50c TO $1.00
VALUE

79c

POUND
SAME FINE QUALITY HEAVY STEER BEEF

BOYS’ HIGH GRADE
COTTON PLAID

Men’s Unionsuits

In fact, friends come — and stay •—

SPECIAL NOTICE: THIS EN
GAGEMENT ONLY
Advanced Admission Prices
Evening Shows (adults) ...........
.............. .................. all seats $1.20
Children, at all times
55c
Special Matinee Thursday at
2.3d, all seats ...................... 76c

in Municipal Court

Over 300 Samples of

“IT HAPPENED
IN BROOKLYN”

service, by courteous attention to indi

Drinkwater high with (2C-3> and
(ill). That one small point will
be needed before the League is over
the oilers.
Gulf Team Gobbles Market to overtakeGulf
5, Perrys 0
eers—Oh, You Spruce
Gulf—Sleeper. 277;
Hallowell,
252;
Colby,
263;
L. Drinkwater, 272;
Head
Danielson, 272; total, 1336.
Here are the averages of those Perry’s—O'Dell 263; Bernstein,
who had bowled, in 12 strings:—as of 1247; Epstein. 248; Gray. 248; Cook,
255, total. .1271.
last Monday:
Spruce Head. 4, Lime Co. 1,
Avg.
P.F.
Mackinen ................ 100.3
1203 1 Lime Co.—Melvin. 257; Snowman,
W. Drinkwater ......... 97.7 1172 264; Wentworth. 250: Taylor. 258;
Cook .........................
953 1143 Igine, 283; total, 1312.
Drinkwater,
N. DrinkwateT ........... 93.8
1125 ! Spruce Head—N.
A. Drinkwater ........... 93.3
1119 263; Davis, 250; Alley. 253; W.
K. Drinkwater ........... 92.3
1108 Drinkwater, 293; K. Drinkwater,
Hobbs ....... ................ 91.7
1100 271; total, 1330..
Davis ....................... 90.8
1090
Anastasia ....... „......... 90.1
10S1
Ames ......................... 90.0
1080
Taylor ....................... 89.2
1070
Gardner J. Brown of Appleton
Brackett .................... 87.0
1051 pleaded guilty to operating an un
H. Curtis .................... 87.3
1048 registered motor vehicle and to
Hastings .................. 87.2
1046 driving without a license, in court
Bourne ..................... 87.1
1045 Wednesday. Both offenses were
Baum ....................... 868
1041 alleged by State Trooper Mitchell
Richardson .............. 86.0
1032 to have taken place on Route 17
Achom .................
85.5
1026 between Union and Washington. He
Orff ...........
81.2
974 was fined $10 and costs on each
• • • •
charge.
Just to start the second leg of
the League off right, the Gulf Oil
Read The Courier-Gazette
boys snatched five points from the
Perry’s Market outfit Monday.
Sleeper of the oilers high with
(277) and Danielson (110) high
single The gasoline lads have their
eye on the championship and after
Monday nights affair it looks just
that way.
Tuesday night the Spruce Head
lobsters took four from the Lime
Co., losing out by one little fin on WHN E. CM M CO.. hlrtMter-. r»n >ri- <e. Mate,
the last string (446) to (445). W.

Star Alley League

SOFTBALL MEETING

Men’s Jackets I

A BANK'S REWARD

with
Richard Greene, George Sanders.
Anne Revere, Glenn Langan

Totals
.... IS
6
36
Referee, Henry. Time, four 10s.
• • • •
Richmond 78, Camden 54
The Richmond American Legion
basketballers compiled their six
teenth victory of the season, turning
back the Camden American Legion
78 to 54 here Monday night.
Bogart paced the winning Rich
mond Club with 29 points while
Spaulding of the losers netted 32.
Richmond (78)
G.
F. Pts.
Darling, if . ........ 10
2
22
. .... .. 2
Ouelette
3
7
Noyes, If ..... ........ 5
0
10
Bogart, c .... ........ 13
3
29
Boardman, rg ........ 0
1
1
True, lg ..... ........ 2
1
5
Russell ....... ........ 2
0
4
—
—
—
5
78
Totals ..... ...... 34
Camden (54)
G
F. Pts.
0
4
Whittier, rf . ........ 2
2
6
Dearborn .... ........ 2
0
0
Milliken, If . ...... 0
.... 0
Young
0
0
2
32
Spaulding, c ........ 15
0
0
Bagley, rg ... ........ 0
........ 0 • 0
0
2
12
Brand, lg ... ........ 5
—
—
—
6
54
........ 24
Totals
Referee, Johnson. Time, 4-lGs.
......... 20 36 57—78
Richmond
......... 9 15 33-54
Camden

ELECTROLUX

“The kind of work you swear by, and
not at”

In Technicolor
Starring
Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde

Totals ............... 20
5
45
BelfastMerchants 36
G.
F.
P.
Faulkingham, If . 3
2
8
Lothrop. if ........... 3
17
Grant, rf ............. 0
0
0
Holmes, rf ........... 0
0
0
C. Smith, c .......... 1
0
2
Webber, c ............. 10
2
McGuire, lg ......... 7
3
17
W. Smith, rg ........ 0
0
0

HOW DO WE DO IT?

l.

“FOREVER AMBER”

Totals ............. 10
5
26
Referee, Collamore. Time, 4-8s.
• • • •
(From the Bath Times)
Scoring two quick baskets in the
dying seconds of the ball game,
Central Grammar pulled out a 24 20
win over a rangy Rockland Jun’or
High team in a game played at
Morse gym Saturday afternoon.
With Small and Bruce pacing
the scoring Central led 6-5 and 11-10
in the first half and stretched the
lead to 20-14 at the three-quarter
mark, but Rockland came back to
tie the score. With less than two
minutes to play, Gaudette took a
pass and dribbled in for a layup
shot and the lead and second later
a long pass from Haggett to Mihalos to King was good for another
score.
Gardner and Ann's were out
standing for the visitors while
Small and King paced Central and
Haggett did great work on re
bounds for the Green Wave.

to 39 game with the Stockton Al
binos.
In the former game Don
Spaulding was top-notcher with 20
points. McGuire led Belfast witli
17.
Camden 45
G.
F.
P.
Heal. If ...„......
3
0
6
Dearborn, if ......... 0
0
0
Arden, If ....
1
0
2
Whittier, rf .......... 1
1
3
Young, rf ............. Oil
Milliken, rf ........... 1
0
2
Spauldling, c......... 9
2
20
Bryant, lg ........... 5
0
10
Bagley, rg ............. 0
1
1

G.
F. Pts.
Howard, f ........... Oil
Gardner, f ......... 3
0
6
Grace, f ................ 0
0
0
Pease, f
.......... 0
0
0
Annis, c.... -.......... 5
1
11
Crosby 31, Camden 9
Bird, g ................ 1
0
2
Camden High Schools basket Cole, g ............... 0
0
0
shooters were off form Tuesday Molloy, g
......... 0
0
0
night, and the scorebook shows
that they made only n‘ne points,
Totals
—......... 9
2
20
while Crosby High was chalking
Central Grammar
up a generous 31. Walker led with
G.
F. Pts.
nine points
Mihalos.f ............. 0
0
0
Crosby (31)
0
8
G.
F. Pts. R Small, f ......... 4
0
0
Smith, If ............. 2
0
4 Oliver, f ............. 0
Small, f ........
0
0
0
Whitcomb, If ........ 1
0
2 J.
0
0
Breslin, rf ............ Oil Moses, f .............. 0
4
19
Crosby, rf ............. 2
15 King, c .........
0
0
Moores, rf ............ 0
0
0 Wyman, c —....... 0
0
0
Walker, c ............ 4
1
9 Haggett, g ........... 0
K. Feeney, c ........ 0
0
0 Bruce, g .............. 113
2
4
Taylor, lg ............ 10
2 Gaudette, g ......... 1
0
0
PJohnson, rg
4
0
8 Trafton, g . ........... 0
Aubin, rg ............ 0
0
0
Totals ............. 10
4
24
Referees: Torrey and Staples.
........ 14
3
31
Totals
! Time, 4-7s.
Camden (9)
• • • •
G.
F. Pts.
Camden 45, Belfast 36
Wheaton, if .......... 0
11
In a twin bill at the Camden
Ryder, If ..... ....... 0
1
1 Y.M.C.A. Friday night the Camden
Bennett, If ......... 0
11 Legionnaires defeated the Belfast Druggists in Mexico have won
Thomas, rf ..... .... 10
2 Merchants 45 to 36. and the Legion- protests against a plague of drug
Talbot ,c ............... 10
2 ! naires were on the long end of a 48 inspectors.
Masalin, lg .......... 10
2
Joyce, lg ............... 0
0
0I
Eaton, rg........... ... 0
0
0

Our readers' attention is today directed to T. Raymond
Pierce's letter which so charmingly describes Rockland condi
tions a little more than half a century ago. For one who has
been so long absent from the city as Mr. Pierce has, his mem
ory of persons and events is little short of marvelous. The
Courier-Gazette is delighted to have such a valuable contribu
tor. His latest article will interest the new’ generation as well
as those who were in touch with the events he so ably
chronicles.

TUES.-WED., JANUARY 27-2R
Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson.
Jimmy Durante, Peter Lawford

4
2
0

0
0
• 0

Rockland Junior High

EISENHOWER G. 0. P. HOPE

“BUCK PRIVATES
COME HOME”

Helms, lg ........... 2
Winchenbach, lg .. 1
Ross, rg .....
0

Totals ....... .... 13
6
32
Referee: Cook Time: 4-8s.
The Camden girls won a snug one
from their Boothbay Harbor cousins,
38 to 36.
• • • •

The Gallup Poll shows President Truman comfortably out
in front if an election were held tomorrow and his opponent
was either Dewey or Taft. But if Mr. Truman's opponent
was Gen. Elsenhower the ratio stands 40 percent Truman and
47 percent Eisenhower. Which is exactly in line with what
Tne Courier-Gazette said a week ago when it declared itself
for Elsenhower. An ostrich hides its head in the sand; it is
hoped that the Republican National Convention will not do
likewise, when there is such a grand1 opportunity for victory
in the offing.

in

Tuesday-Friday

ECONOMY
Ck lothes Shop
K ROCKLAND
135 MAIN ST

ties of leadership which a college should give."

U. S. ARMY and A'R FORCE
Recruiting Seivice

A

282 MAIM STREET,

RG€KLA#G, ME.

I ALE Uh I HE TOWN
T

T^w

Camden: The Old Peabodv
by Qood cheer Class at Coni s-egalional parish bone
'eb. 5-15—Campaign for funds for
Community Euildinr Operating Fund
Feb. 10—Knox Hospital Auxiliary Silver
1 Tea and Musical In the Bok Home
at 2 30
Feb. 11-12 ' The Doctor Has A Daugh
ter" at Rockland Hlvh School
Feb. 12—Lincoln's B rthday
eb 13—World Day of Praver Service
Tb. 14—Klppy Karnlval and Ball
• eb. 14—Valentine Dance, at Camden
Ope a House.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday: (ob! served the 23d)
ftpril 1-2 Republican State conven1 tlon in Portland.
tprll 1-3 Annual Carnival of Rock
port High School.
1^11 2-3—Democratic State Convention

¥2!

Feb. 15-21 are the dates o: the
financial campaign this year for
ibnaki area of which our Knox
District is a part. Wilbur Senter
p president of Abnaki area and the
'948 budget is $7300., it includes
Ive dl'tric's. Dr. B. B Annis is
inancial secretary of Knox Dis
trict.
Rockland Chapter of DeMolay
Fill confer the DeMolay degree on
13 candidates next Monday nieht
it 8 o'clock. ThLs is the first time
Kkiand Chapter has conferred
ft degree. All Master Masons are
brtdially invited.

American Legion Auxiliary meets
ffonday night. Mrs. Faustina Carkey, department vice president,
kill make her official visit. A presilents' and secretaries' conference
dll be held Tuesday night. The de
triment president Mrs. Madalyn
Jowell of Belgrade and Mrs. Isa
belle Pinkham of Portland will be
•resent.
The Community Building operat-)u’ fund will be the beneficiary of
■lYiriay afternoon's battle royal
etween the celebrated Rockland
tagles basketball ’earn and the
I Tong Thomaston Legion pro team,
rhere will be a sizzling preliminarylame and the opening whistle will
How at 2.30.
Barney Benovitch entered the
Veterans Hospital at Togus Wedjesday for observation.

i The Senior Girl Scouts will meet
[onday 7 to 9 at the Community
uilding.
Some careless soui. who dropped a
Tetherlands coin in a parking mesr may have the same by calling
t the office of City Tax Collector
lari O. Nelson who would gladly
xchange it for a pcnnv. Slightly
aaller in diameter than the
imerican cent, . it nevertheless
lerved to activate 'ne meter and
robably was not noticed by the
arker who inserted it. The coin is
bought to have a value of about
. cents.
Tie d ntal office of Dr Dana S.
vman will be closed from Sat
ay Jan. 24 to March 8 inc. 6-7
visit Clinton F Thomas ootome-

•lst, for a pair of good glasses. 492
hid County Road, Rocklard Me
lours 2 to 5 and E to 8 p. m.. Monlaw Wednesday and Saturday
’hone 590-M, City.
lOtf

me n.iiox ana wajcio Hairdress
ers’ Association will sponsor a Val
entine Dance Feb. 14 at Camden
Opera House with Joe Avery’s mu
sic. A royal good time is forecast
wi’h a number of pleasant sur
prises. The tickets are on sale at
all beauty shops in the two coun
ties.
Mrs. Winifred (Coughlin) Adams
writes from Windsor. Conn, that
Jan. 19 the thermometer registered
15 degrees below zero, the coldest
morning since 1912.

Mrs. Ida F Pettee, 85, widow of
Alex M. Pettee, died this morning
at her Camden street, heme. She
was the oldest member of Little
field Memorial Free Baptist Church,
hav ng been baptized in 1880. Fu
neral se vices will be held at 3 p. m.
Sunday from the church, Rev John
A. Barker officiating.
BORN
Blake—At Knox Hospital. Jan 22. to
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Blake of Union
a daughter.
Tolman—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 14,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tolman. a
son—Boyd Eugene
Cushman—At Gould Maternity Home,
South Hope. Jan. 13. to Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Cushman of Searsmont a
son—Stephen Elroy.
Black—At Vinal Maternity Home.
Jan. 22, to Mr and Mrs Walter W.
Black of Thomaston, a son—Walter
Willey, 2d
Gamage—At Knox Hospital. Jan 22.
to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gamage. a son

DIED
Pettee—At Rockland, Jan. 23. Ida
Frances Pettee, age 84 years Funeral
Sunday at 3 p. m at Littlefield Memo
rial Church.
Foster—At Rockland, Jan. 21, Aravella K. Foster, widow of George w
Fos er. age 93 ye^rs. 7 months. 25 days.
Funeral Saturday at 2 o’clock from
Burpee Funeral Home. Interment in
Achorn Cemetery in Spring
Damon—At Warren, Jan 21, Doris E
Damon, wife of Dr. Perley H Damon
age 49 years 11 months. 26 days. Fu
neral Sunday at 2 30 p. m from Flan
ders1 Funeral Home in Waldoboro. In
terment in Rural Cemetery at Waldo
boro.
Kn.:ght—At Camden. Jan. 20, Ida E
Knight, widow of Cha*leP E Knight,
age 88‘ years
Entombment in Moun
tain View Cemetery.
Interment in
Wiscasset.
French—At Camden Jan. 21. Louis R
French, son of Dwight and Leorrt
(Brown) French, age 13 years Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock from Gilbert C.
Laite Funeral Home
Burns—At Fairfield, Jan 21. Charlie
R. Burns of Union, age 20 yea s, 11
months, 29 days. Funeral Sunday a
1.30 p. m. from People’s Mehodlst
Church, Union
Interment in the
Spring in Lakeview Cemetery.
Murphy—At Rockland. Jan 2b Gladys
M Murphy, wife of Cecil Murphy, age
44 years. 6 months. 14 days Funeral
Friday at 2 o’clock at Russell Funeral
Home. Interment In Achorn cemetery.
CARD OF THANKS
Not knowing that so many people
has been informed of the date of my
bir h, I was greatly surprised at the
large number of cards received. I
wish to thank all who sent cards, gifts
of all kinds and for musical enter
tainment given by guests; also to all
others who helped in any wgy to
make the affair a pleasant one. Would
also like to give tardy thanks for
Christmas cards received, especially to
those I did not men ion.
Mrs. Addie Lermond.
Warren.
*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express appreciation to
the friends and neighbors for their
many kindnesses extended in our re
cent bereavement.
• Capt. Frank Rossiter and family.
CARD OF THANKS
The family of the late Mrs. Grace
A. Perry wish to thank friends, neigh
bors and relatives fcr the beautiful
floral tributes, so kindly sent for the
services.
The Family.

Visit Lucien K Green & Sons
rjcono noor. 18 School street Ode
lllows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
pats and Cloth Coats at moderatt
flees
lOtf

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends and rela
tives for the beautiful flowers, cards
and other tokens, alo Dr . Apollonio,
Dr. Brown and nurses at Knox Hospi
tal for thelr kindness while I was a
hospital patient
Mrs. Laura Daniels.

SINCE 1855

Burdell’s Dress Shop. For imme
diate clearance, one rack Dresses re
duced to $5.00.
7-lt

Glidden Memorials
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
TEL. 73. THOMASTON

61-tf

Large front room, heated, to let
at 82 Limerock street, Tel. 400 city.
7-9

Well Represented

Rockland Has Four Members Lots Of Business Transacted R. H. S. Rampaging Tigers
Of Publicity Bureau’s Ad
At Wednesday Night’s
Take Win Number 8 From
visory Committee
Parish Meeting
Thomaston
Rockland and Knox County will
have an important share in the
leadership of the State or Maine
Publicity Bureau during the com
ing year. Guv P. But ler. executive
manager, announces following the
recent annual meeting.
Pour Rockland men were elected
to the Statewide Advisory Com
mittee. They are Fred G. Gatcomb.
Alin L. Bird, Leforest A. Thurston
and John M. Pomeroy. Alfred C.
Hocking of St. George was elected
county representative on the board
or directors. Other Knox County
members of the advisory committee
ere J. Hugh Montgomery and Ralph
B. Wilson, both of Camden.
A Lincoln County man, Edward
B Denny, Jr., of Damariscotta,
was elected president of the Bureau,
the first agriculturist to hold office
in the 26-year history of the Bur
eau. He is owner-operator of Round
Top Farms, a State Senator, and
chairman of the Legislature's Re
search Committee
The Bureau’s board of directors
and advisory committee now repre
sents nearly every segement of
Maine’s economic life, thus reflect
ing the broadened scope of the or
ganization’s promotional activities
in recent years.
The Bureau’s volume of work in
1948 to produce more business for
Main? is expected to surpass even
1947's records in every activity,
Butler told the annual meetings

The McLain P T. A . mee’s next
Monday night with a timely topic
“Food.” Mrs. Esther Mayo, Home
Demonstration Aeent for Agricul
tural Extension Service of Knox
and Waldo Counties, will take as
her topic, “Feeding our Families
Well ” Mrs. Mayo will use demon
strations. charts, and film strips
to make her talk interesting and
enlightening. Food, so important
for the mental and physical growth
of the child, should interest all
parents at this time. Parents who
have missed previous meetings will
not want to miss this one.
‘How the Rabbit Lost His Tail,"
“The Mcose and the Fly" and “The
Emperor’s New Clothes” will be the
stories told by Miss Bargara Lufkin
.at the story hour at the Public
Library Saturday morning at 10
o'clock

Mrs Clara L Nason of the Peter
Pan Bcautv Shoppe will go Sunday
to Boston to attend the New Eng
land Hairdressers’ Convention, in
session next week During her ab'ence the beauty shop will remain
open, with Mrs. Beth Stockbridge in
charge.

Heavy Gold Wedding Ring with
initials on inside, found on Main
stret, near First National Store.
Owner may have same by identify
ing it and paying fcr ad Woods Taxi
Service, Winter street.
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DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

South Cushing Grange Hall
8.30 P. M.

Admission 35c and 50c, tax incl.

3-F-tf

DANCE

Work of all kinds
KEEFE Tel 1404-W;
7*T

These dances were previously
held every Thursday night.

77-78 79-F-tf

Amtjulamje Service I

r it

lb. 49c

WAYNE DRINKWATER’S ORCHESTRA
Dancing 9.0(1 to 12.00—Admission 58c plus tax

96-97-F-tf

HAMBURG

PO'r ROAST

FRESH GROUND

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

lb. 49c

lb. 49c

LAMB LEGS (very special ) ... lb. 59c

WANTED

OLEOMARGARINE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. 39c
Fancy Northern Spy

APPLES
3 lbs. 25c

Plant Superintendent and Assistant
For Continuous Fast Freeze Plant
Must have mechanical ability and be capable of
handling crew.
Make application by letter for interview to—

PHILIP A. DAVIS, Manager

State of Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.

Remember Your Loved Ones With ‘A Fitting Tribute’
In An Everlasting
MEMORIAL
All Memorials and Work
Guaranteed

LETTUCE
2 Heads, 33c

ORANGES
Full of Juice

2 doz. 57c

Quaker Oats, quick or slow, lge pkg. 35c
Maxwell House Coffee.. .. .. .. .. .. lb. 57c
Franco-American Spaghetti, 2 cans 27c
Aunt Jemima Family Flour, all purpose
25 Ib. bag, $2.27; 1-2 lb. bag Free
ARMOUR

Three Crow Pure

EVAP. MILK
VANILLA
3 tall cans 37c 2 oz. bot. 33c

SUNSWEET

PRUNE JUICE
Quart bot. 27c

Stokely Peaches.. .. .. .. No. 2^2 can 37c

Here’s a Few Prices

Cigarettes, all popular brands, ctn. $1.87

CHESTER E. BROOKS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

7-F-tT

Dropped Off the Tree
4 Men’s 40.00 Fleeced
Overcoats, 2 38,
1 40, 2 42
' . $29.75
2 Pair Boys’ 4.98 Wool
Breeches, size’6 . $3.95

3 One-Piece Snow Suits
wool lined ; sizes 4, 5,
6, 12.50 garments $8.95
1 70.00 AU Wool Over
coat, Navy, size 42,

$49.75
10 Boys' 10.95 Wool
Plaid Mackinaws with
hood; sizes 12, 14.
16. 18................. $5.95

2 Boys' 16.50 Reversi
ble Jackets with de
tachable Hoods, wool

lining............ $8.95
2 Sheeplined Coats,
were 25.00. Size 42

......... ......... $14.75
5 All Wool Undershirts,
were 4.44. Sizes
2 38, 2 42, 1 44 $3.Q0

Jello Puddings.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 pkgs. 23c

32 Years’ Practical Experience

WARREN. MAINE
TELEPHONE 8-5 .

On Lemons Just

(Halves or Sliced)

(Chocolate, Butterscotch, Vanilla)

FREE DELIVERY

Meduncook Lodge

Patricia Bisbee and Carl D. Gray
who recently broadcast over Sta
ton WRDO has received so many
requests at that station that they
have been chosen to appear again
Saturday. Patricia and Carl are
hoping that all their friends will
listen in at 12.30.

Mrs. Mary L. Taylor, who is em
ployed at J H. Damon’s dental
office received a telephone call
Monday noon that her homestead at
Tenant’s Harbor was on fire When
she arrived she found the Duildlngs
a total loss. Very little furniture
was saved. The fire started around
the chimney.

NO. 211, F. A A. M.

FRIENDSHIP, ME.

Annual Inspection
MONDAY, JANUARY 26
Work On the

Master Mason Degree
LOBSTER STEW SUPPER
Served at 6.30

unnaopi
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VALUES!

VALUES!

VALUES!
SUGAR
CURED

lb. gQc
BACON
FRANKFORTS ~ lb. 43c
">• 43c
FOWL
S5C
STEAKS
doz. gjc
EGGS
COTTAGE CHEESE, fresh daily .... .... lb. 27c
OLEO—ALL SWEET ............... .... lb. 44c
Fresh Fish Is Always In Season—

Thomaston

(Just Like Bert Sold)

Knox Hospital will shortly re
Officers were installed Tuesday
for Warren Grange, by David Car- open a long closed section whicli
roll of Union, grange deputy, and formerly included a 16-bed femi
his aids, which included Mrs. Mil nine ward comprised of two cubicles
dred Bums, marshal; J. Raymond
Danforth, chaplain; Mrs. Harriet ot four beds each and eight beds in
Carroll and John Burns, regalia the open ward section. In order to
and emblem bearers; Mrs Aubyne provide for children due to an In
Hawes .pianist; all of Seven Tree creased number of such patients
Grange of Union. Adding much to the area will be divided between a
the installation were duet numbers female ward and a children’s ward.
by Mrs Hawes, and Mrs. Bessie The former ward section will be
Carroll, of Union.
partitioned off to establish two dis
Officers seated for Warren Grange tant wards, with a glass brick sep
with the exception of the assistant arating wall being a part of future
steward elect. Irving Lufkin; chap plans.
lain-elect, Phyllis Lelno; CeresRalph W. Lee, president of the
elect. Carolyn Lufkin, were, Ray hospital, states that long range
mond Jenkins,
worthy master; planning of the hospital governing
Theodore Overlook, overseer; Frank board includes the possibility of a
Overlock, steward; Doris Jenkins, separate small building for chil
lecturer; Percy Bowley, treasurer; dren but which would be connected
Inah Overlook, secretary; Charles to the main establishment by a
S'impson. Sr., gate-keeper; Lucy tunnel.
Stimpson Pomona; Mary Pease,
The adding of Dr. Frank W. Kib
Flora; Ethola Stimpson. lady as bee of Lincolnville to the staff as
sistant steward; William Podkowa, j pediatrician has considerably in
member of the executive committee creased the number of child pa
for three years.
tients entering Knox Hospital, Mr.
Baked bean supper was served Lee said. The changes within the
following the installation. Guests hospital such as the reopening of
were present from Seven Tree the ward and the provisions for
Grange of Union, Medomak Valley children are the result of the ob
Grange of Burkettville, Mt. Pleas servations of Mrs. Dorothy T. Folta
ant Grange of West Rockport, and who became superintendent of the
hospital recently.
Pioneer Grange of East Union.
• * • •
Mrs Harriett Carroll of Union,
juvenile Grange deputy, and aides,
will install the officers-elect of ju
venile Granges of Appleton, and
North Warren, at White Oak
Grange Hall. North Warren Satur
day afternoon. Dinner will be
served the members at noon.

L.ARGE SIZE
NATIVE

J. B. Paulsen

CUMMINGS BROS. MARKET

To Be Opened At Knox Hos
pital For Women and
Children

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

PORTERHOUSE
SIRLOIN
WESTERN BEEF’

Will Deliver Anywhere in
Knox County

FOWL, Fancy Native

6-7

TELS. 290—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.

BERWIND’S

NEW RIVER LUMP COAL
For Domestic Use

Tel. 62,

A 16-Bed Ward

GRANGE CORNER

NATIVE
LOCAL FARMS

NUT

TELEPHONES 17—18,
ROCKLAND, ME.
The Store Where You Get Quality and Service At
Lowest Possible Prices

WEST ROCKPORT, MAINE

BURPEE
Funeral Home

STOVE

EGG

(Successors to J. A. Jameson Co.)

24 Hour
Ambulance Service

rHONE 701

BLUE COAL

LIGHT'S PAVILION

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST NO. 37, AMERICAN LEGION

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

Registered Druggist

KNOWN AS >

SPONSORED BV

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERV.CE

Owen W. Johnstnn

(/ rnmvfa

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Bulwer Basketball League

Wiscasset continues to lead' the
Bulwer Basketball League accord
ing to standings released covering
games of Jan. 19. Unbeaten, Wis
casset has won five games in a row.
In girls' play. Union is the leader
with three straight wins and not q
defeat. The standing:

the services of

AT

Every Saturday Night

69-tl

Totals ............... 11
10
32
Referees. Flanagan and Matheson.
Time, four 8s.
• • • •

William R. Dorman

PUBLIC NOTICE!

WASHINGTON

Licensed Lady Embalmer

Tel. Camden 832i
or 643

6

PAINTING

SATURDAY NIGHT

DANCING

22 Knox Street
ROCKPORT
Russell Avenue

2

o.

EVERY

FUNERAL HOMES

Thomaston Tel. 1?2

Miller, rg ............. 2

The annual parish supper, with
(By Peter Sulides)
over 100 in at'enhance, counting
Rockland High's fighting five
the serving committee, despite the
chalked up win Number 8 of the
very inclement weather, was held
season as they defeated rival Thom
Wednesday night at the church.
aston High 40 to 32.
A committee from the Odds and
The local quintet had plenty of
Ends served the extra special menu
Boys’ Division
(no beans), setting four tables with competition as they went ahead 9
W.
L.
Pts.
to
7
in
the
first
period.
Rockland
new dishes, cups and saucers, and
Wiscasset ........ 5
0
1.000
it was announced that more would controlled the ball but missed many Litchfield ..... . 5
2
714
be forthcoming. F'reryone was hap shots, while Thomaston took ad Union ..... _...i.„ 2
1
.667
py with the prospects that soon an vantage of most opportunities.
Erskine ............... I
4
.250
all-electric kitchen would be a re
............... 0
3
.000
The Tigers, sparked by Jim Con Bridge
ality, the equipment being on or
Rockport .......... 0
3
.000
der. Mrs. Inez Harden and Mrs. nellan, roared to an 18 to 9 lead
Girls’ Division
Luella Post were co-chairmen.
' midiway in the second canto. As
• W.
L.
Pts.
At the annual meeting, presided 1 Coach MacDougal substituted' fre Union ...........
3 0
1.000
over by Jerome C. Burrows, the quently. Thomaston came to life for Erskine ............. 4
1
800
mimeographed reports were accept six points and Rockland led 18 to 15 Rockport ........... 2
1
.667
at half time.
ed and officers were elected.
Wiscasset ...„.... 2
3
.400
It was voted to sponsor Boy
Rockland showed its superior Litchfield .......... 2
5
.286
Scout Troop 206 for another year. teamwork as Connellan, Murgita Bridge ............... 0
3
.000
• • • •
It was voted to adopt the pro and Marsh set pp plays and put
gram of objectives and activities as Rockland ahead 27 to 18 midftvay in
Waldoboro Whips Thomaston
presented by the Church Council. the third quarter. While the regu
The Thomaston basketball girls
It was voted to close the church lars rested. Big John Dana led his traveled to Waldoboro last Friday
Aug. 15. 22, 29 and Sept. 5.
mates in a sudden rally which fell night only to be trampled on 42 to 29
The decision as to extending an j short and the locals led 31 to 28 at
High scorer for the winners were
invitation to the Congregational- the whistle.
Winchenbach, with 14 points, fol
Christian Conference of Maine 'o
The Tigers, at full strength once lowed by Fitch and Waltz, with 12
meet here in May, 1949. was re more, rolled ahead 40 to30 and they points. Overlock was high for
ferred to the Church Council for slowed down. Dana dropped two
16 points.
further investigation, with power free tosses which ended the scoring Thomaston, with
Waldoboro
to act.
with another Rockland win, 40 to
F. Pts
Mrs, S. E. Lamb was elected 32.
Fitch, rf............ .....
2
12
chairman of a committee, the bal
Ken MacDougal’s boys did a swell Orff, rf ....
o
o
ance to be supplied by the Women's job in turning back an aggressive Winchenbach, If ............. o
14
Association to complete the plans outclassed Thomaston team.
Ralph,
If
...........................
l
4
for the participation of this church
The -Rockland J. Vs had no
If ..... .................
o
0
in the entertainment of the dele trouble as they walloped Thomaston Hunt,
Waltz, cf .......
2
12
gates to the Maine State Methodist J. V.s 46 to 15.
Aho, cf ................
0
0
Conference here next Mav.
Tonight the Tigers journey to
rg........................... 1
o
The report of the architect re Waterville in what looms as a Miller,
Sukeforth, rg .....
1
0
garding the present building and corker.
Weeks, lg .......
3
0
including
recommendations for
In a thrilling preliminary the Hahn, lg .......
o
o
possible improvements was left for Rockland girts came through to de- Davis, lg ........................
o
0
consideration at a special meeting feat Thomaston High lassies 25
Heyer, og .......................
3
0
to be called later for that purpose. to 24.
Mitchell .....................
0
0
Following is a list of officers cho
Rorkland
40
sen:
♦
P
F
G
Totals ................................. 13
42
Auditor. Joseph Emery, re-elect Connellan, If .... .. 6
14
2
Thomaston
ed; clerk. Jesse E. Bradstreet, re Proctor
2
... 1
0
F. Pts.
elected:
school
superintendent, Heino .............. . 0
0
0 Stetson, rf ....
0
6
John A Munsey, re-elected; trea Murgita, rf ........ .. 4
7
15 Starr, rf ................
0
0
surer, Fred E. Harden re-elected; Kaler ............ ... 0
4) Johnson, If .........
0
2
7
deacon, (term expires 1949) Wil Lunt. c ............ ... 1
2 Overlock, cf .......
0
1
16
liam Graves: deacon, (term expires Bartlett ........... ... 2
4
0
Adams, rg ......................... 5
0
1952, John Pomeroy re-elected; dea Marsh, lg ......... ... 1
1
3 Orne. lg .......
0
0
conesses (term expires 1951) Anne Holden.
0
0 Stetson, lg ............
... 0
0
0
B Blackington and Mrs. Kennedy Fiench, rg
0 Smith, eg .......
0
0
0
0
Crane; deaconesses (term expires Holt ................ ... 0
0 Lewis, lg .....
0
0
0
1950i Mrs Corice Leach; financial Deshon ............ ... 0
0
0
secretary, Mrs. Archie W. Bowley;
—!
Totals ............................. 8
29
moderator. Jerome C. Burrows;
'T’ntfjls
15
40
10
trustee, (term expires 1950) Harold
Thomaston 32
Read
The
Courier-Gazette
Leach: trustee, (term expires 1951)
P.
F.
Murray Whalen; trustee, (term ex Dana, If ............ ... 6
7
19
pires 1951) Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.,; Watts, rf ........... ... 2
4
0
Music Committee—Mrs. Charles Feyler, c ........... ... 1
2
0
Emery, Mrs. Henry Bird, Mrs. Beattie, lg ........ ... 0
1
1
Theodore Bird. new. Mrs. Ralph
Smith and Miss Marion Ginn.
PAPERING AND
"Housekeeping Committee" to of church plant, and delegate tasks
make monthly tours of Inspection, of improvement as occasion arises.
Miss Mabel Spear, Mrs. Harriett
WHITENING CEILINGS
Frost, John Pomeroy, Walter Gay
and the Pastor.
Charles E. Merritt, retiring chair
man of the board of trustees, re
ported that the largest budget ever
Tels. 1324 or 656-W
This is to inform the pub adopted in our church had been
48 NORTH MAIN STREET
fully subscribed In the recent Every
ROCKLAND, MAINE
lic that we have retained Member Canvass.
7*lt

Formerly with the Corner Drug
Store, Inc.

DAVIS
558 Main Street

Chalked Up Another

ROUTE 220
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
CARPENTER
wanted
BUD
640 Main St.

Rockland Tel. 810

Its Annual Meeting

oV'iROCKLAND

Maine

HAKE
SPAWN

SKINNED
C ORNED IF
DESIRED

FRESH
DAILY

SMOKED SHOULDERS ..........
PORK ROASTS—lean.........

,b- 29<
ib.

37c

....... Ib.
....... Ib.

47c
53c

Full of "Vitamin Goodness”—

CARROTS
»
LETTUCE
=
CAULIFLOWER

3^“ 25c
2 for
25c
head
291

TANGERINES, thin skin..........

33c

PERRY’S FEATURE—

FUDGE LOAF CAKE ... .. each 29c
BUTTER-KIST ROHS.. ... pkg 19c
STRAWBERRIES, frosted........

47c

BUDGET SAVING VALUES
STRING BEANS..................... ... 3 tins
TOMATO JUICE.................... ... 3 tins
PEACHES . .......................... .. 2'/z tin
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP .. ... 3 tins
PRUNES—Del Monte............. . 2 Ib pkg
BAKED BEANS .................... ... 3 tins
YELLOW PEA SOUP.............. ... 2 tins
LUX SOAP—bath size............ ... 2 bars
SWAN SOAP—large ............. ... 2 bars
RITZ CRACKERS.................. ..... pkg
SHELL BEANS ..................... ... 2 tins
CORN—Maine, Cream Style ... ... 2 tins
IVORY SOAP—medium.......... ... 2 bars

25c
25c
25c
29c
25c
25c
21c
31c
39c
31c
25c
35c
23c

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, January 23, 1948

Pare Four
The Twelve Steps
An Alcoholic Who Follows
Them Seldom Fails To
Recover
The Alcoholic Foundation, Inc.,
announces the 12 steps which form
the program of recovery from alco
holic obsession. They are:
1. We admitted we were power
less over alcohol—that our lives
had become unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power
greater than ourselves could restore
us to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our
will and our lives over to the care
of God as we understood Him.
4. Made a searching and fearless
moral inventory of ourselves.
5. Admitted to God. to ourselves,
and to another human being the
exact nature of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have
God remove all these defects of
character.
7. Humbly asked Him to remove
our shortcomings.
8. Made a list of all persons we
had harmed, and became willing to
make amends to them all.
9. Made direct amends to such
people wherever possible, except
when to do so would injure them
or others.
10. Continued to take personal
inventory and when we were wrong
promptly admitted it.
11. Sought through prayer and
meditation to improve our con
scious contact with God as we un
derstood Him. praving only for
knowledge of His will for us and the
power to carry that out.
12. Having had spiritual experi
ence as the result of these steps
we tried to carry this message to
alcoholics, and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.
••Rarely have we seen a person
fail who has thorouglily followed
these steps" says the committee.
•'TJiose who do not recover are peo
ple who cannot or will not com
pletely give themselves to this sim
ple program. An Alcoholic is abso
lutely unable to stop drinking on
the basis of self knowledge, and this
spiritual program is not theory. We
have to live it: and only by inti
mate personal contact and discus
sion and regular attendance at
meetings can a full understanding
be attained. ’’

WALDOBORO
Word has been received of the
death of Mrs Cassie Welt Eaton.
87. widow of Seth Alden Eaton at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
William B Stevens at Brookline,
Mass Mrs. Eaton was a native of
this town, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Welt. Until the death

WARREN

Tuesaay-Frtdav

‘Freem’ Young’s Views

Youth Sunday will be observed
at the Congregational Church, as
opening day of National Youth The Dragging For Lobsters
Week. Rev. Edward L. Manning to
Should Be Stopped At
speak on "The Lost Generation.”
Once, He Says
The junior choir, directed by Mrs.
David Oxton, will give a special
Rockland, Jan. 22
number in connection with the ob
servance. Sunday school will meet Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
at 9.30.
The dragging of lobsters should
The midweek cottage prayer instantly be stopped either through
meeting for the Congregational the Sea and Shore Fisheries Depart
Church will be held Wednesday
evening at* the home of Mrs. Clara ment or by Federal action. I have
Lermond and Mrs. William Stick sent letters to Representative Mar
garet C. Smith also Senator Brew
ney.
The Philathea will meet next ster, asking them to use their in
Wednesday night with Mrs. Lee fluence for Federal action.
My reasons for remonstrating
Perry at the Baptist parsonage,
subject for study, The Old Testa against this method is this: I believe
it will in a very few years destroy
ment.
the lobster industry entirely. The
Rev. Lee Perry will have for ser Maine Fisheries is too large to be
mon topics Sunday at the Baptist trifled with. A very large expendi
Church the following, "The Faith ture now exists in all branches of
of a Thiel” at 10 a. m., and at 7 the lobster fisheries and can be
p. m., “The Church Defined.” Sun ruined completely by such procedure
day school will meet at 11.10. The as is now beginning.
weekly Bible class will meet to
A line should be drawn beginning
night at the Baptist parsonage at at Moose Peak Lighthouse in a
7 30. The planned skating party for southwesterly directors to Mount
Baptist young people, will be held Desert Light Rock; continuing in a
Monday night, weather permitting. southwesterly direction to Matinicus
Rev. Lee A. Perry will conduct Rock Light; thence westerly to
special Sunday afternoon services Monhegan; thence westerly to
at 230 at White Oak Grange Hall, Woods Hole Light, allowing no
North Warren.
dragging to be done except for
An execu'ive committee meeting scallops and this to be done during
of the High School Alumni Associa- the day. and never by night.
ation was held Tuesday night at
This distance from the mainland
the home of the president. Chester will in some way help.
Wyllie.
No license should be granted for
A meeeting of the sewing circle dragging lobsters. This would be
of Ivy Chapter, O. E S„ will be more harmful to the lebster busi
held next Tuesday afternoon at the ness than what few short lobsters
THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS
home of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, with fishermen are caught with.
'.JL,
,
. I’ '
'»iN*l|N 'O. »boS^VHI. JOUNDfK
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, the hostess.
I also believe a fisherman’s license
The postponed roll call and ob ! should not be revoked if he may
ligation night, at Mystic Rebekah have a few short lobsters in his posi session and he be deprived of a
of her husband, she resided at Mid- were 44 present. The speaker, Lodge, will be held Monday.
Virgil T. Pavson
livelihood. Just fine h’m for first
dleboro. Mass., and was a member Gerry Wade, assisted by a friend
Rev. Lee A. Perry conducted serv , offense, double the fine at second
ol the Middleboro Baptist Church. operating the movie machine. The
Besides Mis. Steiens. she is sur talk and pictures were on the sub ices Jan. 13, at the Simmons Fu offense and so on. Untl he learns
vived by another daughter, Mrs. ject of "Inland Fish and Game neral Home for Virgil T. Payson, jbetter.
In closing may I say, the place
Mannert Abale of Brcoklne, Mass., and movies on “Maine Wild Life 67. who died Jan. 10, at his home
and three sisters, Miss Annie O. and Fishing.” A turkey dinner was after an illness of several weeks. for the Sea and Shore Fisheries
He had been in ill heal'h for some effice is in Rockland, and not ln Au
Welt, Miss Marcia Welt and Mrs. served by the Meenahga Grange.
i time. Bearers ware neighbors of the gusta. It is my thought the fish
Carrie Walter, all of Waldoboro,
deceased, Edgar Bowman, Benjamin ermen will prove this tc be correct
and several grandchildren. Serv
UNION
Perry, Ernest G. Starrett, and Axel lat the Primaries.
ices were held Saturday afternocn
—Freeman S. Young.
at the Memorial Chapel, Harvard The officers elected Wednesday Burkhard. The body was placed in
Church, Brookline, Mass Inter night at the annual meeting of the tomb for burial in the Spring at
ment at Middleboro, Mass
Mass., and Edward of Framingham,
Methodist Brotherhood were: Pres Starrett Cemetery.
At the meeting of the Medomak ident. Benjamin Nichols; first vice Mr. Payson, a farmer, all his life Mass., sister Mrs. Ular Leach of
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, president, Alexander Hardie; Bible long, had for many years worked South Union; and 11 grandchildren.
Fred Stahl was elected president. Committee, Quincy Young. Howard under a handicap, of artificial Among those from out of town,
Other officers are Chester Light, Hawes and Philip Lonn; second vice limbs. During that time, his courage, who attended the funeral were Mr.
vice president; Charles Bowers, sec president, Curtis Payson; fellow and perseverance were greatly ad and Mrs. Norman Kimball of Port
retary and treasurer; directors, Ellis ship committee. Bliss Fuller, Wil mired by those, who knew of the land, Edward Payson of Framing
Moody, Frank Salmi and Bernard lard Howard and Frederick Moss disadvantage In fact, during Mr. ham, Maae., Mrs. Ular Leach of
ier; t hird vice president, Frank Payson’s entire life time, his quiet South Union, Mrs. Lilia Clark. Mr
Newbert
Mrs. Eilard Mank and Mrs. Ken Goff; Finance committees, Grevis manner home loving temperament, and Mrs. Aaron Clark of Thomas
neth Weston attended the mid- Payson, Elmer Goff, and Philip and fortitude in the face of illness, ton.
Western Federation of Women’s Morine; Fourth vice president, won the approbation of his neigh
Burdell’s Dress Shop. For imme
Clubs, which will be held at Au I Schuyler Hawes; Social activity, bors and friends.
He was bom In this town, son diate clearance, one rack Dresses re
| George Fossett Merton Pavson and
gusta Wednesday and Thursday.
7-lt
Mrs. Andrew Newcmb of Ran i Ralph Williams; secretary, Joiin of Eugene and Flizabeth Oxton duced to $10.00.
dolph. Mass., is the guest of her j Howard; treasurer, Maitland Alden. Payson.
Eesides the widow. Bertha Oxton
parents, Mr and Mi’s. Crosby Waltz. The next meeting will be Feb. 18.
At the Gentleman’s Night of the ! The name of Harold Fossett w’as Payson he leaves one son. Merrill;
'Continued fror' Pave Ann
Women's Club Tuesday night, there unintentionally omitted from the one daughter, Mrs. Norman W.
Kimball of South Portland, two Department held its annual din
brothers. Fred of New Bedford. ner and get together at the Bay
View Hotel.—There was a small fire
list of names who donated money in Joseph Pellicani’s house on Park
for the community Christmas tree. street.—Mrs. Marjorie Cook of St.
The Auxiliary will meet Tuesday George told the Lions about her
Applicators of Johns-Manville and Flintkote
night at the home of Mrs. Euda Cinderella'’ trip to New York.
Lermond. Commitee for refresh Deaths: Harvard, Mass.. Rober
Asbestos Siding
ments is Mrs Lermond, Mrs. Rob Polky. formerly of Long Cove, 72.
ert Heald and Mrs. Clarence Leon Rockland. Miss Carrie Sherman. 80;
Bird Asphalt and Insul Brie Siding
ard.
Owls Head. Mrs. Clara Maddocks.
ALL JOBS GUARANTEED
FREE ESTIMATES
The Union girls lost to Waldo 103
boro Tuesday night, score 47-35.
THREE YEARS TO PAY
The Union boys won. 40-25. The
’ wvest
next game is scheduled'with Litch
field at Union Friday night.
Installation of Orient Chapter,
BOX 147. AUGUSTA. MAINE
O E. S„ will be held Jan. 30 with
District Dept. Grand Matron Win
Agent C. W. Cunningham's Hardware Store
ifred Burkett of Camden as install
ing officer.
TELEPHONE 12-5, UNION. MAINE
Donald Beane of Augusta was
SAVINGS BONDS
guest Wednesday of David Carroll.

The Black Cat

INCOME TAX
OOf SOON

lox| tjou*. toy urftJtout
Sl/UMt IM il
iMfUtfiurth- SezTc/aex.1
TODAY £''*'"***

PERSONAL FINANCE
COMPANY
407 MAIN STREET
2ND FLOOR. TEL. 1133

Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
balance up to $150; 214% month
ly on balances above.
Small Loan Statute Lie. No. 35
5-F-tf

ROOFING AND SIDING APPLIED

nr

Kennebec Roofing & Siding Co.

Great New Trucks
Nelson Brothers Are Im
pressed With the Dodge
Products

OUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Ellery T. and Austin D. Nelson
of the Nelson Brothers Dodge and
Plymouth Garage have returned
from a meeting in Portland where
members of the Dodge field organ
HERE'S WHAT IT COSTS
ization and the factory executive
staff of Detroit outlined advertis
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines ining. merchandising and other plans
..erted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
concerning the completely new line
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
of trucks being Introduced this
•mail words to a line.
month.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements
Dealers were told that the new
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaietto
line of Dodge ‘ Job-Rated” trucks
has been expanded to include 248
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional
basic chasis models ranging from
4250 to 23.030 pounds gross vehicle
weight and up to 40,COO pounds
FOR SALE
gross train weight. It covers 97 per LOST AND FOUND
cent of all hauling and delivery re
NOTICE
—
is
hereby
given
of
the
joss
OLD Town Square Stern Boat. 16’,
quirements.
of deposit book Numbered
38838, $125; Air Compressor and Tank. $35;
The continuing program
of standinng
in the name of Youth Allyah, 1-4 h p. 32 volt Electric Motor. $10;
training dealers and salesmen to and the Chairman asks for duplicate New Jeep Motors. $195; -also several
in accordance with the p ovision of Used Cars FOREST BRAZIER. Teh
better qualify them to serve truck the
State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS H48JR.____
7*lt
users in the selection 'of the right BANK,
by Sidney H. Pierce, Treas.,
SMALL White Kitchen Range with
trucks and special equipment to Rockland, Maine. Jan. 9. 1948.
3*F-7
Oil Burners, Oil Drum, 12 ga. Single
meet specific hauling needs was out
Shot Gun, Sewing Machine. Oak Chest
lined by the speakers.
of Drawers. Round Table and Six
chair-, egg candler. 7 ft. Skis, Dishes
TO LET
The largest advertising release
and many other Articles.
WEAVER.
in Dodge truck history will be made
15 Hyler St.. Thomaston.
7*8
RENT OR LEASE
to introduce the new trucks, the
SNOW
Plow
(blade
type)
head
gear,
At Rockland Municipal Airport—3
dealers were told. Media includes
Apartments, heat, lights. ' pump, hose and lights, complete. $150;
newspapers, magazines, vocational Unfurnished
water furnished; Office Space; Garage also 4-wheel Trailer, for sawing ma
publications and pos’er boards.
for automobile and airplane repairs. ' chine or hight hauling. $40. TEL. 366-M.
The meeting was one of 60 being Some work guaranteed on ah port j ___________ _____ __________________7*9
trucks and equipment; S orage Space
SLOOP. 33 ft. for sale. Low price
conducted this month throughout for
machinery, case goods, etc. Other for quick sale. Write • SLOOP" care
the nation by members of the Business
Concessions available. Price of The Courier-Gazette.
7 8
Dodge field organization and the reasonable. Call JACK DODGE. Rock
GENTLEMAN’S Good-looking, Brown
factory executive staff of Detroit. land Municipal Airport. Tel. 1054-W. Coat,
lined
with
marmot,
with
otter
_________________________________ 7 10
adv.
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

FREEZIN' REASON

Keep out of trouble by keeping your
distance. Following other vehicles too
closely is one of the chief causes of winter
accidents. So stop skidding yourself. If you
must follow something closely, follow the
safety principle that without tire chains it
takes from 3 to 12 times more distance to
s*op on snowy or icy roads than it does on
dry pavement.

Indiana’s capital in Indianapolis
was built of Indiana limestone.

Mimir was the Scandinavian god
of wisdom.

WANTED

ELECTRICAL
WORK
Household, Commercial and
Marine

BUD SPROWL
TEL. THOMASTON 197

4-6

WASHER

REPAIR
ANY MAKE

RINGER ROLL
SERVICE
FREE

PICKUP AHD DELIVERY

---------SUPPLY-------- -TEL. 677-470 MAIN <T.
•ROCKLAND. M£.

f

USE

ROOM to let at 27 Elm street. Rock
laud.
Within two minutes' walk of
the best eating places in town
Apply
ON PREMISES
___________ 7-9
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apartment to
let. TEL. 1234.________________
6 iI
HEATED Furnished Room to let
TEL. 279 W. or call at 88 Summer St
7-8
FURNISHED Heated Rooms
and
Apartments are available at the FOSS
HOUSE. Tel. 8060 __ ______ ___
1 If
WEBBER’S INN—-Board and Room by
day or week. Under new management
CALL THOMASTON, 340-3
104*lt-ltf

793-W
e*9
- CHEVROLET
(1934).
Radio and
heater, for sale. TEL 919-R after
5pm_______ _______________________ 6*7
LARGE Norge Pot-type Heaters, re
duced fom $99 50 to $75. while they
Inst. Tel 109! W. C E GROTTON. 138
• St.
6-9
TWO Children's Sleds for sale, excellent condition. TEL. 207-M.
6*7
CLEMENTS~ ROCKS from high-pro
ducing strains have become famous
for their hardiness, quick feathering,
car’y maturity, and persistent egg lay
ing.
MAINE U S. APPROVED PULLCRUM CLEAN. Baby Pullets, Cock
erels or straight-run Chicks, prices rea
sonable Also Reds and Black Sex-Links
WANTED
Write for catalog. CLEMENTS BROS
FARMS. Rt 33 Winte: port, Me.
GIRL wanted to learn photographic
DUPLEX GRATE, Large-sized, Circu
dark room trade COLONIAL PHOTO lating
Heater, for coal or wood. $40;
GRAPHIC SERVICES. INC 403 Main Royal Portable
Typewriter. $30. CHHS
St Tel. 1210, Rockland.
7 8 TER R. WALLACE.
Tel Warren 1-34
CAPABLE Woman wanted for gen
6-7
eral housework, good pay, live in or j
HAY for sale, delivered or in barn.
go home nights, two adults; 6 Talbot ARTHUR
ANDERSON.
St.
George
road.
Ave. TEL. 1285.
7-lt Thomaston. Tei 168-5.
6*7
WILL the person who had horse for
LOW overhead is your gain, yard
sale in the St George or Port Clvde Good',
of all kinds for sale at lowest
Area call JACK DODGE Tel 1054 W possible prices. What fabrics’ What
Lost you” address
7-8 Values! Also Butterick Patterns. THE
PARTY with haying equipment and REMNANT SHOPPE, 200 Main St.. City
press to harvest 80 tons of hay next sea _____________________________________ 7tf
son. Contact JACK DODGE Rockland | PAIR cf Horses six and seven years
Municipal Airport. Rockland, Me Tel old, for sale, weight 3400, also new har1054-W
7-10 ne
and root. EVERETT TURNER.
TRUCK Driver's Job wanted by will Walls on Road. Tenant’s Harbor. 6-7
ing, capable young man. Good refer- i
ONE HORSE Covered Sled for sale.
ences. Can come at once WILLIAM HAROLD A. DEAN, Rockland.
6*7
BRAGG phene 8310. Camden.
7*9 ,
NEW Crispy Sauerkraut for sale.
YACHT Captain wanted, beginning HAROLD ? DEAN. Rockland
6*7
*May 1 for 49 ft, schoorer. Must have j
SECOND-HAND nice"722-in. Furnace",
excellent recommendations and la- I
miliar with waters cf Cape Cod-East- 1 for sale Cheap for cash. Tel. 1091-W.
po t. Write including relerences, salary j C E GROTTON. 138 Camden St 5-8
required, including subsistence allow- j TWO Pool Tables, Show Cases, Pop
ance. living on board, no other crew j Case, and other equipment.
TEL.
E
McCLUSKEY. Box 153, Boston, j NORTH HAVEN 8 13.
5-7
Mass.
5-F-7 I
15 h.p., 220-440-VOLT Westinghouse
ROLLER for saw mill wanted. NOR ! line-s
art Induction Motor, almost new.
MAN MILLER, Waldoboro Tel. 209-2. I for sale. Cylinder-head for Chevrolet
_________________________________ 6*lt | Motor (1936) Chevrolet Cylinder-Head
YOUNG Women—To train in approved (1931) 1936 Dodge Radia or and Me6thool of attendant nursing. 18-month j cha ni a 1 Steel Dump Body, complete.
course
No expense. Allowance, uni- j TIL THOMASTON. 32-11 after 5 p. m.
fo-mr and bocks furnished.
Two ' _____________________________________ 5 6
years’ high school required.
Ages
GENTLEMEN’S Brown Coat lined
18 35
Graduates assured permanent with Marmet fur with Otter collar,
positions with excellent fut:e. Write very reasonably priced and in good
today PRINCIPAL. 149 Hillside Ave conditlon_ TEL. 793-W.
5*9
nue Arlington. Mass
5-12
FURJNACES. For as low as $2 a week
ANTIQUE Furniture. Old Glass and you can have a furnace installed in
China. Old Oil Paintings Old Gold your home.
Furnaces designed foi
Frames, etc. Highest prices paid. Let j cod. wood, oil or coke. Prices right.
me know what you have. CARL E. ' TEL 1318, Rockland.
5*6
FREEMAN, Glen Cove. Me. Tel Rock- , ” CHEVROLET Roadster (1931) for
land 103_______________________
99tf
sale
Price $130.
Good condition,
GRADUATE Swedish masseur will ex ra equipment. Write EDWARD L.
consider a few more patrons for medi POLAND, Loudvllle. Me____________5*6
cal massage. Treatments given in your
MY Home at South Thomaston;
own home by appointment. Sinus.
Hay Fever, Migraine Headaches re 5-room house, barn, henhouse, 30 acres
lieved by new method
TEL. 911-W land. 4 ac;e field, rest wood. Some
betw’een 6 and 7 p. m.
4*12 timber. No reasonable offer refused.
E G. SIMMONS. Tel. Rockland 58-31 or
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL STMT 73-R.
5*6
MONS. Tel. 1240. Rockland. Me
DRY 4-foot Slab Wood for sale, $2 per
__________________________________89tf
cord ln our. yard or $5, per cord deliv
PIANOS and House Organs tuned, ered within 15-mlle radius of mill, ln
$3 00
Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN 2-cord lots
JAMES ROBBINS and
HUBBS. .69 Park St. Tel 199 MK
SON, Searsmont, Me. Tel. Liberty 12-6.
6*9
_________________________________
4-7
WE pay top prices for scrap iron,
STOVES of all kinds for sale. Pot
metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR Heaters, Coal Heaters, Wood Heaters.
DON & SON. 6 T 8t. Rockland. Tel. Enameled Ranges with gas and oil; all
388 W
81-tf leading makes of Oil Burners, 6’’ to 13”
size; Radios, Victrolas, Electric Mo
tors, Collapsible Baby Carriages and
new Cast Iron Furnaces. Have a du
MISCELLANEOUS plex
House for sale, 6 rooms and bath,
each side, all in perfect condition. All
LEARN Secretarial, Business Subjects ' these things can be seen at GROTat home. Inquire K H. CASSENS. ' TON’S STOVE & OIL BURNER SERV
Box 216. Rockland.
6"8 ICE. 138 Carnden street, phone 1091-W.
City._________________________
5 8
CAREERs'FOR YOUNG MEN
.
Leurn to Be a Tree Expert. A profit I SLABS for sale. Approximately one
able career for young men, Study and i co:d to load, $2.50 delivered. PIONEER
work at every angle of tree care. An t LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St Tel
93tf
interesting, well-paying outdoor vo- i 324-M
cation. Earn While You Learn! On the
VENETIAN BLINDS
jo'o training with some classroom and
Custom built for your window*,
other instruction, under nationally- aluminum slats, colors white, eggshell,
tecognized experts of an approved or ivory. Tape colors: mingle, duck,
company for veteran's training. Small ivory’, brown, mulberry, apple green,
classes, individual Instruction; next radio blue or black. Call UNITED HOMk
classes begin Feb. 16 and March 1 II SUPPLY CO.. 579-589 Main St Rock
you are between 18 and 30. single, and land Tel 939.____________________ 79tf
want a Real Futu*e, write THE F A
GAS House Coke is now available.
BARTLETT TREE EXPERT CO , P O
Box 1337, Stamford, Conn., T. H REU- $15 ton delivered for any heating or
MAN, Personnel Director.
6'9 cooking need. M. B. & C. O PERRY,
Tel. 487____________________________ 88tf
LACK High School Diploma? Adults,
1935 DODGE Bus for gale, 21 passen
study at home under exper s. Inquire
ger. first-class condition.
CAMDENK H. CASSENS, Box 216, Rockland.
THOMASTON
BUS LINE. Tel. 664 W.
______
__ ______ ________ 6*7
_____________________________
88tf
GOOD pay Jobs offered trained auto
MACHINE and Repair Shop on street
body-fender man in daily "want ads."
Put in a few hours weekly learning and waterfront for lease. Equipment
welding, painting, metal ’ work, etc. . in first class condition. Two lathes,
Chance for high wages o~ your own shaper, arc and acetylene welding,
business. Veterans and Civilians. Write greasing outfit, wide variety cf other
for free information. AUTO-CRAFTS tools. New building, concrete floor,
TRAINING, care The Courier-Gazette. grease pit. Ready for immediate oc
Contact R. K. BARTER,
6*7 cupancy.
Stonington. Maine. Tel. 51-2.
€5tf
PRACTICAL NURSING
GRAN1TE LIVES FOREVER
Train quickly at home. Excellent
pay. Many earn while learning. In
Granite walks (any width), fireplaces,
formation Free WAYNE SCHOOL OF posts (any size) boat moorings, step*,
PRACTICAL NURSfNG, care The Cou flagging chips, and dust for driveway*
rier-Gazette.
6*7 (no more mud) rip rap for all kind*
fills and dock work, pier stone, walla,
INSTRUCTION, Male. Mechanlcally- of
foundations, curbing, paving block*,
minded men look into Refrigeration ashlar
and monumental stone posts for
and Air Conditioning as a profitable property
and building sup
future career. Write UTILITIES UNST., ports. Wemarkers
will deliver anywhere. Aafc
care The Courier-Gazette.
6*7 us about granite
fill loaded on your
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.

Shannon Aero Club has just
JOHN MEEHAN A SON,
opened its civil airfield at Limerick. Clark Island. Me. Tel. Rockland 31-11
A C. HOCKING.
Eir£.
T»n*nt.’« Harbor M-l®.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Coolerator “Flavor Saver”

MARINE MOTORS

Freezers
and Refrigerators

We Are Now Showing

THE FARM AND HOME
SUPPLY
Chas. E. Stackpole, Prop.
ST. GEORGE RD., THOMASTON

TEL. 168-15

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

99-F-tf

Tues'day-Frlday
VINALHAVEN
The Mr and Mrs. Club was en
tertained Sunday night bytvlr. and
Mrs. Roy Arey at their home cn
School street. Supper was served
™ a pleasant social evening en
joyed.
Percy Boardman of Rockland was
guest Monday at “The Millers."
Mrs. Elsie Calderwood was hos
tess Tuesday to the Antique Club.
Dinner was served and the after
noon pleasantly passed with sew
ing and knitting. The next meet
ing will be Jan. 27 with Mrs. Bessie
Ames.
Mrs. Beulah Drew and Mrs. Jessie
Mossman entertained a group of
friends Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. Drew with a surprise party
given to Mrs Tena Christie in
honor of her birthday. Lunch in
cluded a large birthday cake and
Mrs Christie received a nice gift
from each guest.
A. R. Moore of Portland was over
night guest Tuesday at The Mil
lers.
Mrs. Charlotte McDonald was in
Rockland Munday to meet her
mother, Mrs. Winnie Murch, who
was returning from Togus where
she was called by the illness and
death of her son Kenneth York.
Services at Union Church Sunday
will be: Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock when
the sermon by the pastor, Dr. C. S.
Mitchell will be the second in the
series on the Revelation with the
subject, "Message to Ephesus."
Evening service at 7 o’clock.
W. R. Doane of Portland was
guest Wednesday at The Millers.
A party was held Monday night

Rockland Courier-Gazette,
Crimp*’ RlB«»r Ts»a

I ,,vcr>'x*y .<£<-ing a.1 right and wasn’t

everybody happy? That is.
is, all but
the Skippers?
truth, that was exactly what
Skippers’ Whirlwind Finish hadIn taken
place and going into the
Spoils the Evening For i last string the Gander boys were
!37 pins to the good and rolling
“Per Cap”
i merrily along. And then in the last
"Smile awhile before you go to bed. string things began to happen as it
Smile awhile for we are way ahead.
did in that famous ninth inning
We. the Ganders big and brave,
jwhen Casev came to bat.
Have put the Skippers ln their grave.
Mitchell gained two on MacDon
Smile, awhile, for once
were going
ald 82 to 80. Adams surprised every
to win.
Smile awhile, It’s all right if you grin. body by getting a few balls down
Don't, dear Skipper bother me,
the middle of the alley and amid
Till we meet again "
great huzzas from the multitude
Something like this must have chalked up a 92, beating Der Cap
been going through the mind of by 16 and nosing him out of the
Captain Grimes of the famous total by one pin.
Ganders bowling team as they bat
Peterson’s 84 stood against San
tled ferociously with their long born’s 95 but that loss had been dis
time opponents at the Cascade Al counted in (he 37 the Skippers were
leys last Monday night, for in behind at the start of the last
truth the Captain had a great deal string. And then Henry Anderson,
to smile at and for once the evening "Good o! Hen", managed to get his
looked as bright as one of Frankie •speed ball in the right place at the
Adams' neckties.
• right time and crashed out a joy
For had not Gander Link San ous 116 that was just 30 pins more
born left the team a nice nest egg than Shields could do with an 86
of 31 pins when due to a business and the finger on the wall began
engagement he and Peterson had to write for the Captain. So when
bowled off their match previous to Poole, who had been hitting 100 or
the others, and had not the Gan better in each of the other strings
ders won the first string 18 pins, pulled a 101 out of his bag. beating
and had they not won the second the Goose by another six pins it
by eight pins more, and wasn't left a dark and gloomy world for
| the Ganders to view from the
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Henry bowling alley window.
With a total of 475 as against the
Brown. Ice cream and cookies
were served. Music by Joe Dyer. El Ganders 432 the Skipmen in that
mer L ndsey and Toivc Wahlman last string had pulled another vic
was much enjoyed. Others present tory out of almost certain defeat
Stanley Young, Carolyn Brown, and cut a year off the life span of
were Mrs. Lindsey, Mr. and Mas. Der Cap.
Carol Brown. Richard and Ruth
With this loss the Ganders now
have a .333 average as against the
Walls.
Skippers .666. bu' their best brains
and brawn and hard work in an ef
fort to revise the standings. Per
haps with a different line up next
week the trick may be turned.
VJIUIXCd

UlUCl

I Cd

Scald the teapot first

Scald a crockery teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea
or one tea-bag for each person. Add fresh,"bubbling”
boiling water. Steep for five minutes. Stir, then serve.

SA1ADA
TEA
So good you’ll think —
you baked them yourself...

==

Baked Beans are thoroughly
baked and richly sauced with
pork and molasses,

heat... eat... enjoy.

Much Sensible Advice Offered
By the Mother Of One
Of Them

Rockland, Jan. 21.
Dear Freshmen:—
Your ieaction and adjustment
to High School has been a constant
source of pleasure and delight to
me. I have relived in you. my own
happy days of schoolgirl
and
schoolboy Iriendships. These are
days you will always recall as your
most carefree ones. However, you
must begin to assume some care
and responsibility.
You are selecting an emblem
which you hope will be a reminder
to each of you of those enduring
associations and
friendships of
High School. Of course, no ring or
any manmade device, can possibly
endure as long as friendship and
faith, kindness and respect, loyalty
and love, for these ideals are ever
, lasting.
I The value of an emblem is its
associations and sentiment. Many
world powers reverse the value of
J the metal used in their war medals
and gold is used to reward the
smallest deed of valor, that the
greater heroism commemorated may
not be overshadowed by the intrin
sic value of the award.
Such was the case with the “little
bronze button" worn by the ' Grand
Army of the Republic.” Their gift
oi freedom and union was of far
more worth io humanity than any
(mere button could possibly portray.
Today that bronze button shines
with a glow reflected from the Star
of Bethlehem!
j The value of your class emblem
Skippers
'will be great only as it Ls cherished
Mitchell.
82 80 82—244 and honored by the members of ihe
Adams.
75 83 92—250 class of '51. Its value will be less
Peterson,
76 79 84—239 ened if it carries the heartache by
Anderson,
83 73 116-272 one less fortunate classmate who Ls
Poule,
ICO 109 101-310 unable to afford its possession.
Many times class emblems are
416 424 475-1315 cheapened in after years by their
Ganders
bestowal as a mark of trust and
78 78 80—236 affection, on an unworthy recipi
MacDonald.
Grimes.
81 92 76—249 ent, or by their loss through care
97 78 95—270 lessness.
Sanborn.
Shields,
79 96 86—261
Few of you will acquire your class
Goose.
£0 88 95—282 emblem through any great effort ol
your own. To most of you, it will
434 432 432-1298 come as a gift A gift that entails

hardship for the donor is too dear ,
at any price.
During these nex, three and onehalf years, some of your number
will be obliged tb “drop out" of the
class. Alas, some of your classmates
will be “dropped” to a lower class!
These will have ar. unpleasant “re
minder” of the class they didn’t
graduate with!
These are only a few of the
things to consider ln choosing and
acquiring a class emblem.
1 will be the first to congratulate
you, if you, the class of '51, estab
lish a precedent and succeed in pro
ducing an emblem of your class
that represents vou, ICO percent as
gloriously,—as the Little Bronze
Button (made from their own dis
carded cannon)
represents the
honor and achievement of the
Boys of ‘61.
The Mother of one of your class
mates.

Van Qmp’s
ingfanJStft
OtllFORNI* Ft*

beans
With Pork

Mr, and Mrs. Victor Littlefield
who recently visited Mrs. Littleflelds parents. Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Sprague have returned home, ac
companied bv Mrs. Gene Norwood.
Byron Carter has part time em
ployment at the Barter Plant.
Mrs. Milton Sprague and son are
"isiting relatives in Rockland.
Gene Norwood, Eugene Sprague,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Holmes.
Chester Sprague, Austin Sprague
and Alton Sprague were in Ells
worth Tuesdav on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Simmons
are spending a few weeks with rel
atives and friends in Rockland.
Spruce Head. Thomaston
and
Washington.
Many cards are being received
by friends of Mr. and Mrs Harry
Stockbridge (who are touring the
West Coast) reporting a wonderful
trip.
Tocopilla, Chile, gamed for the
swordfish catches off its coast, may
have a fish cannery and1 freezing
plant.
Small golden bells were used as
prizes to winners of horse races
I prior to Charles ns cup trophy.

Atwood Wants lt

Four More Freedoms

But These Pertain To Welfare
Of the Livestock and
Poultry

GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kennedy and,
son of West Waldoboro recently
visited at the home of Mrs. Matilda
Eugley.
Mrs. Irvine Genthner, son Ern
est and daughter Lois were guests
Sunday at the Arthur Poland home.
Mrs. Elidora Gross has been a
recent visitor in, Jefierson, at (he
village and on Dutch Neck.
I Mrs. Myra Richards and children
of Friendship, Hudson Eugley of
West Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Teele, Mrs. Preston Teele,
and Delbert Benner of Medomak
have been recent guests at the
home of Melvin Genthner.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Eugley of
Nobleboro were supper guests las;
Friday of Mrs. Matilda Eugley and
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Foster.

"Four Freedoms,” for America's
farm livestock and poultry were
advocated tedav—as Wintertime
measures to insure greater food pro
duction during the New Year.
In view of the present scarcity of
feed and reduction in livestock, the
American Foundation for Animal
Health declared all “Four Freedoms”
are espcially vital this year. Farm
ers were urged to join in a nation
wide effort to assure these benefits
to farm animals and their food
production:
“(1) Freedom from filth. Clean,
dry housing—with frequent change
of bedd ng and thorough cleaning Subscribe tc The Courier-Gazette
and disinfection of stalls and pens—
is vital to prevent disease among
stock in Winter Quarters.
“(2) Freedom from faulty feed
ing. During the cold months, when
sunshine and green forage are
scarce or lacking vitamin deficien
....IN YOUR
cies arc a frequent cause cf trouble.
Proper rations for the parent stock
salad bowl
have an important part in deter
mining the size and vigor of the
Coin’*
.
Spring crops of pigs, lambs and
bland unlock! hid- ■
calves.
dan anod"*’* ’» j
“(3) Freedom from parasites.
Winter is the heyday for mange,
,.iod*. N.»- i
lice and other parasites that play
daminota*.
havoc with the thriftiness and
tomplamant* lhair
vitality cf stock. Systematic efforts
to free animals and birds of these
natural goodna**
infestations will pay real dividends.
"(4> Freedom from infectious
disease. Sanitation, good feed and
parasite ccntrol al! help to protect
agamst disease. Along with these
measures, immediate diagnosis and
treatment at tlie first sign of ill
ness may ward off heavy losses of
valuable animals.’’

SEARSMONT

The annual meeting cf the Wom
an's Scciety of the Community •
Jack 8. Atwood
Church was held Jan 13 at the
heme of Mrs. Ethel Butler, with Fitzgerald-Cummings Post of Au
nine members and t«o visitors pres gusta has formally announced its
ent. These officer? were elected:
Mrs. Mabel Cobb, president; Mrs. sponsorship of Jack S. Atwood,
At na Nixon, vice president; Mrs World War II Veteran and promi
Mina Bardsley, seretary; Mrs. nent young business man. for State
Ethel Butler, treasurer. Refresh Commander of the American Le
ments were served by the hostess. gion a’ the June Convention. Mr.
Drummond Hemenway met with A’,wood. 38. manager of Radio Sta
a, serious accident recently by cut tion WRDO in Augusta, is a veter
ting his face while unloading logs. an of three years service, with 19
active overseas service in
The Fourth Quarterly Conference months
Pacific. He Ls also a Past Com
of the Community Church, preceded the
mandant
the Marine Corps
by a parish supper, was held at the League, theof State
’s official Marine
vestry Jan 16. Rev. Chauncey D. Veteran organization.
Wentworth, district superintendent,
presided. He was ac-raiuanted by
Mis. Wentworth. The pastor. Rev. [ business meeting was neld in the
George J. Volz, and several local afternoon. Tlie next meeting will
be Feb. 14 at the home of Mrs. Jose
parLshioners, were also present.
phine Aldus. Miss Beal, H D A
Tne Woman's Farm Bureau met will
be ir. cliarge and the subject will
Jar. 14 at the home of the presi be "Modem
Meat Cooking.'
dent. Mrs Marion Osborne, with
14 members present. Tlie subject,
Wear a bright'coat—'preferably Long distance an liners in South1
“Square Meats For Health," was di red—when walking in the woods. America are to have motion pic- j
rected by M s. Mina Bardsley, Never wear white.
hires.
1•
foods leader who, with the dinner
committee. Mrs. Josephine Aldus
and Mrs. Edna Goebel, served a
square meal for health at noon. A

GOOD

miffl

MINTURN

for Van Camp’s New England

A Quick Meal... ready to

Letter To Freshmen

Page Five

HIODEN TREASURE,

it is THRIFTY
VtMjr ,ia ifwia

m Sr

FIMAST

Si'W i s .Af.rwjk. i i i,

PLUMP . SEEDLESS

YnaX^cUuAbe-,

RAISINS

IO”N T. CAH CO.. < gtrbutore, Cam'nr'.dse, Mas*.

n’onfFi«Pl,|ney of citrus iu
.'/'arnin'
c°»fain 'hat7m‘,Orin«’
''•’>>e low ,n''h!ch help, ,™por‘«''

25c

2

------ (-------

FANCY NEW CROP

Hea^' «?»<« A

RICE

orange

x

FLOUR

2

'«( •««!<.'”"
J

B*-ENO£f)
T.
^PncCeWccfar
Juke

How could we offer

SERVE

it if Aunt Jemima
NOU/ilSHINC
POTATO CHIPS

*

Family Flour

weren’t the finest

WITH YOUR MEALS/:

money can buy?

Only one more week!

^GUAr

AN jjj ®m-.««s t)
FOWL

Bone In - Oven
or Pot Roast

CHUCK ROAST
Finast - Red Kidney or California Pea

•faminrv
•/ 31 is ihe
Iasi day oi' CMP’s
l»ig lamp sale. ..

25c

Baked deans
Finast - N. F-. Style With Raieins

Brown Bread

15c

Either End

SMOKED * Regular Style

Shoulders

49c Hams Co*|’“J lb 69c

LB

Boned and Rolled

Skinless - Suze to Be Tender

Frankrorts
Sunshine
Kremox

pkg

crackers

LB

53c Lamb Fores

LB

45c

59c
25c

MACKEREL
LB 19C

OYSTERS
&"75c

C*.p7

FILLETS
Ho’ddock LB45C

Luscious Daep Red - New Low Price!

PRUNE PLUMS
Are You Sure
You’re Using
the Best Flour?

YOU SAVE FROM

See and taste the difference—in every
thing from bread to sponge cake! This
wonderful all-purpose flour is made
from a special blend of choice wheats,
by one of the world’s largest milling
companies—makers of Quaker and
Mother’s Oats, Aunt |emima ReadyMix for Pancakes, and other famous
foods. See for yourself—ask your
grocer for ; : i

25%™ 33%
FLOOR & TABLE I.A.VIIPi

.AUNT

Jemima

* 'Better Hyht mean ft better siylil"

35^ FLOUR
Available at .AU Nationwide'Stores
or At Your Neighborhood Grocer’s

j look 7or_?HRI?T CLUB’

CENTRA
POWER

l CERTIFICATE in every sack. I
I Save them to get extra j

MAINE
OMPANY

j sacks of Aunt Jemima I
I Family Flour at no extra t
cost to you!
i

Fresher FRUiTSand VEGETABLES

In Sweefc Syrup -

can

CHEESE VALUES
LOAF

LB

49c •

lb

Maine Apples cn Parade!

AGED

MdNTOSH

3

67c

CORTLAND

4 L8S 29c

29c

3S<

DELICIOUS______________ 3
Everybody Likes JOAN CAROL

Doughnuts, doz 15c
Soft, Light, Tender, Cake-Like
Texture, Plain

j

Plotida Pabijuice - Large Sira

Fresh Young Tender

Oranges 2 DOZ 69c1 Carrots and Beets 3-25c
I l irm

No, Crop South.,.

Cabbage

2lbs15c

Fresh Western, Ex. Lge

4 for 29c

Graoefruit.

Savings in Every Food Department
Friend's Beef

In Gravy

15 ot
CAN

Prem-Treet-Mor
III

Hormel’o Deliciou
Luncheon Meat

Luncheon Meat

Red Salmon

A & R
Brand

Fancy Alaaka

53c

Richmond Peas

2 c^ns 35c

45c

Applesauce

2

&S 49c
&S 43c
clabn

59c

Peaches

Corned Beef Hash

CANS

29 os
CAN

Sliced or Halves
Richmond

29c

25c

A fc 8 CAN

28c

16 os
CAN

33c

Prudence "SST Hash

Tkcie Price* Effective at First National Self-Service Super Market* in Tbi* Vicinity
Subject tn Market Changes

NEW ENCLANDS LARCEST RETAILER OF FINE FOODS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, January 23, 1948
Mrs. Lawrence Hill, celebrated her
THOMASTON
fifth birthday recently at her home
Misses Barbara and Kathleen on Cross street. Invited were: Sally
<arr are tonsil patients at Knox and Billy Brooks, Donna and John
Iospital,
McGuire, Deanna Brazier, Linda
Mrs. Olive Brazier Is visiting In and Blaine Fernald. Valentine
decorations were used for the table.
ortland for several weeks.
Harland Keyes has returned
Mrs. Earl Starrett is a surgical
home from from Westport (Conn)
latlent at Knox Hospital.
Mr and Mrs John Welch ol Ban- Sanitorium.
The Star Circle met Tuesday with
;or, are guests of their daughter,
Miss Helen Studley. These officers
Irs. Everett Noble.
Miss Mildred Deminons, whose were elected: Mrs. Blanche Lertnond,
mgagement was recenty announced, president; Mrs. Dorothy Libby, vice
fas guest of honor at a dinner president; Mrs. Josephine Stone,
tarty and towel shower Tuesday secretary-treasurer.
The Beta Alpha will meet Monday
tight at the home of Mrs. Alfred
I. Strout, Green street. Guests night at the parsonage.
A public supper will be held
fere Mrs Horace Maxey. Mrs Law
rence Shesler. Miss Jane Miller, Wednesday at 6 p. m. at the K. of
Jiss Demmons, all of this town and P. hall to benefit Mayflower Temple.
Jrs. C. Ernest Stairett. Jr. of War- Pythian Sisters
The recently organized Young
en.
The Baptist Juvenile Choir held Adults held its first meeting Wed
in organization party Wednesday nesday at the home of Miss Janet
it the home of the director. Mrs. Johnson on Brooklyn Heights. An
Jrace M. Strout.
Those present enjoyable evening was spent Re
vere: Rae Clark. Mildred Young, refreshments were served and a
ieannine Spaulding. Patty Mitchell. b rthday cake and a present were
Jorma Clark. Vivian Robinson, given to Miss Charlotte Overlock in
tnita Spaulding, Catherine Robin- honor cf her 18th birthday. Mem
on. Patricia Robinson, John Sprowl bers present were: Misses Priscilla
Starr, Joan Vinal, Signe Swanholm.
ind Percy Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Verncn Tweedie Gay stetson, Emily Smith, Char
lave returned to Unity after lotte Overlock and Janet Johnson
spending a few days with Mr. and The next meeting will be Thursday
night at Joan Vinal’s home.
Irs. Percy Pierpont.
Mayflower Temple. P.S. will hold
The Friendly Circle meets Tues
lay at 7 30 at the home of Mrs. a rehearsal of officers tonight in
K. p hall at 7.30 to prepare for in
oris Spear.
Mrs. Dora
Or ent Lodge, F-A.M. will hold stallation Feb. 10.
ipecial communication, installation Brewer, of Boothbay Harbor, dis
if officers with semi-public dancing, trict deputy grand chief, will be
ind refreshments Jan 27 at the installing officer
Thomaston High and Camden
lasonic Temple.
Ladies’ Mission Circle will meet High play here tonight at p.30.
Clyde Pierpont, Sic has received
uesday at 2 o’clock at the home
his discharge from the Navy after
if Mrs. Gertrude Linekin.
Judy Hill, daughter of Mr. and serving three years, and is at his

Thomaston Brand Was Vic
tor, But Vinalhaven Made
Good Showing
The Vinalhaven Lions Club bowl
ing team invaded Thomas'on
Friday night and gave the Thom
aston Lion’s Club a hard battle
losing to Thomaston team by only
30 pins. Poole with 128 for high
single and 503 for high total took
the honors for Vinalhaven. Ed El
liot with 499 for total and 116 for
high single was high for the
Thomaston Club. Twelve members
of the Vinalhaven Club came to at
tend the mee'ing.
Vinalhaven
Sanborn.
91 116 84 89 78—458
Winslow
69 79 77 91 91—407
White,
100 118 104 80 81—483
Poole
82 128 107 90 102—503
Young
108 82 94 85 78— 457
Heally
91 79 87 91 76—424
Total

541 612 547 526 506-2732
Thomaston
Marks
93
82100 106 84—465
A1 Elliot
69
71 61 64 99—364
D. Sprague 103
97 84 106 83—473
E. Elliot
95
89 94 116 105—499
Shesler
88 113 95—469
Lawry
97 110 36 88 111—482

Total

Watkins...
5 9tit AnHiueAAasuj, Specials !

ONE WEEK ONLY
Starts Monday, lan. 26

AfUf.

SWEATER 47c

CAMDEN

Lions Vs Lions

Reg.
60c

REGARDLESS OF COLOR - SIZE - WEIGHT

Sanitoning - Retexturing - Refinishing - Mothprotexing

546 533 513 593 577-2762

home on Beechwoods street.
Church News
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday
morning at 9 o’clock.
Services at St. John’s Episcopal
Church will be Sunday morning at
8 o’clock.
Services at the Baptist Church:
At 11 o’clock, the subject, ’’Light
For Life’s Journey." Mus'c: Piano
prelude by Mrs Blanche Lermond;
solo, "The Lord’^ Supper” (Mallotte)
sung by Walter Chapman. Evening
service 7 o'clock, topic ’Sin and its
Remedy.” Sunday School meets at
9.46 a. m. Prelude, Miss Mildred
Young:“Wonderful Story of Love”
(Driver) will be sung by the Junior
choirs antiphonally, Miss Joan
Young accompamst. Beta Alpha
meets at the parsonage Monday at
7 30. Tuesday afternoon the La
dies’ Mission Circle meets with Mrs.
Gertrude Linekin. Prayer, praise
and Bible study will be held Thurs
day.
Federated Church services will be
held Sunday morning at 11 a. m.
subject. “A Man After God’s Own
Heart.” Music; “Holy Art Thou”
(Handel); Youth Fellowship meets
at 7 p. m. The Friendly Circle
meets Tuesday at 7.30 at the home
of Mrs. Doris Spear.
Engagement Announced

SILK or COTTON

CURTAINS 67c

pair
Reg.
85c

WITHOUT RUFFLES

i Cleansed

0 Refinished

i Retinted

• Matched in Pairs

Weatherproofed

• Returned on Hangers

Bring your order to our store

492 Main Street
or

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Richards an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter. Mary Isabelle Richards,
to Robert Earl Bell, son of Mr and
Mrs. Earl P. Bell of Rockland.
Miss Richards was graduated
from Thomaston High School in
1945. and attended Gordon College.
Mr. Bell was graduated from
Thomaston High School in 1946
and is now attending Gordon Col
lege of Theology and Missions,
Boston. He served in the U. S.
Navy in the Pac'flc during World
War 11
No date has been set for the wed
ding.
BurdeH's Dress Shop. For Imme
diate clearance, one rack Dresses re
duced to $5.00.
7-lt
A Public Supper Wednesday, Jan.
28 at K. of P. hall to benefit Py
thian Sisters. Price 65c
7-8.

Phone 1410
For Free Pickup and Delivery

GILBERT C. LAITE
FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN

TEL. 8225
DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director

MAINES LEADING CLEANSERS

ROBERT E. LAITE

EARLE EAMES

S-tf

The body of Pvt, Manford E.
Garland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam S. Garland of 56 Rawson av
enue was among the 13 of Marines
war dead landed by (he Army
transport Erie B. Gibson at New
York Wednesday.
Mrs. Herbert Miller is visiting in
Boston.
Harleigh McMinn is in Toledo,
Ohio this week.
Miss Helen McCobb helped to
direct a Forum on National Affairs
at the meeting of the Frlends-lnCouncil held Tuesday at the home
of Mrs Vera Fitzs'mmons. High
School students who participated in
the interesting discussion were
Eddy Stanley, Alan Hatch, Sylvia
Gunderson and Peggy Connelly.
"The Carpet Committee” picked
from the ranks of the Congrega
tional Good Cheer Class, is holding
rehearsals for “The Old Peabody
Pew.” which will be given in the
Parish House, Feb. 4, at 8 o’clock.
Tickets are on sale by members
at The Village Shop. A social
get-together of the members of
the Congregational Parish will be
held Sunday night. A short enterta'nment is planned. Refresh
ments will be served under the di
rection of Mrs. Jocelyn Christie.
A public supper will be held at
at the Snow Bowl Lodge tonight,
from 5.30 to 7. Milford Payson,
president of the Outing Club, and
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie, a member
of the house committee, are in
charge.
The public beano, held at the
Opera House Monday for the benefit
of The March of Dimes was a suc
cess, total receipts being $32260.
Mrs Ralph Bucklin received the
grand prize of a Knox Woolen Mill
blanket. Owng to the generous In
flux of prizes, there will be enough
for an additional party or two. The
American Legion will sponsor one at
the Legion Hall next Monday night,
proceeds of which will be added to
the Polio Fund, and it is understood
that Rockport O.ES. will have a
Darty for the same cause. A tag
day will be in process Saturday, un
der the direction of Jerry Burkett.
Miss Ellie Lou Leighton leaves
Monday on a six weeks' motor
tour through Florida, accompany
ing Mrs. Marian Lowe of Rockland.
Louis R. French

Louis Richard French. 13-year
old son of Dwight and Leora Brown
French died Wednesday night at
his Washington street home. The
family formerly resided in Bangor
but had made their home here for
the past five years.
Besides his parents, he leaves
two brothers, Dwight, Jr„ and
Robert J., and grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alvie Browr. of Stetson
and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman French
of Levant.
The funeral will be Saturday at
2 o’clock from the Gilbert C .Laite
Funeral Home, with Rev. Melvin
Dorr officiating.
Ida E. Knight

Ida Estella Knight. 88. widow of
Charles Ernest Knight, died Tues
day at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Ruth Leonard. Born in Gard
iner, she was the daughter of
Ayers and Miriam Newton Trufant.
and had been a resident of* this
town for 41 years.
Five children survive. Frank W
Knight of Connecticut. Marian K
Conley of Haverhill, Mass., Martha
E.. of Boston, Ruth K. Leonard
and Arthur Knight of this town:
a sister. Maude Shoff of North
Stratford, 'N. H., seven grandchil
dren and two great-grandchildren.
Services were held yesterday
from (he residence of her daughter
Mrs. Leonard. Rev. H. I. Holt offi
ciated. Entombment was In Moun
tain View cemetery, and interment

A

NEW

will take place in Wiscasset in the
Spring.
Burdell's Dress Shop. For imme
diate clearance, one rack Dresses re
duced to $5.00.
7-lt

ROCKPORT
Rockport High School presents
its 19th annual Carnival, April, 1, 2
and 3
It will be sponsored by the
Junior Class. Business managers
are William Frye and Edward Ausp
lund. Jr. The other chairmen are:
Advertisements, Irene Frye; Pub
licity, Vernon Hunter and Nancy
Andrews; Booths, Philip Carroll;
Decorating, Leona Ames; Entertain
ment. Mary Tolman. All the teach
ers are helping and we hope to
make this Carnival a big success.

MRS. PERLEY DAMON
Doris E. (Welt) Damon, 49, d'ed
Wednesday at her home in Warren
following a long period of ill health.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2.30 p. m. at the Flan
ders Funeral Home. Waldoboro,
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the
First Baptistr Church, Rockland,
officiating. Interment will be in
the Rural Cemetery, Waldoboro.
Mrs Damon was born in Waldo '
boro. Jan. 26. 1898. daughter of the
late Elden and Emma (Little) Welt.
She was educated in the Waldoboro
schools. She was married to Dr.
Perley R Damon of Rockland.
March 20. 1918. They made their
home in Rockland until eight years
ago when they bought a fine home
in Warren, which they have occu
pied since that time.
Mrs. Damon was active in the so
cial l.fe of Rockland, where she
had a great circle of friends. She
was a member of Golden Rod
Chapter, O.E.S.; American Legion
Auxiliary and the Thursday Club.
Deceased is survived by her hus
band. four sisters, Mrs Alice Kalloch, Mrs. Clinton B. Stahl. Mrs.
Stanley L. Poland of Waldoboro,
and Mrs Edward O’Connor of Win
chester, Mass. One niece, Mrs.
Harold Parsons of Newcastle and
one nephew, R'chard O’Conner of
Winchester, Mass.
MRS. GLADYS M. MURPHY
Mrs.
Gladys M.
(Knowlton)
Murphy, 44, wife of Cecil E. Mur
phy. died Wednesday at her North
Main street home. Funeral services
will be held at 2 o'clock todav at
Russell Funeral Home. Rev. Ernest
O. Kenyon of St. Peter's Episcopal
Church officiating. Interment in
Achorn cemetery.
Mrs. Murphy was born in Rock
land July 7, 1903. daughter of
Clarence and Ellen < Murphy)
Knowlton. She was married to Ce
cil E. Murphy and to this union was
born four children Mrs. Charlotte
Murphy Staples,
Mrs. Veronica
Murphy Cummings, Clifford and
Clarence Murphy, who survive to
gether with her parents and two
grandchildren.
Deceased was a member of Gold
en Rod Chapter O. E S. Miriam
Rebekah Lodge, Edwin Libby Re
lief Corps, D. A R., and St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church.

CAMDEN THEATRE
Last Times Todav
“BRINGING UP FATHER”
SATURDAY, JANUARY 24
Roy Rogers. Andv Devine in
“SPRINGTIME in the SIERRAS"
In Color
Basketball and the Rackets
"BIG FIX"
SUNDAY ONLY. JAN. 25
Grouchn Marx. Carmen Miranda
in “COPACABANA”
Starts Monday. January 26

“MOM AND DAD”

SERVICE

BLOWERS
PLANERS
We have in stock a Complete Saw Mill
from the Lane Mfg. Co.

IN PARTS
Why buy a part here or there
We have the Largest Assortment of Lane Parts of
Any Dealer in the State of Maine

B. D. McLELLAN & SON
MACHINERY
TEL. 744-W. WATERVILLE. MAINE
PULLEYS
EDGERS

THE PLACE:

The

ARROWHEAD
RANCH BOYS
RADIO AND STAGE ARTISTS

Playing For Your Enjoyment Every Night

AT

The Venetian Room

Tuesday-Friday

THORNDIKE LOUNGE
THE GIRL:

CAROL JOYCE
and
HER VOICE
THE TIME:

Every Night Except Sunday at 9 o’clock
Miss Joyce and The Thorndike Hotel
Rainbow Room Offer Informal and
Friendly Entertainment of the Bet
ter Sort.

PROBATE COURT NEWS
[This Is Not A Legal Notice]

Wills Allowed: Walter H. Spear,
late of Rockland, deceased, I. Lawton Bray of Rockland was appoint
ed executor; Helen A. Overlock, late
of Thomaston, deceasd, Elmer R.
Biggers of Thomaston was appointed
executor; Ira J. Shuman, late of
Rockland, deceased, Florence I. Day
of Bockland was appointed execu
trix; Elizabeth F. Otis, late of
Rockland, deceased; Nathan A.
Farwell of Rockland was appoint
ed executor; Marcia W. Farwell,
late of Rockland, deceased, Nathan
A. Farwell of Rockland was appoint
ed executor; Earle Charles Dow, late
of Rockport, deceased, Katherine S
Dow of Rockport was appointed
executrix; Rose W. Davis, late of
Rockland, deceased, Cectta Whit
more of Rockland was appointed
executrix; James E. Snow, late of
Vinalhaven, deceased. Marcia M.
Snow of River Edge New Jersey was
appointed executrix, Christopher
S. Roberts of Rockland was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
Pet tiens
For
Administration
Granted: Estates, Flavius M. Ames, 1
late of Vinalhaven, deceased, Joseph
F. Headley of Vinalhaven was ap
pointed administrator; Charles N.
Bogle, late of Union, deceased,
Sherlie B. Bogle cf Union was ap
pointed administratrix; Mary Louise
Alden Edwards, late cf Brookline,
Mass., deceased,, Eleanor Edwards
of Brookline. Mass., and William
Alden Edwards of Wilton, Conn,
were appointed administrators. A. R
Gillmor of Camden was appointed
Agent In Marne
Pet'tion for Administration. DB
N.C.T.A. Granted: Estate Effie L. '
Shuman, late of Rockland, deceased,
Stuart C Burgess of Rockland was
pointed Administrator, d.b.rvc.t.a.
Petition For Guardian Granted:
Estate Nathan W. Wiggin of Rock
land, Alfred F. MacFarland of
Rockland appointed guardian.
Petitions For License To Sell Real
Estate Granted Estates. Addia F.
Lurvey, late of Rockland, deceased,
presented by Adelaide L. Kaler
of Rockland, administratrix; Will
Elmer Rokes of Rockport, present«...
g Rokes of Rockland.

Conservator.

”1 *1

AC-ouina Allowed: Estates, Job
H Montgomery, late of Camden,
deceased, fourth account filed by
Harold J. Wilson and Alexander R.
Gillmor. Trustees; Raymond S. B rd
of Rockland, first account filed by
Sidney M. Bird, guardian; Clayton
D. Gilbert, late cf Newton, Mass.,
deceased, first and final account
filed by Royce W. Gilbert, executor:
Alonzc P Spear, late of Rockport,
deceased, first and final account filed
by Elsie M. Packard. Everett Libby
and Thomas Spear, Executors; Ed
win A. Dean, late of Rockland, de
ceased, first and final account fli“d
bv Nette M. Dean, executrix; Lena
M. Hodgdon. late of Rockland, de
i ceased, first and final account
filed by Beverly Simmons Barbour,
executrix; Burdean V. Simmons,
late of Warren, deceased, first and
final account filed by Lillian C
Simmons. Executrix; Elizabeth F.
Barter, late of Rockland, deceased,
first and final account filed by Olive
L. Staples, executrix; John T. Welch
late of Rockland, deceased, first and
final account filed by John T.
Welch, Jr., Administrator; Walter
F. Bisbee, late of Camden, deceased
Third and Final account filed by
Frederick A Swan, Trustee, by Ar
thur H Swan, Executor of the es
tate of Frederick A. Swan; Fanny
E. Thompson, late of Camden, de
ceased. first and final account filed
by Phlip R. White. Trustee; Alphenso S. Prince, late of Camden,
deceased, first and final account
I filed by Blanche S. Prince, execu
trix.
Petitions For Probate of Will Pre
sented For Notice: Emma Sellers,

late of Vinalhaven, deceased, Edwin
A. Sellers of Vinalhaven named
executor; Nelson E. Moore, late of
Warren, deceased. Earle P. Moore
of Warren named executor; Rose
C. Stewart, late of Un on, deceased,
Harriett M. Dimick of Havertown,
Pa„ named executrix; Margaret M.
Coombs, late of Vinalhaven de
ceased, Marshall F. Coombs of
Vinalhaven named executor; Virgil
T Payson, late of Warren, deceased,
Bertha M. Payson cf Warren named
executrix; Grace A Perry, late of
Rockport, deceased, Gilford B. But
ler and Maurice Dunbar, both of
South Thomaston named executors;
J. Frank Rich, late of Rockport, de
ceased. Perry F. Rich of Rockport
named executor; Josephine F Paul,
late of New Rochelle. New York, de
ceased, Donald George Ziegler of
New Rochelle, New York, named
executor
Petitions
for
Administration
Presented for Notice: Estates, Wil
liam R. Young, late of Union, de
ceased, Quincy E. Young of Union
named administrator, William F
Cook, late of St. George, deceased.
Florence M. Cook of St. George
named Administrator.

3A
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Petition FoifcAllowance Presented
For Notice: Estate, Edith A Fuller,
late ol Appleton, deceased, filed by
Hayden
Fuller
of Appleton,
widower.
Accounts Presented For Notice;
Estates, Annie L. Whalen, late of
Rockland, deceased, first and final
account filed by William Leonard,
executor; Bertha A. Jordan, late
of Warren, deceased, first and final
account filed by Fred Jordan,
executor; Laura Albee of Thomas
ton, first and final account filed by
Robert K. Mayo, Guard an; Parks
Buker, late of Rockland, deceased,
first and final account filed by Cur
tis M. Payson, Trustee; Gilbert C.
Laite, late of Camden, deceased,
first and final account filed by
Dorothy S Laite, executrix; Albert
E. Snow of South Thomaston, sec
ond and final account filed by Pris
cilla E. Smith. Guardian; Arthur
H. Huse, late of Camden, deceased,
first account filed by Z. M. Dwinal
and Norman H. Bowley, executives.

utveSCcH,
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SAVINGS BONOS
TODAY AND

TODAY AND SATURDAY
WltnitN ClAlSKS PrMwrt*

Clarence LMulfonfe

"BAR 38

JUSTICE*
DINAH

EDGAR

WILLIAM BOYD
with

RUUEll HAYDEN*GWEN GAZI
GEORGE HAYES*PAUL SUTTON
PAT O’BRIEN • JOHN REACH

Complete Shows at 2.06, 6.30, 8.30

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

riel****

UOGDRCH
jai The

BOWIRW

BERGEN-SHORE
DONALD DUCK • CHARLIE MCCARTHY
MORTIMER SNERD • MICKEY MOUSE

iwi
Dillrijuted br-HKO IADIO

SUNDAY. MONDAY, TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
FIVE
BIG DAYS
FIVE
They’re Travelin’ Along, Singing
Hit Songs On the Road That
Leads To
LAUGHS! ROARS! GUFFAWS!
Whatever That Is!

Sun. Shows,
Weekdays,

Monday Shows,

2.00, 6.40, 8.30

3.00 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, 8.30
2.00, 6.40, 8.40

StRAN

Saturday,
Sunday Shows at 3, 4.50, 6.40, 8.35

MCTUKti

MARCH OF TIME
NEWS
CARTOON

r£L

882

ROCKLAND

Tuesday-Friday

CANDIDATES FOR QUEEN
Social Matters
drs. Helvi Hamalainen Is a paJoseph Adams of Berkeley street
l-iit it Central Maine Sanitorium Is recovering from a fortnights ill
Fairfield where she is expected ness.
remain for a six-months period,
lie would appreciate letters and
Friday evening at 7.30 at the Con
lirds from her friends.
gregational Church there will be a
session to which only young mar
Chapin Class meets Tuesday ried couples are invited. “Youth"
Is interpreted to mean those whose
I ght with Mrs. Faith Berry.
children are not all through High
school,
or of similar age. The pro
Mrs George Hamlin entertained
gram will include singing with “Len
Eurenius at the piano; a film-strip
with recorded script "Its Your Home
Fun?”, discussion of the desirabil
ity of forming a “Kupples Klub"
in the Congregational Parish, and
refreshments. The pastor and his
wife are arranging this meeting, to
which every couple in the parish is
invited. The only rule for this
meeting is that couples must come
together—no lone ladies or lone
men!

II

Mrs. John Chisholm entertained
the Wednesday Club at her home
on Grove street this week.

'ednesday at a supper party at
he Thorndike Hotel, complimentof Portland,
e rs.
Mrs.Robert
MarianTrue
S. Lowe
of Rock-a
raduate
of the
Maine
and
nd and Miss
Eleanor
L. Eye
Leighton
ar
Infirmary,
in theMonday
City taking
^jamden
whois leave
for
ire
of
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Wilfred
Muiysix weeks- motor trip through
norida,
of North Main street, who is a
irgical patient in Knox Hospital.
Rene Fischer an son Richard arThe Monday
Lamplighters
Club
ved
eveningBridge
by motor
let
the home
of Mrs.
om'atPelham,
New
York Dorothy
for a
hssard,
street.
Tuesday
eeks visitGrove
with Mr.
and Mrs.
EdIght.
prizes were
wonWest
by
ard H.Bridge
Blackington
of the
Irs.
Loretta
and Miss
eadows.
ThePerrin
highways
wereShirin
lyaeStone.
feature
shape Athehappy
entiresurprise
410 miles,
allas
the there
presentation
of a of
birthday
tough
was plenty
snow
Pfcr
madetheby Mrs.
trough
otherLessard
States.to Miss
Mrs.
joLe.
Lunch
was
served
with
ischner, who is the daughterMrs.
of
Iiuline
Roy
pouring.
Miss
Stone
le Blackingtons. was unable to ac|is
also
presented
with
a
gift
from
impany them on account of illlie group. Guests were: Mrs Lillili Harrison. Mrs. Grace Witham.
liss Shirley Stone. Mrs. Loretta
I’rrin. all of Rockland. Mrs. Ha
ll Anzalone of Thomaston and
rs. Pauline Roy of Waldoboro

E
I

I

The Tuesday Auction Club was
entertained by Mrs. Albert Blais
dell at her home on Walker place.
Mrs Oscar Duncan had highest
score Delicious refreshments were
served
Maurice C. Nute and son, Maur
ice, are spending the week in New
York City.

Mrs. Theodore Sylvester enter
tained Weate Club Wednesday
night at her home on McLoud
street Mrs. Beatrice Cross. Mrs.
Verna Thomas, Mrs. Pauline BrewsI’er and Mrs. Phyllis Leach were
awarded birdge prizes. Refresh
ments were served. Mrs. Pauline
Brewster. Mrs. Beatrice Cross and
Mrs. Viva Jameson were special
guests.
| Mrs Edward Gonia is in Boston
on a business trip.

Burdell’s Dress Shorp. For imme
diate clearance, one rack Dresses re
duced to $10.00.
7-lt

VALENTINE

DANCE
SATURDAY

FEB. 14

a-

AT

CAMDEN

ill

OPERA HOUSE
Music By

At The High School

•'History Bees” recently held
with Miss Ida Hughes in Room 8.
were won by: 7-1, Marilyn Rich
ardson; 7-2, Terry Economy; 7-3,
Tom Emery.
• • • •
Thirty pupils of the 8-1 and 8-3
Preliminary balloting for the Nash. Gloria Studley and Jean Civic classes. Room 8, have sub
Queen of Kippy Karnival at Rock Young. The order in which they scribed for the "Current Events."
land High School yesterday and to are named is alphabetical and not
day has resulted in the choice of the pos tion which they had on the A fashion show was held Jan.
five Senior class girls who will be voting results as the committee did 15 by the 8-2 Home Economics
the candidates for the coveted po not release the number of votes class with great success. Following
is a list of the girls and their pro
sition ,n an election to be held in each candidate received.
Dresses. Louise Allen. Maude
the Junior and Senior high schools
A lively election campaign is ex ducts:
either the last of this month or the pected as the five seek the position Nelsen Marcia Lindquist, A. Bart
first of February.
which carries the honor as Queen lett, Amanda Tootill; skirts. Chris
Chosen as Queen candidates are: of the Karnival and many gifts tine Roberts Sylvia Davis, Chariot* e
Dean Alice Iamt, Ruth Verila.
Barbara Fuller. Mona Joyce. Natalie from Rockland merchants.
Christine Naum. Virginia Bristol.
Barbara Knowlton; blouses. Beat
Mrs. Bernard Oakes entertained
ANDREW VICTOR ELMORE
rice Reed. Priscilla Skinner. Nancy
Thursday afternoon at her Crescent
Andrew Victor Elmore, promin Hamlin. Jean Iott. Beverly Kitchen
Beach home in honor of the second ent citizen of Camden, died this Mary Morton. Nancy Stone, Ann
birthday of her daughter, Susan. morning in his 67th year. Obitu Ludwig. Beverly Manning; pajam
The table was attractively decorat ary deferred.
as. Rita Provencher. Edith Dondis
ed in pink arid yellow with baskets
nightie; Ruth Too1 ill.
of candy as favors. Guests were:
Mrs Ada Moody of Gay street
• • • •
Mrs. Mary Fales and children. place is at the home of her son,
Mrs. Christopher Roberts, Mrs.
Janice and Jeffrey, Mrs. Barbara Henry Moody in Boston following
Perkins and children Jennifer and surgical treatment at the Massa Charles Heino. Mrs.' Frank Vaitines
Sammy, Mrs.
Bernice Havener. chusetts General Hospital. She will and Miss Clara Leeman sold re
Mrs. Lucille Curtis and daughter return to the hospital Jan. 28, for freshments at the ThomastonRockland basketball game Tuesday
Lorna and Mrs Arthur Brownlow. further treatment.
night. Hot chocolate and doughnuts
Mrs James Diamond is a patient
The Browne Club of the First were served the two teams and
at Knox Hospital
Baptist Church will meet Monday guests.
• • • •
9
n'oht with Mrs Crosby French,
Richard Harper was chairman of
Summer street
the assembly Tuesday. Scripture
Mrs. Charles Hare. Jr. and Mrs. and opening exercises. Cynthia
Herold Snowman gave a surprise Knowlton: girls’ trio, “The Green
stork shower Wednesday night in Cathedral.” Barbara Clark. Elvira
AT
honcr o' Mrs. Erwin Wooster, at Johnson and Jean Merrill with Al
heme of Mrs. Snowman on Wil berta Sprague, accompanist; a play.
GREATLY REDUCED
low street A cradle decorated !n "Perscnality in Business” given by
pink and blue held the lovely gifts. members of the Office Prac'ice class
PRICES
Lunch was served. Invited guests assisted by three juniors; Thomas
were Mrs. Merrill Morang. Mrs. Bell, employer; Jean Young, sec
Freeman Brewer. Mrs. Feeman retary: Alfred Pawley, office bov;
Brewer Jr.. Mrs Ralph Clark, Miss Cvnthia Knowlton, muted voice;
Ann Tootill, Mrs Ansel Wooster. applicants- Nathalie Nash, Gre-a
Mrs. Edwin Mills, Mrs. Charles Hart. Nelson, Barbara Fuller. Jovcp WotTHE; COPPER KETTLE
Miss Phyllis Shute, Mrs. George ton, Marilvn Cates, Louise Connol6-8 Shute. Mrs. Milton Wooster and lv and Betty Staples; commenta
tors: Diane Cameron. Gloria Shid
Mrs. Carleton Wcostcr.
ler Jean Weir. Florence Eagan and
Nina Johnsen Vocal solo. Beverly
Brewer, “The Stars Will Remem
ANNOUNCING ,
ber." with Nina Johnson, accom
panist. Violin duet. “Waves of the
Danube” Athleen Moore and Ar
lene Rollins, with Paul Halligan.
accompanist. Bov’s quintet, “I’m My
4 LAKE AVENUE,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Own Grandpaw” Oliver Curtis,
Charles Focte, Richard McIntosh.
MODERN—COMFORTABLE—CONVENIENT
Kenneth Nelson and Richard Pease
with Jane Mullen accompanist.
Skilled Attention—Constant Care and Consideration For All
Room ?1 downed Room 23. 14 to
Patients—Best of References
0. Saturday afternoon at the High
School gym. Benner of the winners
MISS MARTHA BURKETT. R. N.
was high man with 12 points.
Telephone 1096-M, Rockland
Room 23
5-8
G
F
P
Benner, rf ......... 6
0
12
Boudreau rf ........ 0
0
0
K—
Barton If .......... 0
0
0
Burns If
.......... 0
0
0
Chase c
.......... 1
0
Delmoniro rg ...... 0
0
0
Baum lg .............. 0
0
0

SALE OF HATS

Sarah Linnell Hat
Shop

BURKETT NURSING HOME

7

It helps the mind reach out to
others with a proper pleading to
know of the blind being helped. In
Portland they have what is called
Maine Institution for the Blind.
They have sent out an appeal for
help to carry on this work. It has
rendered' material services to the
blind of the State since 10OP when it
was founded Here s a vital wav
to help out a fine work Send any
CAMDEN
sized contribution and they will wel
Stephen Mathews, young son of
come it.
Mrs Carleen Mathews of Camden
•• • •
was injured last night while coast
Lemon Meringue Rji-e Pudding
ing down Blake street onto Wash
ington street Milton French, who
5 tablespoonfuls rice.
was returning home from work
1 quart milk.
swerved his ear aside but was unable
Bu’ter size of egg.
to avoid hitt ng th» child While
2 tablespoonfuls sugar.
the car did not go over the boy. the
4 eggs.
impact pinned him into the snow
1 lemon
5 tablespoonfuls sugar for mer He was taken to Community Hos
pital, where it was learned he was
ingue.
2 tablespoonfuls chopped walnuts. suffering from fractured ribs and
Wash rice in several waters; put i other injuries. Hs condition is not
the milk on to boil, add the butter, considered critical.
rice and two tablespoonfuls, sugar. The January meeting of the
Boil slowly until rice is soft, stir League of Women Veters will be
ring ef’en. When done, cool slightly held Monday with Mrs Charles
beat the yolks of the eggs until E. Whitmore. 294 Boadway at 2.30.
lemon-colored, and add to the rice. Mrs William D. Talbot, chairman
Grate the rind of lemon and also ol the education committee, is pre
add to the rice Stir all together. senting -he program with Richard
Butter a padding dish which holds Libby of the Department of Educamore than a quart and pour this 'ion as speaker. A board luncheon
mixture in.
will be given at 12 o'clock by Mrs.
Make a meringue by beating the Talbot in honor of two guests from
whites of eggs until stiff. Then beat the Bangor League Mrs. Thomas
in the five tablespoonfuls cf sugar Sweeney will be in charge.
gradually and keep beating for a
few minutes, adding the lemon
juice a little at a time. Add a quar
ter teaspoonful baking powder
• A
while beating the meringue. More
sugar may be beaten in to suit the
’rt **"
taste. Spread this meringue on the
rice mix-ure. rough with a fork,
sprinkle a little powdered sugar cn
ton with the chopped nuts. Place iff
oven under the broiler, watching
constantly until delicately browned.
Serve cold .
• • • •
Depends on Direction
Youth: “I want to join the army.
I’m a track athlete. ’
Sergeant: “Sorry son. We don’t
want anybody who’s trained to
s»art running when a gun is fired.”

14

Room 21

America r

Ramsdel! rf ........
Mother If ...........
Hobart s c ...........
Msickin c ............
R-ed rg ................
McLain lg ..........

JANUARY NATIOI

ORCHESTRA

y z

-%

3

Benefit
Knox and Waldo Hairdressers’ Association
<((

Ti
Tickets On Sale At All Beauty Salons in Knox and
Waldo Counties
7 & 12

0

tot

o°

yien'i °

fly

TO SEE ONE IS TO OWN ONE!

j Shakespeare Society

The speaker at the infomal dis
cussion at Wednesday's Sea Scouts
meeting was Jim Moore. Press Her
ald news photographer. He an
swered questions fired by the crew
men, covering Ills interesting career.
Inspecting office.s were detained
Wednesday by a traffic jam during
the storm They arrived after the
crewmen had been dismissed. An
other date will be set by Commodore
Johnson.
A delegation of Red Jacket crew
men and their ladies journeyed to
Ma: timsville Thurettav for a Senior
Scout party with Outfit 246A as
hosts. Gardiner and Camden Sea
Scouts were also invited.
The Red Jacket will attend the
Bridge of Honor at Augusta Satur
day night when “Hap’’ Geirish of
that city will receive his Quarter
master medal. Three crewmen of
the Red Jacket are slated to receive
that coveted honor later this year.

Five Girls Of Rockland High School Enter the
Kippy Karnival Finals

JOE AVERY’S

0

The Sea Scouts

This And That

G
F
P
12
4
0
0
0
Oil
10
2
0
2
2
0
0
0

2
5
9
Referee. Plummer.
• •• •
An Ice Carnival Movie was the
feature at the Thursdav morning
assembly. Kenneth MacDougal an
nounced that all athletes Who
took part in any contests would be
covered by insurance. effective
Jan. 23.
• • • •
Orchestra members are: Wayne
Drinkwater. Justin Cross. Donald
Joseph. Eddie Hustus, Harry John
son. Richard Burby, Dick Jones,
Norman Hammond. Evelyn Perry.
Jack Burns. John Ware, Ralph
Stone. Deane Deshon, Jcanine
Leach. Athlenc Moore. Arlene Roblins, Anna Bullard and Donald
Marsh.

MARCH OF DIMES

FIGHT

INFANTILE
PARALYSIS

Members and Guests, Num
bering 48. Enjoy Very
Pleasant Session
The Shakespeare Society met
Monday night for a very pleasant
session at the home of Miss Mabel
Snow. Talbot avenue, when 48
members and guests enjoyed a fine
program arranged by Mrs. Kathe
rine Derry, program chairman, and
her committee. Miss Annie Frost,
president, welcomed members and
their guests.
The program consisted of a piano
duet by Mrs Nathalie Snow and
Miss Dorothy La wry: reading Mrs.
Madlene Jackson; vocal solos. Mrs.
Nettie B. Frost, accompanied by
Mrs. Faith Berry; and a skit, "The
Dark Lady of the Sonnets." read
in a very excellent and entertaining
manner by Mrs. Ruth Albee. Miss
Katherine Veazie. Miss Ruth Rogers
and Mrs. Madlene Jackson.
Refreshments followed the pro
gram. Miss Annie Frost and Mrs.
Irene Moran poured.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Gordon Simmons was installed as
master of Knox Lodge. F ~A. M..
Tuesday night. The other officers
seated were: Ralph Thompson,
senior warden: Arthur Raatikainen,
junior
warden: Alfred Harjula,
'reasurer: Randall Hopkins, secre
tary; Willard Brown, senior deacon
Robert Waterman, junior deacon;
Clinton Simmons marshal; Stan
ton Sleeper, chaplain: Arthur An
derson, Carl Tall stewards; Harold
Simmons, tvler.
The installing officer was James
Williams. D. D. G. M assisted by
Charles Dunean of Aurora Lodge
as grand marshal, and Charles
Woodcock of Orient Lodge as
grand chaplain. Officers of ForgetMe-Not Chapter. O. E. 8. and
Wessaweskeag Grange were special
euests V'olin solo by Albert Mank
artd William Dagge’ and aceord'an
selections bv Oliver Niemi and Shir,
ley Williams added pleasingly to
the occasion. Refreshments were
served by Mr and Mrs. Norman
Drinkwater. Mrs Alfred Harjula
and Mrs. Gordon Simmons.
A tornado is seldom more than
, 203 yards in diameter.
Read The Courier-Gazette

BELL & HOWELL
16mm SOUND FILM
PROJECTORS
Sales and Rental
Silent and Sound Movies To Rent
Abbott and Gastello and Other
Full Length Features

My Nasturtiums

Quaint blossom with the old fanlasttc name.
By jester christened at some an
cient feast!
How royally today among tne least
Considered herbs it flings its spice
and flame.
How careless wears a velvet of the
same
Unfathomed red. which ceased
when Titan ceased
To paint it in the robes of doge and
priest
Oh, long-lost loyal red, which nev
er came
Again to painter's paliette—on my
sight
It flashes at this moment, trained
and poured
Throught my nasturtiums in the
morning light
Like great-souled kings to kingdom
full restored.
They stond alone and draw them
to their height.
And shower me from their stintless
golden hoard. —Helen Jackson.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Colonial Photographic ,
Services, Inc.
JANUARY 15-30

403 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 1220

DO YOU OWN AM F. M. RADIO?
IF YOU DO SEND THIS COUPON TO
V/GUY IN BANGOR—And Regularly
You Will Receive Our Complete F. M.

Schedule With Other Interesting News
About Special F. M. Programs

NAME

.........................................................................

ADDRESS ....................................................................

CITY OR TOWN.......................................................

BIG

STOCK REDUCING
SALE
WOOLENS AT SACRIFICING

SEE
The Newest Type

Of

SPORT
COAT
Hollow-Cut-Velveteen
Just Arrived

From New York

PRICES TO MAKE ROOM FOR

2444

TEL.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE

COMPLETE
PIANO SERVICE

HERE’S SOMETHING WORTH YOUR WHILE

LEWIS CUCINOTTA
95 Bay View St., Camden

Entire Stock of

3-F-9

COATS AND SNOWSUITS
Reduced to 1-2 Price

Household Service
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Waxed and Polished Elec
trically.

CHILDREN’S SPECIALTY SHOP
375 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

(One Flight lip in Paramount Restaurant Block)

DOROTHY FEENEY

TEL. 603-M, ROCKLAND
91-tf

6-7

3-4 and Full Length
All Shades
All other Winter Coats
Greatly Reduced

All Sizes

Including Stroock’s

WALLPAPER

BERWIND’S

NEW RIVER
COAL

16 School St.,

Tel. 541,

Rockland, Me.

100% Virgin Wool Plaids yd. $1.87
100'7 Wool Grey Flannel yd. $1.97
Heavy Weight Buffalo Plaid
........................................ yard $2.59

Fortsman's Coatings .... yd. $3.79
All High Grade Quality at Low
est Possible Prices

We Now Have Butterick Patterns

The Remnant Shop
Mrs. Robert Brewer
200 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
PHONE 1198-M
Open 9.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Saturdays 10.00 P. M.
7-lt

FINE ASSORTMENT

DEAFENED'?

BickneH’s Hardware

Ask Us Why More

dKI-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1574
WE DELIVER

People Wear the

JL

Jf \

66-tf
Than All Other
ONE-UNI I
HEARING AIDS gf™-

DOMESTIC RUN OF MINE

FURRIERS

yard $1.49
Wool Pencil Stripe Suiting
................................. yard $1.49
Part Wool Twill (perfect for
slacks) ................... yard $1.49

HIGHEST QUALITY ’

AND PLENTY OF IT

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

SPRING STOCK
fit) in. Wool Flannel
yd. $1.29
All Wool Shetland (56 in)

Combined
t
I Ge' FREE Booklet on Deafness

IDEAL FOR ALL HAND FIRED FURNACES
PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY

GOODNDW’S PHARMACY

Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Inc.
TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR 1150-W

-■—- z

- -——-z

Fred L. Gaodnow, Prop.

-j----------------------

Fireproof Garage Co. «ain ud park sts.,
ROCKLAND, MAINS

87-tl

‘

DOCKLAND »
'

tel «m
Hr

SAVE FI EL- SAVE HOHEY
YOU MAY SAVE 25% or even more with a Timken
Wall-Flame Oil Burner, as thousands are doing. Our
scientific tests show the amount of savings YOU can
accomplish with Timken Oil Heat We give this guar
antee in writing on a money-back, burner-back basis.
You save with Timken or we re-install your present
burner and refund your money.
LIBERAL TRADE-IN—no down payment—easy terms.
Phone or see us nowl

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
TELEPHONE 51

ROCKLAND,
TIMKEN

MAINE

Silent Automatic

Oil ttJRNEPS • Oil 8OIVERT ; Oil FURNACES • WATTP HM1W
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‘Truth'’ is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Jan. 25. The Golden Text is
"Study to show thyself approved
unto God, a workman 'hat needrth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth." (II Timothy
2:15.1
• • • •
At St. Bernard's Catholic Church.
Masses each Sunday at 8 a. m., and
10.45 a. m.. Rev. Fr. James F. Sav
age. Mass in Thomaston at 9 a. m .
each Sunday except the third Sun
day in the month when it is said
at the Thomaston State Prison.
Mass at Our Lady of Good Hope
Church in Camden each Sunday
at 9 30 a. m.

the 10.45 worship service. The en
tire service, except the sermon, will
be conducted by the Comrades of
the Way. Pastor's topic: "Tasting
by the Principles of Jesus.’ Com
rades of the Way meet at 6.30 for
the postponed session on "Stories of
our Hymns" with Mrs Faith Berry,
guest.

• a• •

Ai St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for Sunday will be appropriate
for Septuages'ma; Holy Commun
ion at 8 a. m. at St. John’s, Thomastcn; Parish Mass and sermon at
9.30; Vespers at 4.30. The acolytes
and clergy of the neighboring
parishes will attend Vespers. Rev.
Hobart Gary, chaplain of the U of
• a • •
M. and rector oi St. James' Church,
Town, will be the preacher.
Old
Morning worship at the Univers
alist Church comes at 10.40 with Monday is the Feast of The Conver
Dr. Lowe preaching a second ser sion of St. Paul, Mass at 7 30. There
Friday at 7.30.
mon on last Sunday’s subject. "The will be a Mass on
•• • •
Creative Work of God." The nur
At the First Baptist Church in
sery department for children two
to five years meets during the the 10.30 servce. Rev. J. Charles
preaching service. The church MasDonald will give the third ser
school for older classes meets at mon in his series on "The Want
List of the Church" The prayer
noon.
groups will meet at 10.15. and dur
* * * *
"God’s Glorious Gift" will be the ing the morning service the nursery
subject of the sermon at 10.30 by will be held in the primary room.
the pastor. Rev. John A Barker At neon all classes of the Church
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist School w 11 meet for B.ble study,
Church. There will be a dedication i The Christian Endeavor will have
service for the children. The an inspirational meeting for all
choir will s ng. Sunday Schoo! at young people at 6. In the 7.15 serv11.45 with classes for all age groups. , ice music will be by the choir and
A class for young marr ed couples an instrumental duet. Mr. Mac
will be started next week The Bap Donald will continue h’s series of
tist Youth Fellowship meets at 0 sermons on "Gcd’s Final Word"
o’clock with David Ulmer as lead with this Sunday's subject, "The
er. subject "Reminders of God." At Beginning of the End." The mid
7.15 following the pericr cf hymn- week prayer and praise service will
spiration, the pastor will speak on be held Tuesday at 7.30.
• • • •
"Simon the Cyrenean." Special
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
music will include a selection by the
young people's choir. The S.N.A Church the service cf morning wor
meets in the parsonage Monday ship will be held Sunday at 10.45
night at 7 30. Midweek prayer and a m. The pastor, Rev. Alfred G.
praise servce Tuesday night at 7.30. Hempstead, will preach cn the ser
The Ladies' Aid will meet in the mon subject, “The Power of a
vestry Wednesday night with Mrs. Man's Personality.” The Church
School will meet at noon. The
Sherman Lord as hostess.
Youth Fellowship will meet at 7
• a • •
At .tlie Congregational Church p. m. when Miss Arlene Fickett will
lead
the devotions and Mrs. Hemp
Rev. Charles R. Montieth. pastor.
Church School will meet at 10, with stead will lead the lesson discussion.
Youth Sunday being observed at Great Events in the Life of Jesus."

We’re against high living costs and we’re ready to prove it
with sensational values in every department of our store. We’re
offering you more for your raon y because we have scoured the
markets for bargain-, in quality merchandise and we're passing
our savings on to you—get your share of them here during this
big sale!

Studley Meter Case

The Snow Bowl

Basis Of Bangor Editorial
Which Cites Massachu
setts Instance

Recent Carnival Was Only
“Warming Up” Event For
Big Affair To Come

In view of the interest created
by the parking meter case (which
was won by Virgie F. Studley) the
following editorial from Tuesday’s
Bangor News is timelv.
"Members of tne legal fraternity
will probably be watching with in
terest the conflict between an old
common law and the principle of
public interest now in the final
round in Worcester, Mass., with
common law fresh as a daisy and
the opposition groggy and reeling
on the ropes. In fact, as this is
written the 90-year-old code may
have forced the ripping up of the
city-owned parking meters, leaving
the sidewalks very much in status
quo.
“It was only through a faulty
warrant that a lower court test
case failed to reach adjudication in
Rockland, where an automobile
owner showed fight, dug into his
common law or had learned coun
sel do it for him, and appeared on
scheduled time for the judicial
contest.
"However, he won his acquittal
on unexpected grounds and the
soundness of his argument was left
unanswered by the court, who ruled
the specifications were incomplete.
Fourteen of the 24 hours in Rock
land are listed as free parking, and
the complainant had failed to al
lege the time of day the misde
meanor occurred.
“Recourse in both instances was
taken to antiquity when it was de
creed—and it’s never been repealed
—'hat property ownership extended
to the middle of the road and
with the exception of the usual
rights of easement, the ownership
was identical to ownership of any
other piece of property
"Briefly the Rockland resident
claimed he owned the road as far
as the middle except that he was
forced to grant and willingly did
grant the right to the public to
pass and repass and other acts for
the public good.
"The Bay State test case started
in about the same manner. There
a wealthy automobile owner, infur
iated at finding a tag on his car,
carried his protest through to the
Supreme Court which, on the basis
of the nearly a century-old statute,
ruled in his favor.
“The net result: Parking meters
are about to become a thing of the
past ln Worcester almost before
they had started functioning.
"It is, in a way, to be regretted
that the only such test case in
Maine should have met an untimely
death before the ink was hardly
dry on the warrant. Such test case
is bound to come when the proper
owner, wi’h sufficient money, gets
sufficiently riled up. It may as well
come now before more Maine cities
make costly investments and lose
their entire outlav—assuming final
adjudication goes against the met
er system."

SINK BRUSH

29c
COCOA DOOR MAT
$2.50
Protects floors from the mud
and snow of Winter. A cocoa
mat brushes shoes clean. Size

16"x27".

Burdell’s Dress Shop. For imme
diate clearance, one rack Dresses re
duced to $10.00.
7-lt

Galena, the name of a common
lead ore, has given its name to
towns in live States ol the United
States and one in Alaska.

DAZEY SENIOR
Modern Streamlined

ALUMINUM—SET OF THREE

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

CAN OPENER
$1.95

New pa tend’d cutting wheel
cuts cleaner and smoother.
7”, 8", 9etao shr Sshrdshrdluu Opens square, round or oval
Seven inch, 8 inch, 9 inch di cans. No sharp edges.
ameter. Easy to clean. Per

BROIL RACK

—

$1.19

The heating oil supply situation is critical. A Petroleum
Industry Committee appointed by U. S. Senator C. W.
Tobey of New Hampshire recently reported that the
need for heating oil may exceed the supply by as much as

'

’

'

"

-

1. So far this season the weather on the Atlantic Sea
board has been an average of approximately 25%
colder than last year.

By The Makers of

SINK STRAINER
Long-lasting rubber strainer in
assorted colors

A sturdy wringer made by
Wheeling

PHILCO

$2.15

39c

P

MID-WINTER SPECIALS

H

CHILDREN’S RIDGE TOP SKIS
Hardwood—Extra Quality
WERE

4 FOOT......
41/2 foot .
5 FOOT ...
6 FOOT.......

$4.19
4.95
5.95
6.75

I

NOW

$2.49
3.19
3.95
4.59

L

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P
u

PHILCO
WE WILL BUY

ALL TOYS AT 1-2 OFF REGULAR PRICE

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE

MRIN ST HARDWARES
T

441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

,

20

✓

4. Transportation by rail, truck and tanker is insufficient.

'

tS-Sl RANKIN ST.,
300XLAMD
'
W-F-tt

The following letter was written
to the Elmiru Advertiser, which
observes, “If any driver can resist
its appeal, he has no business with
i a driver’s license."

5. Despite an outstanding production record by the
steel industry, record peacetime demands have re
sulted in hampering expansion of petroleum industry
producing, refining and distributing facilities.

While oil industry production is at the highest level in

history, and every effort is being made to get heating oil
distributed as fast and as fairly as possible, every homeowner must face this fact: THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DO TO SAVE YOURSELF AND
OTHER FUEL OIL USERS FROM REAL HARD
SHIP IS TO REDUCE OIL CONSUMPTION AT
LEAST 15% DURING THE NEXT THREE
MONTHS—JANUARY, FEBRUARY and MARCH.
This can be done through the hill and unselfish cooperation
of every heating oil user—and the means to do it are
listed in the panel below. These are simple conservation
steps. Followed by everybody, they can meet this
emergency and see every home through the winter
without serious discomfort.

I
OIL USERS: Here’s what you can do to save your 15%!
1. Keep daytime house temperature at 68°.

6. Keep vents and fireplace flues closed

Set thermostat down to 60° or lower at
night.
Set thermostat st 60° or lower when
away from home.

7. Turn off heat and close doors when air

2.

3*

Turn off heat ln unused rooms, sunporches and garages.

when not in use.
ing rooms.

8. Use your fireplace whenever possible.
9. Consider immediate insulation for your
house.

A. Close bedroom doors at night to avoid 10. Send for our helpful, FREE BOOKLET,
cooling the rest of the house.

All Complete with Sandals

■

3. Total demand for all petroleum products today ex
ceeds even the peak war year by 8.3%.

11

Radio Shop £
c 517The
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
A
0
99-F-tf V

FAMOUS SNOW CRAFT SNOWSHOES
$13.21
$10.95
MEN’S ....
10.33
8.95
LADIES’ ..
5.50
4.95
CHILDREN’S

o PAINTS STOVES KITCHENWARE
"FORMERLY V£A2/£'S''

2. There has been a 22% increase in the number of
heating oil users.

CAIN'S MAYONNAISE

MOP WRINGERS

Typical Scene Recorded By

Appeal To “Mr. Driver”
I. Strikes Note of Sympathy
In All Hearts

BY STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY

*

^HORSERADISH

A Maine Winter

A Father’s Letter

PRINTED IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

There are several reasons for this situation:

Set—

uUlcers. President, Hose Marie
Baird; vic6 president, Jean Woos
ter; secretary, Eldie MacDonlad;
treasurer, Jane Shields; and ban
ner bearers, Bodine MacDonald and
Patricia Staples .

ing for there will be many good
the Camera Of Kosti
ideas presented for the individual
Ruohomaa
The contribution reads:
farmer as well as on a community
Dear Driver:
basis. Tlie meeting will start at 9
The
New
York
Times
recently
A few weeks ago, I saw a little
a. m., with movies taken last Fall
of the fires in the Brownfield and carried a reproduction fretn "U. S. girl struck by a car as she tried
Camera 1948," entitled “Maine to cross the street, I saw a father
Bar Harbor areas.
Winter.” Kosti Ruohomaa is the race toward her and hold her to
4-H Doings
and the lines beneath the pic him as she struggled in the agony
Faustina Gushee and Alice Miller artist
say: “Taken on his father’s of death. I saw all the plans that
of Appleton Bopsters 4-H Club were ture
during a snowstorm, it is con had been made for her dashed and
winners of the first 4-H judging farm
vincing
because it is authentic and I saw the look of despair that came
contest to be reported in Knox- the approach
is straightforward.” [over his face. I could only offer a
Lincoln counties for 1948.
In
the
background
big, mod prayer that such a thing might
Other judging contests planned em barn is misted the
never happen again.
by
the
are: Happy Home Helpers, South Outlined against the d mmed snow,
Today my daughter, who is 6
back

Bristol, Jan. 17; Georges Valley ground is the figure of a man, car years old, started off to school. Her
Boys, Warren, Tuesday, Jan. 27; rying a pail in one hand whilt he i cocker spaniel, whose name is Scoot,
Jeffersonian
Farmers, Tuesday,
his face from the stinging watched her leave and whined his
Jan. 27; Hurricane Boys of North shelters
with the other; the whole belief in the folly of education.
A'ppleton, Saturday. Jan. 24; White blasts
is black against the misted ! As this is written, she is sound
Oak 4-H of North Warren, Jan. 31; figure
: asleep with her doll “Paddy” in
Meadow View Girls of Nortli Union, background.
There are residents of Rockland, her arms. When her doll gets
Jan. 24; Warren Wonder Workers. who
that these buildings oc broken or her finger gets cut or her
Friday, Feb. 6; Singing Sewing 4-H cupy know
the
site
the Colonial resi .head gets bumped, I can fix them.
of West Rockport .Feb. 21; Needle dence that Dr of
Dodge,
for him But when she starts off to school—
Jabbers of Vinalhaven, Feb. 21 and self, high up on Dodgebuilt
when she starts across the street—
’
s
Mountain,
Medomak Maineiax of Waldoboro. overlooking the bay, when the then, Mr. Driver, she is in your
Feb. 21.
hands
Hill Top Juniors of Hope, Mrs. "Shore Village” was still young.
Much as I w:sh I could, it's not
Bernice Robbins, leader and Mrs.
possible for me to be with her all
CUSHING
Ellen Ludwig, Assistant Leader, is
the time. I have to work to pay for
the first club in Knox and Lincoln The annual “Aunt Carrie Mem her home, her clothes, her educa
orial
Christmas
party"
was
recent

counties to send a “Care" package;
tion.
to a family with small children ln ly held at the home of Mina A.
Sc Mr. Driver, please help me to
France. The members of this enter Woodcock. Gifts and eats from look out for her. Please drive care
prising club are: Geraldine Brown. the laden tree gladdened the hearts fully. Please drive slowly past
Theodore Hicks. Ann Ludwig. Faith of 19 children, making it a happy schools and at intersections. And
Ludwig. Nathalie Payson, Glenn occasion. Miss Woodcock was as please remember that sometimes
Ann Payson, Virginia Pendleton. sisted by Mrs. Lana Killeran.
children run from behind parked
Mary Richardson, Margaret Rich
cars.
ardson. Louise Richardson. Emile
SOUTH THOMASTON
Please don’t run over my little
Richardson. Jane Robbins, Alice v^next Rackliff who has been ill Kiri.
Wright and Betty Wright.
With deepest thanks for what
with influenza for four weeks, is
Jolly Sea Bees of North Haven slowly recovering at his home.
ever you can do for her, I am,
hive reorganized with Mrs. KenVery sincerely yours,
neth Gulls as leader and these I Subscribe to The Courier-Gnzette I
(Signed) Father.

15% this winter. This means you may get up to 15%
less oil than you would normally use during January,
February and March.

MATS...

'.

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Last week's Camden High School
Winter Sports Carnival was a
“warming up" event lor an Inter! There will be three Agricultural
scholastic Winter Sports Meet here Extension Service meetings next
later in the season. Tentative plans week in the county. County Agent,
are now being made lor a Knox R. C. Wentworth wll! discuss the
County Meet at the Snow Bowl Win county wide meeting on fire pre
ter sports area Jan. 31. No com- vention that will be held on Feb. 5.
m ttee announcements are as yet at Waldoboro High School. He will
also take up better poultry and
ready, but will be made shortly.
All Winter sports at the Camden dairy production. The meetings
Snow Bowl are operating in high will be held as follows: Simonton,
gear this week. The ski tow is op Tuesday, Jan. 27, Nobleboro, Wed
erating Monday. Wednesday and nesday, Jan. 28, and Edgecomb.
Friday nights each week, and all Thursday, Jan. 29. The meetings
day Saturdays and Sundays, weath. will be held in connection with the
er permitting.
Another in the local Farm Bureau women's meet
popular Friday night suppers Is ing.
scheduled for this week by the house Waldo Clark, Jeffeuon, District
committee of the Camden Outing Fire Warden for Knox-Lincoln
Club. The heavy snows have been Counties, wili be the speaker at the
cleared from the lake in front of county meeting to be held in Wal
the Lodge House for the skaters; doboro High School Thursday. Feb
andi the toboggan slide is much in ruary 5. He will be assisted by Wiluse.
bur Libby of Buckfle’.d They will
'have on exhibit fire-fighting tools
necessary to handle any forest fire.
WASHINGTON
George Finley accompanied Her Other speakers will be Philip Par
bert Hawes, Frank Calderwood. sons. Farm Management Specialist
Gilbert Doughty of Union, Roland and Edward Foss, Agricultural En
Gushee and Nathan Pease of Apple- gineer of the Agricultural Extension
ton last Wednesday to Portland to Service, Orono.
attend the annual meeting of Every farmer interested in fire
Maine Association of Agricultural protection should attend this meet.
Fairs wnich was held at Falmouth
Hotel.
ell’s uncle, Stanley Powell in South
Mr .and Mrs. Aubert Lelgher of Liberty.
North Burkettville were guests Sat i Among recent business visitors
urday- at the home of Mrs. Bertha in Augusta were: Mrs. Myra Cooley,
Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley and
Those from West Washington Mrs. Clara Overlock.
who attended the latest meeting of The Farm Bureau meeting sched
Fon-du-lac Chapter, O. E. S„ were uled for Jan. 16 at tlie home of
Mrs. Grace Bartlett. Mrs. Mae Hib Mrs. Talbot Johnson in East Wash
bert, Mrs. Virginia Bowman and ington, was postponed because of
Mrs. Delia Moore.
storm. There will be no meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Powell were until February, the date, place and
recent dinner guests of Mr. Pow- topic to be announced.

The Boy Scouts will meet Monday
at 7 p. m. The prayer meeting on
Tuesday at 7.30 p m. will be led by
Leroy Chatto. The Free Labor
w-ftaiion will report for work on
Wednesday. The Missionary Circle
of the W SC.S will meet at the
parsonage on Thursday at 2.30 p. m.
a a a *
Rev. Curtis L Stanley .pastor of
the Church of the Nazarene. will
speak at 3 p. m. Sunday on “This
Is That.” At 7.30 he will present
an illustrated prophetic lecture.
There will be special music at the
services. Church school meets at
1.30.

Clean, white tampico, long
wearing fibre. Every kitehen
needs one.

Tuesday-Friasy

S« Install storm doors and windows, and
use adequate weatherstripping.

“26 Ways To Save Money On Home
Heating”-:youra for the asking. Write
Mr. J. C. Richdale, 378 Stuart St., Bos
ton 17, Massachusetts.

THE OIL YOU SAVE TODAY
WILL HELP KEEP YOU WARM

You won’t experience any real discomfort or hardship
in following these suggestions—and they can make the
difference between some heat for all or no heat for many.

THIS WINTER
i

•»

Z 4

OIL COMPANY

OF

NEW JERSEY

(Successor to Colonial Beacon Off Company)

Tuesday-Friday
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Cross Country Solo

Modern Kitchen Equipment

See What It Did To This Pilot
Lost In Maine Wilds
Student pJots at the Knox
County Flying Service are required
to make a certain number of solo
cross country hops before they be
come eligible for their licenses as
private pilots. Many an amusing
incident has come out of these trips,
which are all laid out for the flyer,
but never one such as came to pass
a few days days ago, when one
young buck lit out for Old Town
via Lewiston and back to Rockland.
The lad in question, rather a slen
der chap of light complexion and a
habit of playing practical jokes on
his fellow workers in a Park street
establishment, took off from Rock
land and made Lewiston with ease,
it being a fairly large target and
with a nice highway to follow to
follow" to get there.
Leaving Lewiston, the hop went
across woodlands, and a strong
crosswind slightly fouled up the
former Coast Guard yeoman, who
had seen plenty of navigation
worked out aboard ship in the Pa
cific but had never been both mas
ter and navigator of a flying mach ne until recently.
On and on he flew. For a time
there was Mt. Katahdin on his port
hand and nothing but a sea of trees
to the starboard. Tacking ship a
little bit, the compass wasn’t agree
ing with his ideas of where he
should be, he headed for what he
thought to be the general direction
of the village famed for its Indian
colony and canoes.
Sparkling with stainless steel
By and by, the trees thinned out, throughout, the new all electil:
the gas was low. the poor little bey
,htn
n
w month by Ed
was losted; not in, but above the
nasty old woods, when a clearing Ma>° ln Newbert’s Restauiant. is
showed up and down he went to a the most modern of its kind in the
three-point landing, just east of a area. The general contractor was
herd of cows and a little to the west Charles G Shaw of Thomaston,
of three or four horses. They ---------------------------------------------couldn’t help him much as to direc
tion but when supper time came
they headed fcr the barn, followed
by the pilot.
He made the farmhouse with
out the aid ot navigational instru
ments and borrowed the use of a
telephone He soon had Jack Dodge
on the phone at the Rockland field
and wanted to knew where he was.
Jack, a little bit nonplused on that
quest on. advised him to ask tire
farmer as he was more likely to
i By T Raymond Pierce)
know the location than the instruc
tor nearly a hundred miles away.
In the earlier chapters of his very
That little matter all settled. Jack interesting "Randcm Recollections
advised the lad to stand by the ship
and he would be up in the morning my lifelong friend, James Edward
to fly the ship out cf what appeared Rhodes, Bowdoin B.A 1897 and M A
1947. gave the present generation
to be a tight posit'on.
your columns, an introduc
The long night passed, and it was through
a cold one. too Jack took off from tion to some of the outstanding
the Rcckland field to hunt up his business leaders of Rockland in the
fledglnig and return him to the day when he and I were included
roori, secure in the knowledge that ,‘n_tbe clty census
There used to be a story of the
the lad had had a warm night’s rest
orchestra conductor who stopped
in the farmhouse
Locating the plane smack in the abrupt!>’ m the■ m.dd.e of a reheareenter of a dune size field in the sa a"d *hopted: Teres that ptcwilds north of Bangor, he circled colo? Tbe
T 'n',
several times to drive the livestock struments bull fiddles and what
away from the grounded plane be- "dt
S
fore he slipped in and rolled to a the absence of the shr-11 little pic
colo
spoiled
the
whole
ensemble.
stop
So in every community, especial
Deciding to look the plane over
before heading for the farmhouse
lhe ®mall ones there are men
and awaking the supposedly still down the >'ne who wi 1 never go
s’eepng eaglet he opened the door
°f
and lo and behold there was Rcy dustry but who contribute to the
just coming tc and cussing all four comfort and convenience of the citi
legged critters in the North coun- zens and whose failure to
.. function
, ..
try. When a little more awake, he 13 morb serious comparat vely than
realized that he was with friends
absence cf the little piccolo
and explained that he hadn’t got pla'ei,.
... ,.
. ...
a wink of sleep all night due to the In llne wlth the Policy of this
friendly overtures on the part of the newspaper to record reminiscences
cows and horses the farmer had °f !arlie,r days’ which apparently
turned out the n ght before, after meets with the approval of a wide
feeding time.
The wing tips show’ signs of having they licked away at it all night
been nibbled and the windows were while the horses discovered it was
smeared where bossy had poked her fun to scratch their backs on the
nose to see what was inside. Every prop
few minutes the whole night long
Back at Rockland, he was iwady
he had had to roll out and chase for the next cross country but
his four footed friends away before swore he was going to carry cattle
they ate up his little airplane Must feed next trip to keep the livestock
have been salt in the dope on the away while he slept it out in some
wings and fuselage he allowed, as other field, perhaps.
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tell us about other oils and gaso-;ster industry is against the prinline. We hear a lot about research ciple of what most conservative
laboratories and the advancement !fishermen believe in.
Sn
^vrinpv Havib nig- in making better gasoline and oil.
During the last war, we heard a Ray N. Peterson, advertising
Stokely-Van Camp.
ou
oaya oyuiicy Udvia. uia All of this sounds good to the aver- lot about the U. S Government manager of
CUSSiny I axes, Licenses
age person, as we are always look- taking away the rights of States, Inc., announces the release today
a 17-week campaign for Van
and ____
SO Forth
ing for somethin8 better
how about our State taking away of
Camp's in 416 newspapers. Again
However, its easy to fool the pub- the rights of individuals?
Editor of The Courier-Gazette — !ic- and ’° my way of thinking, This is the exact picture when a capitalizing on the flexibility af
When the announcer of the Sun- that is the exact picture today.
lobster fisherman has to pay five forded by this medium, the products
have been selected
oco program tells us about their Forty years ago I was using gas- times as much for a license as he tc
. be advertised
.
mercury "made and dynabule oils_ollne fo‘ my boatthat tested 74, did previous to 1948. For a buyer .^^''^ration with local dls’ribuand their wonderful
wond rfui lubricatin ’ 0Ild oil with a high viscosi'v. Today even though he may not buy over \ rs °*i the basis of populanty and
wonaenul lubricating
lubricating
°
£ demand in various sectons of the
qualities, reminds me of what they Wf* are using a low octane
inpay
50
limes
what
he
did
in
1947
Plry’,,wtt,h the overall th™' of
-----------which,
according
to
the
best
——————
formation, I can obtain
tests Beside this, according to my inc?.Meals
n CainPs *ea*
the
Bar
Harbor
boat.
mention is mine in th
Frectuent around 52. I recently turned some terpretation of the new law. both led !n cppy ahd layout. The camor A Hbdgkm. .n?Fr?nT^‘UmnS of 3 P°pular bland
a ca‘>- *°r the of thp abova mentioned classes. pal8n.‘?as b^eu„p^uced «hd placed
conductors but sc^ne cf v^r read" PUrp°Se °f htating
spark plue> 1,ave
Pa.v our State the sum of byCalklns & Holden-New York
ers will remember Wilham l‘White
touching a lighted match to the <25 in order to transport our own
SPRUCE HEAD
Who wL,, eonm.etor onTh u
f gasoline referred to.
I was con- lobsters to another S’ate
Mrs. Carl Godfrey of Cambridge,
manv years Each locomotive was '‘nped that “ didnt compare with Just what are we coming to. and
named for some prominent indi- that of many years ag0
what are our Iaw makers wh° go ,0 Mass” is visiting Mrs. Lawrence
vidual identified with the conr- Incidentally, I’m not naturally a Augusta trying to do? We send Philbrook.
pany.
„pessimist,
. . but again
. , , I’ll s’ate that them there to represent you and Mrs. Ruth Randall was given a
me bu’ it appears to me that we surprise, shower of dainty things
Each train was met by several W<>Todlv
*
we face serious problems are getting taxation without
- Friday night at the home of Mrs.
coaches and hacks and in this con and we may
as well be realistic resentation.
Clinton Simmons. Lunch was
about
them.
Notwi'hstanding
all
of
this.
I served.
Sweetland and Jerry Murphy come
According
to
U.
S.
Senator
Byrd
have
one
suggestion
to
offer,
and
i
readily to mind. They knew every
s 1 Mrs. Dorothy Repplier is spending
body and everybody knew them, of Virginia we are paying from 25 'his:
several weeks with relatives and
to
30
cents
on
every
dollar
we
earn
Hundreds
of
our
fishermen
ln fact Jerrv was such a well-known
friends in Boston and Norwell,
in
Federal
Taxes
some
of
which
are
should
go
to
the
State
Legislature
character that he was the su’o
Mass., and will also visit her son,
of
thp
hidden
variety
Beside
that
next
Winter
and
demand
legislation
ject cf a rather ribald ditty which
Baming Repplier in Montclair.
the lobster fishermen face more which is just As it is now. we are
would not pats the censorship of a
New Jersey.
serious problem as is gen rally victims of circumstance, under
family newspaper.
Harold Waldron is a patient at
what
I
term
a
bureaucracy
known
It
is
conceded
by
New the taxi has replaced the
the Maine General Hospital in
Thp
fishermen
of
Maine
believe
rrmen
that
it
costs
40
t
hark and the livery stable is a
in the principles of ’he Puritans Portland.
taxi-stand. A small fleet of taxi everv dollar earned, to p
and what this country was foun led Mr. and Mrs. Irving McLeod and
cab, repretents mere horsepower erating costs However w
and upon Like tlie late President family are spending the remainder
than could be sheltered in the larg cent increase in maniia
45 Roosevelt they believe in the dig- »f the Winter with Mrs McLeod's
est stable. The invention of the in gasoline. It’s safe to in
the nity of man and his right to earn parents, Mr and Mrs F*?d Batty
ternal combustion engine has revo- Meantime, we musn’t I
honest living.
Mrs. Stanley Simmons en ertained
lutionized the whole system of r.ewly imposed
„ taxes which we have anUnder
the presetr setup many of at a family gathering Thursday
transportation, individual and col- to pav the Sea and sbore Fisheries

Fishermen Disgusted

Van Camp Campaign

—Photo by Cullen
Mita situation is it any" wonder that nity and pres’iae through the ruth- cake for the occasion was made by
ten's, while the Central Ma ne Rnck\nnriThw-asr8?ne’.1t«>'d
Power Cr. supplied an electric bak street owned hv Rerrv Rrrthers many of -he fishermen arc disgust- lessness of lobster wardens which her daughter, Mrs Ruth Randall,
is not the American wav
Mrs Ixmise Kinney of St. George
ing over, and ranges. The kitchen and mn by Denny Murnhv re-ent- ed?
So far. I have failed to find any- If the present trend continues, is caring for the hot^e of her mothis visible from ’.he dining room iv recalled in these columns^ If
through glass paneling and wide- anyone ever saw Denny ruffled, it on< wh° r‘s fav°>Mr. Reed s and all repor-s are true, the fish- er Mis. Harold Waldron during the
open kitchen doors, while the man- is net on record as he possessed one ’ ro?ram °r Propagation and conscr- ermen of our State may seek an- latter s absence in Portland,
ageuient invites inspection at anv of those marvelous dispositions, to yatidP Lika m>'yelf- theV believe in other ideology, Sydney H Davis
’
-----------------guests Warner St Clair, Gertrude
me within v«.v
the range vx
of which , he la’Vs of nature lnstead °f the
j time.
come
St Clair, Daniel St. Clair and Re
made Vfe brighter and happier laws °f science
OWL'S
HEAD
becca St. Clair.
The lvery stable on Limerock Working on the assumption that
of Thaddeus R Simonton in Cam
Mr
and
Mr?.
E.
H.
St
Clair
enMrs. Warner E St. Clair was
street opposite the Post Office was so called expci’s may devise a plan
den. Memory dees not recall why it run successively by Bert <GA. to put more lobsters on the bottom teitained Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. hostess Friday night, honoring the
Betty birihday of Mr. St. Clair. Guests
was in Camden, but the impression Ames and Nelse Ulmer who was at ofthe ocean' do we ever stop to Byron Bray and daughter
has never been forgotten.
My one time high
___ "sheriff"
.. oi
.. Knox
___ consider the results of propagan- who have recently returned from were Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jameson,
yen Nelse left the stable
stable da
°Si'am?
To my
my way
way of
of thinkthink- aa visit
grandfather and I were in Camden County When
da PPrr°8
ram? To
visit with
with Mrs.
Mrs. Bray's
Bray's parents.
parents Mrs.
Mrs. Wil
Willis Blither son Billie and
and his old friend Simonton took in his high hat and cockade to go
this same piogtam will be the Mi and Mrs. W. H. Hinton o, daughter Dawn of Camden. Mr
him by the arm and led him into up tc the court house a block away. ^)eaPs of selling mam of our lob- Springfield. Mo. Mi. and Mrs. S and Mrs. Emery H. St. Clair, daughhis office and turned on the 1 ght. his appreciation of the dignity of
fishermen down ’he river.
Clair celebiated their wedding an- ter Elizabeth and son Emery. SupTo his embarrassment, noth ng the office was plainly apparent. For Making a football out of the lob- niversary Saturday, having as per included several pirthday cakes
happened, but my first introduction many years Arthur Crcckett ran a
to the new method of lighting has 1 very stable on Lindsey street cpnever been erased.
posite the Lindsey House, where he
circle of your readers, the thought
The first elc trie lights to be in- took good care of many horses
has occurred that It would be of in stalled on the streets of Rockland owned by citizens in the vicinity,
Which blings tc mind cne of the
terest to recall some of the men and were of the arc variety, which
women who unobtrusively but effec meant that two carbons had to be most picturesque characters of the
tively helped to make life in replaced every day. The lamps city. George Lindsey, one of the
alarm system, fires were heralded by were attached to an arm of a pole, largest real estate owners, although
Rcckland the pleasant existence and were lowered and raised on a t would not have been suspected
that it was.
pulley. Here is where ' Mose" by anyone seeing him sitting in a
The three most essential services Beaten came in. It "Most'' was recking chair cn the piazza of Lindto community life arc water, light not on the job. the town would be sey House or driving his cow to pas
and transportation, now lumped In darkness, but he was always on ture in Lindsey Grove every day in
under the designation of public tlie job. There were no flivvers in season.
A lot of other tilings have disaputilities, a term wh ch has probably- those days so "Mose” had to make
developed out of the policy cf gov his rounds every day in an open peared. There were the butcher
buggy
or
sleigh
To
lower
each
and
fish carts which called periodicernment regulation.
' As recently recalled in your lamp. throw away the old carbons, ally at the house so the housewife
columns the original water supply insert fresh ones and hoist the could do her shopping at the door,
of Rockland was Chickawaukie lamp back into place and cover the There was the tin peddler who ex
Lake, cr Pond. In the course of city was a day's chore, Winter or changed tinware for rags. The best
time it became inadequate and the Summer. "Mose” generally had a known was a deacon in the church,
system was extended to Oyster small boy with him, especially in the sang in the choir and was 1 brarian
River Fond, now Mirror Lake. Be Spring when the sparrows found cf the Sunday School On tlie same
fore the installation of the fire the heeds to tlie lamps made to or- ooard of deacons and singing in tlie
alarm system, fires were heralded by’ der fcr starting a family, but few of same choir was the owner of a
the ringing cf church bells. One them got beyond the embryonic large farm over on the Old Thornaston read who ran an extensive
beautiful Summer afternoon the stage
bells rang out and every body locked
While Jchn Howard. Charlie mill: route
for the fire only to find that the Frost and "Mcse ' Beaton did not
Th” present generation would be
new supply had been connected appear frequently in the headlines scandalized at the way the milk
and a stream of water had been and were probably little known out business was conducted in these
thrown over Rankin Block. For side cf their own community, the days. Before retiring, a milk pail
many years the waterworks was res.dents were indebted to them for was hung on a hook outside the
John Howard and Jchn Howard was the uninterrupted flow of two cf the door, to deny the neighborhood cals
the waterworks, if there was a leak necessities of modern life.
a free meal. At an early hour in
in main or 1 ne. if water was to be
Soon after the electric light came the morning the milkman would
shut off or turned on, John Howard the trolley. So’much has been writ- call with a large can. the cover of
was Johnny-on-the-spot
ten about its advent, its operations which held just a quart. The milk
My grandfather, the late Capt. involved so many men. and aside was measured out and put in the
Thomas R Pillsbury, who retired from Thomas Hawken, the super'n- pall, hung back cn the hook and
from the sea in 1864, told me that tendent. the responsibility was so the milkman was on his way There
lie brought the first barrel of kero- distributed that individual mem was no bacteria count or pasteursene into Rockland This was of tion is not as simple as in the cases zing other than the time spent
there by the cows.
course 20 or 30 years before the already cited.
Then there was the scissorsperiod now under recall, but even
Prior tc the advent of file trolley,
at that time the kerosene lamp was Rockland was the center from which grinder with his bell The last cne
the principal means of heme Lght- radiated daily a fleet cf stage I saw was in New York of all places
ing. There was gas from a plant coaches carrying passengers and It must have been 12 cr 15 years
— ........ . ........
.———
on Sea street, now Tillson avenue, mail to surrounding towns, Cam- ,igo that I had been buying some
While many hsmes were piped for den. Union, Owl’s Head and The tickets at Carnegie Hall and there
gas, the old reliable lamp was in 'Keag. The best known of the stage he was in 57th street, turning his
pra tically universal use.
drivers was probably Ben Littlefield wheel amid the traffic cn the side
The plain jet did not do as good whose unfailing good nature and walk. completely obliv ous to the
a job as the kerosene lamp but irrepressible humor made a trip w ith gaping crowd that gathers every
with the advent of the Welsbach hint an unforgettable experience, where in New York when anything
Bonus Built - the amazing
burner and later the Argand. the The extension cf the Street Railway unusual is taking place, whether it
ET IT AT Pewmad
use of gas increased and depend- to the South and the construction is blasting the foundations for a
RESULT OF AN ENGINEERING PRIN
ence cn kerosene lessened
of the Georges Valley Railroad from skyscraper or grinding a pair of
do'y the New ford a„
The streets were lighted witli gas Warren to Union put the old stages scissors.
o,.
..
f°™ Bonus Built Trutlis
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Wh le not entirely extinct it must
lamps in lanterns on poles, often out of business and new n turn the
between payday
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^
All
These
or other
at considerable distances from each trolley and the Georges Valley have be difficult fcr anyone lequiring
loans made as
amounts from
LONGER LIFE ... and ONLY Ford
other. Each lamp had to be light been superseded by the bus and the pedal protection for a horse to loontementsl
readily as $300
$400 up ad
cate a blacksmith shop in these
ed individually by a man who went motor car.
'tfwt 3 ,\loans for a year or
vanced pri
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Have
It!
Report
in
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columns
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Even
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I
motored
along with a torch. The lanterns
longer. 3 different ways to get the
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and
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volved. Small monthly payments—
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later
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House,
property repairs; store moderniza
Ford«l,ahlllty^^ance.- ■>- Ford Trucks for ’48 is Bonus Built
Proved
$10.92 per mo. repays a $50 loan
was lighted by a circular chandelier, that ran the Lime Rock Railroad, whole trip. The blacksmth shopstion; buy merchandise; purchase
in full in 5 mos . and costs only
. . . designed and built with extra
w
th
jets
inserted
at
Intervals.
The
While
not
a
public
utility,
it
was
a
in
Rockland
were
always
well
atequipment,
etc.
ire.
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gas was turned cn and the janitor very important factor in the life tended. There is something about
strength in every vital part! But that’s
^est ford e<T-r 'S, ^ohs ■ ■ ■ Big.
Everybody welcome—men and
Loans made on furniture, car,
lit the jets from a taper at the end of Rockland. It banished the heavy the sk 11 and precision which a
women — married or single—what
truck, equipment—whichever way
only part of this vital truck engineer
Gross vehicle
t
history!
of a long pole. The footlights were limerock trucks which ruined the blacksmith must show in fashionever their work or business.
suits you best.
2L5OO pounds"’6!^ hra',,,SlJpto
ing principle . . .
lighted in the same manner.
streets between the quarries and ing the finished product from the
Never borrow unnecessarily, but if a loan is needed see Pmona'.
The factotum of the gas works the kilns and at the same time pro crude raw material that challenges
ruTr? 'ran-»1b„’p n8i"e!*
This extra strength provides WORK
was Charles Frost and Charles vided a more rapid and economical attention and this is still true of
they’ee sonseehj?' * ‘
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for
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first
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He
to
the
'safety
bicycle.
Hud
Ames
y1
Loms $100 to $1000
Loam $25/o $300
• FIRST, these WORK RESERVES give
not be surprised if he made out the looks a little grayer (no pun intend- had one of the high ones and I
Ford Trucks a greater range of use
bills, but of this I have no knowl- ed) but just as stubby as he used tnink Bert McLoon had one of the
edge. Anyway he was indispensable to when he came into the office for first ‘ safeties.'’ If I am wrong,
Charges—3% on unpaid monthly balance up to $150; 2’i% monthly on
by permitting them to handle loads
balances above. Small Loan Statute License No. 35
to the operation cf this utility.
his envelope. The engineer was Bert will correct me. One of the
beyond the normal call of duty.
Then something over 50 years ago Shuman
Rodney Fogg was the early guests at Bay Po nt Hotel
steering! ^,1,” ^'ax,es’ brakes,
Ford Trucks are not limited to doing
Edison came to general manager and George P mow Samoset) created a sensaWotton Block
407 Main Street
Phone 1133 tlie wizardryTheof first
incandescent White was the superintendent.
tion by appearing cn Main Street
3-F-9 Rcckland.
your Ford Trucks0"881 '° 8'Ve
one single, specific job!
These ne^ftdT'0"^
The largest transportation com- on a tricycle.
lamp I ever saw was in the office
pany. was. of course, the Knox &
These rambling remin scences al• SECOND, those same WORK RE
Lincoln Railroad, later tlie Maine ready exceed any limitation con
SERVES permit Ford Trucks to relax
Central, covering the same route ceived at the cutset and there are
as today but in those days making still so many memories which might
PORD TRUCKS Apr
on the job ... to do their jobs
W.OER0SE ^^®
connection at Railroad Wharf with be more or less nostalgic to a segeasier, with less strain and less
---------------------------------- ment of your readers that perhaps
USE, LONGER LIFE!
wear. Thus, Ford Trucks last longer
it is wise to take a seventh inning
stretch right here with tlie hope
because they work easier!
that time may be found for a re
sumption at some later date.

Gecrge Hamlin supplied tlie stainless steel and craftsmanship in cov
ering the work tables and hoods for
the ventilating fans in addition to
the paneling of stainless steel in the
restauiant proper. Two Koch lefrigerators were supplied by Comp-

RECALLING DAYS OF YORE

Here Is a Story Which Will Fascinate Rockland
Citizens Of All Ages
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MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

SALES and SERVICE

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

THE FARM AND HOME SUPPLY
ST. GEORGE ROAD, THOMASTON
Charles E. Stackpole, Prop.

TEL. 168-15

95-F-tf

When disorder of kidney function permiU
poisonous matter to remain in your blood,
it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
Scanty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wrong
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Fills, a stimulant diuretic,
____ used successfully
.
by millions for over 50 years, Doan’s give
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous wasUfrom
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

It is expected that within a few
years synthetic gasoline will be
manufactured from bituminous coal
at a cost nearly that of gasoline
from petroleum and natural gas,

Do FALSE TEETH
Rock, Slide or Slip?
FASTEETH, an improved powder to
be sprinkled on upper or lower plates,
holds false teeth more firmly in place.
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
FASTEETH Is alkaline (non-acid). Does not
sour. Checks “plate odor" (denture
brea,h) Cet FASTEETH at anv drug
tMl..

Yes, Ford Trucks for ’48 are Bonus Built . . .
built stronger to last longer! That’s why they
give their owners wider use and longer life!
That’s why life insurance experts can certify
proof that Ford Trucks last up to 19.6%

longer. That’s why the record shows there
are more Ford Trucks in use today than any
other make. Let us show you the revolution
ary new Ford Bonus Built Trucks today!

*BONUS: “Something given in addition lo what is usual or strictly due." .. . Webster's Dictionary,

Listen to the Fred Allen Show Sunday [venings at 8:30,\
on N.B.C. Stations
and the Ford Theater Sunday Afternoons at 5.

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY AT YOUR FORD DEALER’S
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SERMONETTE

25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Hock land and vicinity during the corresponding period of 1923.

Rockland won its twelfth straight a sen.—Herschall Marion.
game of roller polo, defeating
Waldoboro. Jan. 3. to Mr. and
Brockton twice. The members of Mrs Arnold Standish, a son.
the Rockland team were St. Aubin.
Rockland, Dec. 25. to Mr. and Mrs
R. Skinner, Therrien Wright and Llewellyn Newbert, a daughter—
Purcell.
Ruth Margaret.
Wellman Peirce opened a barber
Newark. N. J.. Jan. —, to Mr. and
shop at the North End
Mrs. Wesson Hawes, a son—Donald
Dana Sherer reported a 15-foot Keene
snowdrift by his house.
Waldoboro, Jan. 6. to Mr. and
Miss Daphne Winslow was elect Mrs. W. Everett Shuman, a son—
ed manager of the girls’ varsity Roger Everett.
basketball team at University cf
Rockland, Jan 10. to Mr. and
Maine.
Mrs. Charles Robinson, a daughter.
Israel Snow was elected president
Rockland. Jan. 11, to Mr. and
of the Loan & Building Association. Mrs. Guy Lord of Portland, a
Rockland bank presidents elected: daughter—Charlotte Muriel.
• • • •
North National. Elmer S. Bird;
Mrs. Mary Jones was elected ma
Rockland National, Arthur S. Lit
tlefield; Security Trust Company. tron of Grace Chapter. O.E.S.,
Maynard S. Bird. Homer E. Rob Thomaston.
F W Miller was the new presi
inson was advanced to vice presi
dent cf the Rockland National dent of the Camden Business Men's
Association.
Bank
Frank Moon opened a candy store
John Gould was chosen foreman
of the Atlantic Engine Co.. Cam
and pool room at the North End
Jeannette, daughter of Mr. and den.
Mrs. Ansel Saunders, was the first
William G. Washburn was elected
baby born in the Silsby Maternity president of the Thomaston Na
tional Bank.
Hospital.
House-Sherman, Inc., was the
A memorial service was conduct
name of a new Rockland corpora ed for Thomaston's noted pastor.
tion. with Frank S. Sherman as its Rev. Dr. W. A. Newcombe. The
pres dent and Robert H House as address was by Rev. Dr. I. B
Mower
vice president.
A. F. Wisner was elected high The body of John D Knowlton
priest of King Solomon’s Temple Jr. was found in the Tannery Livery
Stable at Camden.
Chapter.
Awakened from a dream in which
Walter S. Dunbar was elected
she was surrounded by fire, Mrs. chancellor commander of Camden
Russell Bartlett found that, a wood- Lodge. K p.
box of the kitchen stove in the Arthur J. Greene. 30. died in
home of S H. Doe. her father, was Camden.
ablaze.
J. H Hobbs, the retiring postmas
The Salvation Army bought the ter at Camden, was tendered a ban
Glover & Ames block at The Brook quet. He was presented a Knight
The structure stood on the site of Templar charm by John Stahl.
the building which was almost to
Ralph T. Spear. 57. died in Rocktally destroyed by the fire which pert.
also destroyed the Jones block in
which The Courier-Gazette was lo
cated In 1881
Oscar E. Blackington celebrated
his 90th birthday.
Supt. H. P. Blodgett was wearing Fishermen Did Better Than
a gold watch presented by the Cen
In November a Year Ago
tral Maine force.
Richards & Robbins dissolved Maine fishermen landed 26,065,766 pounds of fish and shellfish
partnership.
David H. Buffum, author of the worth $1.501088, during November.
column known as "The Prattler" Sea and Shore Fisheries statisti
severed his connection with The cian Louis Cates disclosed today.
Courier Gazette and went to New These figures. Cates said repre
sent an increase of nearly 9,000.000
York
John Watts shaved a former pounds and $250,000 over those for
Rockland mayor in four minutes so the corresponding period one year
that Bert could see the night’s polo ago. and bring the total catch for
the first 11 months of 1947 to 173,game.
• • • •
368.777 pounds valued at $11,648 The marriages for this period 040.
The discovery of new scallop
were:
Atlantic. Dec 27. Herman Staples beds in Hancock County waters
and Amy Joyce, both of Swan's and increased off-shore dragging
for these mollusks. Cates credited
Island.
Warren. Dec 30, E Foster Fales for the jump in scallop landings
of Thomaston and Mary C. Gregory to 31.985 pounds worth $34,402. dur
ing November. This total, he said,
of Warren.
Rockland. Jan. 4. Charles B amounted to nearly one-half the
entire
catch during 1946.
Thorndike cf Camden and Rose A
As compared with landings dur
Thorndike of Cicero. Ill.
New York, Dec. 23. Charles Dris ing October, Cates said clam pro
coll and Frances U. Smith, both of duction increased more than 200.000 pounds, while the lobster catch
Brockton, Mass.
Camden. Dec. 23, Charles M. Wos- declined nearly 1.000,000 pounds.
Total production for all species was
ter and Sadie E. Brewster.
Camden, Jan. 3, Aubrey L. Pease 3.000,000 pounds under the preced
of Hope and Cora V Dennison of ing month, with an income de
crease for fishermen up approxi
Camden.
Vinalhaven, Jan 2. Charles Rob mately $300,000.
bins of Stonington and Lillian Mer
chant of Vinalhaven.
Albony, N.T.. Dec. 31, Hyman A1
perin, formerly of Rockland and
Ida Tanenbaum of Albany.
An Esteemed Writer Thinks
•• • •
There’s Too Much Of a
The births for this period were;
Springfield, Mass., Dec. 25. to Mr
Good Thing
and Mrs. R. H. Britt, a daughter—
Rose Marie.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Springfield, Mass., Dec. 31. to Mr
’The snow, the snow, the beau
and Mrs C. E. Merrifield, a son.
tiful snow" so the poet says but
Owl’s Head. Dec. 31, to Mr. and being no post. I must take exception.
Mrs. Ralph H. Wilson of Crieha- Snow in many respects is beautiful,
ven. a daughter—Leoline Annie.
evergreen trees or bare leafless
Rockport, Dec. 31. to Mr. and trees make a most delightful pic
Mrs. Charles Hendricks, a son— ture with a nice field of sparkling
James.
snow in foreground on a clear
Dutch Neck. Jan. — to Mr. and frosty morning in Winter when the
Mrs. Thomas - Winchenbaugh, a sun shines brightly at a 45 degree
daughter.
angle, but when there is light snow
Razorville, Dec. 26, to Mr. and nearly all day and clears away in
Mrs Levi Kahrmann, a son—Wil the afternoon with a strong noith
liam Lee.
wind that sifts the light snow into
Rockland, Jan. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. drifts in front of a door that needs
Ansel Saunders, a daughter.
must be shoveled before setting a
Owl’s Head, Dec. 25, to Mr. and foot outside, what is there beauti
Mrs. Pearl Robertson, a son—Mark ful even in a shovel full of solid
Almond.
snow?
Rockland, Jan. 5, to Mr and Mrs.
I saw one lone bird fly past the
William F. Packard, a daughter.
house this forenoon while It was
Winchester, Mass.. Jan 1, to Mr. snowing and wondered if he was
and Mrs Albert Davidson, formerly lost or strayed up from the South
of Thomaston, a daughter—Patricia. land thinking it was Spring. Is
Vinalhaven. Jan. —, to Mr. and this snow, of which we are having
Mrs. Herbert Lauth, a daughter.
plenty, an aftermath of our lack of
Rockland, Jan 7, to Mr. and Mrs. lain last Fall, or is it simply one
James A Haskell of North Haven, old fashioned Winter like we used
to have 50 or more years ago’
Or is it because we are so used to
easy ways and means in life that we
see hardships and annoyance in
anything that savors of work or
; hardship or even deep snow?
I had a letter from Mrs. Gladys
Cunningham last week. She says.
“It’s just beautiful here. Groves
full of oranges, flowers all in bloom,
HOME REMEDY TO RELIEVE —some of the most beautiful
ones I ever saw. We have a lovely
cottage overlooking Marianna Lake
a bathing beach of white sand and
only one and one-half miles from
DISTRESS the city of Auburndale and about
60 miles from St. Pe»e. The cost in
Only Vicks VapoRub gives you this
is no more than in Maine.
special Penetrating-Stimulating living
action when you rub it on throat, Have had an invitation to visit the
Maine
Club and think we shall
chest and back at bedtime: —
until April. My address is R. 1
It penetrates to upper bronchial stay
tubes with special medicinal vapors. Box 550. Auburndale. Fla. Tell all
my friends to write."
It stimulates chest and back surfaces
By the way who was the other
like a warming poultice. And it
keeps working for *
hours-even
IW
9
while you sleepl ▼ vaporub

November Landings

“Beautiful Snow!”

Best Known
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Bronchial
Coughs

Stains,Dullness Vanish froi

^DENTAL
PLATES
Kfernite ends messy, harmful
brushing. Just put your plat*
or bridge In a glass of water,
add a little Kleenite. Presto*1
Stains, denture odor, disrolo
rations disappear. Your

teetl

sparkle like new.
Get
KLEENITE today at Cor
ner Drug Store, Goodnow’s and all
good druggists______

KLEENITE the Brushless Way

God Revealed To All
IV.
In concluding this great letter
to the Christians at Rome, Paul
speaks over their heads to those
in Kncx County.
He speaks to the man in busi
ness. Be kindly affectioned one
to another with brotherly love;
in honor preferring one another;
not slothful in business; fervent
in spirit; yet serving the Lord;
rejoicing in hope; patient in
tribulation; continuing instant in
prayer.
With n this week I sat in a
great attorney’s office while he
went over reports of the business
men in this community. His
family, his father before him
had lived their lives there. He
knew expertly about them. He
told Dun & Bradstreet’s repre
sentative time after time, “I
know that man. he is honest, he
pays his bills, he attends to his
family and his business, he has
made himself well off. He at
tends church and is a good citi
zen." Or of another. "He is a
shiftless man of doubtful reputat on. has never amounted to
much, not entitled to any credit
rating because through life he
has never deserved any."
In listening to him, I realized
what the Apostle meant. "With
brotherly love, in honor prefer
ring ether men of good repute,
not slothful in business, fervent
in spirit, yet serving the Lord;
charitable w th prayer and help
for the unfortunate. It was won
derful to hear his appraisement
of his fellowmen
Paul sums it up the same way,
“Therefor, if thine enemy hun
ger, feed him; if he thirst, give
him drink. Be not overcome of
evil, but overcome evil with good.
Let every soul be subject to the
higher powers; do that which
is good and it shall count for
you.”
Paul is telling today’s people
how to be good citizens in this
troubled world: "Owe no man
anything, but to love one an
other; for he that loveth another
hath fulfilled the law ”
A great book of the Bible—
"Romans.”
----- William A. Holman.

Seaside Intsalls
The Eastern Star Chapter At
Camden Figures In Very
Impressive Event
Officers of Seaside Chapter. O.E. S.. were installed o» Monday,
at the Masonic Temple, Camden,
by Miss Winnifred A. Burkett. Dis
trict Deputy Grand Matron. Those
who assisted the installing Officer
were Mrs. Ruth Smith as Marshal.
Mrs. Marilyn Barter as chaplain
and Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler as organ
ist.
As the worthy matron. Mrs.
Mary Mitchell, approached the altar
to receive her pledges, a song
"There's a Light in the Sky." was
rendered by Mrs Annie Wilman
The other officers to be Installed
formed an escort for the worthy
matron in a very impressive candle
light service and led her to the
East through an Aisle ctf Light.
Other officers installed were: Clar
ence Mitchell, worthy patron; Mar
jorie Hoffses. associate matron;
Louise Walker, secretary; Lillian
Shaw, treasurer; Ellen Ludwig, con
ductress; Ethel Cain, associate con
ductress; Marilyn Barter, chaplain;
Evelyn Powers, marshal; Lena
Ames, organist; Barbara Haining.
Adah; Katherine McFarland, Ruth;
Vina Stahl. Esther; Mary Alley.
Martha; Doris Ogier, Electa: Bes
sie Clark, warder and Arthur Walk
er sentinel.
Following the installation of the
Star Points each was presented a
colonial bouquet by the installing
marshal in a floral ceremony ap
propriate to each point of the Star.
At this time the worthy matron was
also presented a beautiful bouquet
of varied hues from the members of
Seaside Chapter.
The newly installed worthy ma
tron presented a past matron’s
jewel to the retiring matron. Eliza
beth Burgess, and Miss Burkett pre
sented a gift to Clarence Mitchell
for his substitute work as worthy
patron of the Chapter, to which
both responded. Mrs. Mitchell pre
sented gifts to the installing officers
in appreciation of their services in
assisting with the ceremonies.
Mrs. Alice True had charge of
the entertainment and 'he follow
ing numbers were greatly enjoyed
by a large audience present:
Piano duet. “Over the Waves.”
Barbara and Ralph Thorndike; vo
cal solos, “The Old Refrain". "I
passed bv your Window", Mrs. An
nie Wilman: accordian solos. "La
Paloma'.' "Old Comrades March".
Minnie Tranquillo; vocal solos
"Serenade of the Bells," "Stars,”
Ginnette Perrin, accompanied by
Ruth Littlefield; piano duet. Elaine
Hoffses and Myrtle Wheeler: read
ing, "Mrs. McVitters takes the
Air.” Adelaide Sawyer.
Refreshments were served, with
Mrs. Evelyn Wilson in chage of the
committee, after which all enjoyed
a social hour.
................
- .

Governor, besides Wm. Cobb, born
in Knox County? I've hun'ed every
place to find the "animal' but I
don't find. Please tell that history
student to come across. I'm inter
ested .
The Roving Reporter’s article on
"The Great Eastern Shows" was
most interesting. I went to one of
those shows, but don't remember
where, either in Rockland or Bel
fast. Those were the "Horse and
Buggy days."
Clara Overlock.
(The other Governor, or acting
Governor, to be more exact, was
the late Daniel Rose of Thomaston.
—Ed.)

Resulting From Colds
When (Ujthiag uemt Cc dt that irritating
Outh.isom. JrtjRti tnv guud just at tv any
gcxid -drug sturs and get a bvttla rf guud old
Brim ihu line Emulsion lake it as directed
mil aoltca boss eaailv It takes tiuld - gives
vou rebel nelpe ymi gel a roatiui night's sleep
Otleo me-half buttle ts enough end eon are
iretlet before vou know it The rerv tint iiae
takes hold - keaening ohlegm. soothing and
quieting irritation. Ask (or nleasaot tasting
Bron chu-line Emulsion todav and get relief
| es quick aa vou can Money back if dissatisfied

Goodnow’s Phcy, Lloyd's Phcy, Inc.
I

FOR

IPIN-WRMS
TAKE

TABLETS

A modern, medically-$ound treat
ment that get*
1 real result*

Lubec Is Aroused

Educational Club

Claims That Rockland and Holds One Of Most Import
ant Meetings In Its Long
Portland Draggers Are In
Career
vading Lobster Grounds
The first scheduled meeting of
the Woman's Educational Club for
the season, was held in the Congre
gational vestry Friday
Mrs. Ellen Hempstead gave an
outstanding paper on "George
Washington,” with a fine character
analysis of the man as a personal
ity, not a paragon of virtue as our
text books sometimes imply.
Patricia Bisbee gave a splendid
paper upon the Bachs and their
place In the world of music.
Mayor Charles P. Nelson of Au
gusta. addressed the club at 4 p. m.
International relat ons play a
very important part in our dealing
with our own economic set up.
It is often discouraging to the
returned vet to return to such a
state of chaos and uncertainty. And
It sometimes appears to him that
Communism is about to engulf the
world. We are immersed in a psy
chology of fear.
Back in London while buzz-bombs
were falling, we began to lose the
peace. Our international officers
were not selected with an eye lor the
ability of the individual, while
leaders in Washington bickered cn
problems of lesser consideration
And here began the losing of the
world peace.
John Winant was a very capable
leader but so confused and hopeless
ever the situation, he committed
suicide in London. I do not share
his hopelessness for I firmly believe
we shall do something about it
I believe in the system of free en
terprise. We cannot preserve our
civic liberties by any other system.
In peacetime, says a Twentieth Communism, fascism and Nazism
Century Fund report, the automo all throttle free enterprise. To pre
bile industry used more aluminum serve these freedoms, we must pre
serve our natural resources. Histoiy
than any other industry.

Crews of Rockland and Portland
draggers are charged with invasion
of the lobster grounds off Lubec,
according to lobstermen in that
area who have asked Commission
er Richard Reed to close the area
to draggers. A hearing is being
held in the town offices this morn
ing by Reed in answer to ihe
charges brought by the Washhington county lobstermen.
There have been rumors of local
draggers bringing up lobsters in
their trawls from inshore areas
where they have been groundfish
ing but in no amounts like the 2,000 to 3.000 hauls alleged by the
Downeasters who say that the drag
gers are in the area for the sole
purpose of lobstering on a gigantic
scale.
Local sources explain that the
draggers have been driven ashore
in search of groundfish due to con
tinued bad weather outside and
that one dragger had shared about
$40 per man on lobsters caught
during one trip.
Sea and Shore Fisheries rulings
have nothing with which to con
trol the situation as they do not
define exactly how a lobster shall
be caught.
Downeast fishermen claim that
the lobster grounds will soon be
exhausted if the practice continues,
as they claim it is now.
Local fishing boat crews and cap
tains have not been reached to ob
tain their viewpoints on the charges
and no specific boats have been
named other than to say they are
Portland and Rockland.

Tuesday-Friday
shows that all nations begin to de
cline in power as their resources
dwindle.
Watching the bombers of various
types take off on missions, requir
ing thousands of gallons of Ameri
can Gas was enough to make one
real ze American oil is net inexhaus
tible
Only countries of free enterprise
are really progressive. Russia is in
a constant state of unrest and
revolution but they are hoping for
the collap«e cf American capitalist
system scon
The funnv part cf this fear com
plex is ,we fear them, and they fear
us. I think we must show them
our system works, but in order for
our system to work we must be the
careful guardian of our own nat
ural resources. We must help Wes
tern Europe but only to the extent
of safety to our own economy.
I do not believe that Russian
economy can stand another war for
20 years. A psychology of fear
wouid hasten a depression for it
is this fear that is behind an eco
nomic collapse. America should
shake off these shackles of fear and
show tne world how well democracy
can work."
A panel discussion was led by Mrs.
Pitts and four teachers on the Unit
ed Nations Educational. Scientific
and Cultural (Organization. This
very worthy project was conceived
at Dumbarton Oaks and has as its
objective three things—
1. Reconstruction and re-habilitation of educational processes.
2. Fundamental education for all
peoples.
3. Education of International
understanding. Those on the panel
and taking part in the discussion
Mrs. Pitts. Mr. Knight. Miss Hughes,
Miss Leeman and Miss Viik.
A baked bean, covered dish sup
per was served. Co-Chairmen were
Inez Packard and Lcuise Ingraham.
Others serving on the supper were
Mary Butler, Ada Hewitt, Maude
Tibbetts, Mildned Teele. Lenora

Hamalainen, Jennie Feyler and Ma thought of our own economy.
rion Lindsey.
We do need some things here such
Ex-Governor Sumner Sewall and as hospitals, schools, stronger ^So
Mrs. Sewall were special guests of cial security and tax relief.
the club on this occasion.
Now the war is over we need to
Following supper a short musical j raise our standard of living. Free
program was given by two High enterprise does raise the standard
Schcol boys.
1 of living. Let us still be able to shoot
Paul Halligan gave a splendid ; for the moon. Greater production
lendition of Chopin's Revolutionary | is the answer for inflation. Expan
Etude on the piano and as an en sion as opposed to curbs. An ecocore he gave Lady Graceful. Rich , nomically sound country is more se
ard Giles sang two baritone solos. cure from outside attacks than one
"Smiling Through" and Desert Song. whose economy is questionable. Rus
Both ycung men are most promis sia is convinced that we are going
ing and should go a long way in through an economic crisis within
their chosen career.
j the next two or three years.
Ex-Governor Sewall was intro 1 The Russian Soviet Republic was
duced by Caroline Sleeper.
founded on Marxian doctrine and
He paid a fine tribute to the mem there are certain fixations in theory.
ory of Mary Perry Rich and said he Socialism is opposed to capitalism.
felt her spirit must be in the room. Since we are the most successHe said he had found the Educa | ful example of capitalism they are
tional Club a most democratic in i going to watch for our military
stitution and here one might even : strength to disintegrate. It will be
think aloud. So let us think to a dangerous period. We should be
gether noon some of our problems. ' patient with Russia by all means
First, let us take the Marshall I and have faith as well.
People who are free have faitl’.
plan of doing things and the cost of
doing things. There are some un It is a greater force than organized
certain elements of this plan. Brief military power such as Russia has.
Let us go ahead in the joy of free
ly it is designed to help people to
help themselves; turning the ele dom. However, we cannot permit
! one power to stalemate and dead
ment of despair into hope.
One brutal thing done by the Rus lock us on every point. We must
sians In Europe was to separate the forge ahead on a Christian and
food from the starving by that iron meaningful plan
Mrs. Bradstreet asked Mrs. Sewall
curtain. That old iron curtain 1s
solid and invincible. We shouldn't , for a few remarks to the club and
let this happen By feeding West she graciously expressed her pleasure
ern Germany w-e shall make It pos i at being back in the United States
sible for them to dig coal and icon and with the club ai another meetore which will make it possible for 1 lng.
She said she found one attitude in
them to again become industrious
in trade and travel. Given this the Ge/rnan people that was most
chance they will produce and be self- | admirable and that was the way
they cherished the older members
supoorting.
There Is no need for coal and ore of their household; they never confrom America: the Ruhr has enough ‘ siriered them a burden, but a spe
for a thousand years. So instead of cial dispensation of providence and
sending them these items let us con they were given every courtesy and
tinue to give them food as wheat consideration by even the tiniest tot
of the family. It was one trait she
and grain.
Iiet us be Christians and intelli thought could be emulated in our
E P G
gent in our giving and with some land.

The Name
"STANDARD”
Socony-Vacuum is an independent company
not affiliated with any Standard Oil Company
operating in the U.S.A. and is in direct, vigor
ous competition with them. In order to elimi
nate any possible confusion in the public’s
mind with other users of the name "Standard,”
Socony-Vacuum has dropped the name from the
few remaining products which have carried it.

our trade name "SOCONY”—which appeared, with our
trademark the Flying Red Horse, on stations, gas pumps

and trucks throughout New York and New England.

With the union in 1931 of SOCONY and VACUUM a
far greater oil company emerged — united the famous

products of both companies under the Flying Red Horse
trademark — rapidly expanded from Coast to Coast.

★

★

★

Today the Flying Red
Horse has outgrown its “Native Soconyland”
and the name “Standard.” Today our trademark
stands for “Socony-Vacuum” and the quality
lines of Mobil Products and Gargoyle Products
—sold Nationwide, Worldwide!
The main point is this:

We are also no longer using the old name
“Standard Oil of New York” on our bulk
plants, the cabs of tank trucks and our other prop
erties and facilities throughou t New York and
New England.

★

★

★

Seventeen years ago we were the Standard Oil Company

★

★

★

of New York and the Vacuum Oil Company. The abbre

The Flying Red Horse is your guarantee of a leading pe

viation of Standard Oil Company of New York spelled

troleum product from a leader in the petroleum industry.

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.

V

THE NATION’S
SIGN OF

The Flying Red Horse is the
symbol of the Mobil line of Au
tomotive Products, famous front
Coast to Coast—Mohilgas, Mobiloil, Mobilubes, Mobil Speci
alties, Mobil Tires, Mobil Bat
teries and accessories. SoconyVacuum also markets Process
Products and the world-famous
line of Gargoyle Industrial and
Marine Lubricants.

